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If all MSX Computers are the same 

MSX Is a worldwide computer 
standard, chosen by most of the world’s 
largest electronics companies. With MSX 
machines, all software and all hardware 
is completely compatible... games, 
educational and business programs as 
well as disks, joysticks and printers, which 
means you can borrow your friends 
MSX software and play it on your machine, 
and because It's an agreed standard, 
it will be here for years to come. Obsolete? 
Not with MSX. 

Like other MSX manufacturers our 

how is Sony's Hitbit different? 

Hitbit 75 has the best ‘basic around, great 
colour, great sound, a 64k memory and 
more ports than you'll probably ever need. 

Hitbit also has a disk drive, printer, 
data cartridge and a remote control joy- 
stick. But, who else offers free, a unique 
personal data base that can store 
addresses, schedules or even remind you 
when to feed the cat? 

Who else offers our superb Sony styling? 
Who else enjoys such a reputation 

for reliability? Only the Sony Hitbit, the 
logical choice in computers. Sony. 
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REGULARS 
4 NEWS. Credit card size 
software, more on the working 
party, tax on tapes, user 
group, a day out, anew micro 
and yet more software 

8 LETTERS. Time for you to 
take over. Tell us your 
problems, ideas, discoveries 
and feelings about the 
meaning of life 

10 READER INFO. Plug in a 
modem and get in touch, take 
out a subscription and see 
what's in store for you next 
month 

FEATURES 
16 KING OF THE CARTS. We 
take another look behind the 

scenes in a major software 
house. This time it's Konami 

22 MUSIC MAESTRO! In the 
second of our articles about 
essential BASIC we make 
decisions, go loopy, and all in 
a highly musical manner 

30 PLAYING FOR REAL. Do 
graphics leave you cold? If so, 
interactive video could restore 
your faith in the idea that 
computers are fun 

32 COMPETITION. Take a 
LOAD off your wallet by 
winning one of ten £30 data 
recorders 

37 CATCHING CODE. The 
next step in teaching yourself 
machine code. Here’s how to 
print characters on the screen, 
without mess 

46 MSXPRESS. If there’s a 
software shortage in your 
neighbourhood, who you 
gonna call? MSXpress! 

DEPARTMENTS 
26 GRAPHICS. The Grafpad 
from British Micro is the latest 
graphics peripheral, and the 
first tablet available for MSX. 
Sounds good, but is it 
everything it should be? 

REVIEWS 
44 PRINTOUT. 
Communications is the 
predominant theme this 
month, with two books on this 

fashionable subject. There's 
another title on how to get 
started with machine code, 
one on computers in 
education, a tome on 
interactive video, and a 
manual for all budding code 
breakers 

50 SOFTWARE SCENE. 
We'd hate to see you waste 
your money, so we've 
checked out all the latest 
software releases for you 

TESTING 
20 THE RIGHT TYPE. At last, 
an MSX compatible printer. 
Made by Hudson and 
distributed by Microlink, it's 
fast, efficient and should bring 
relief to all those tearing their 
hair out trying to print MSX 
graphics characters 

LISTINGS 
62 Now it’s time to take it out 
on your keyboard. Here’s a 
dozen pages Of listings to 

41 GAMES. If dangerous 
diving is your idea of an 
adventure, then Electric 
Software’s all-singing, all- 
dancing, all graphics game, 
The Wreck, could be for you 

keep you and your machine 
busy for weeks. All you have 
to do is flex those fingers 
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Activision converts 
Ghostbusters to MSX 
Following our news back at 
the beginning of the year that 
software house Activision had 
snapped up Ghostbusters, we 
can now tell you that it has 
been converted to MSX and 
should be in the shops in the 
next few weeks. 

Incase you were one ofthe 
few people who didn’t get round 
to seeing thefilm last 

ACTIVISION 

ain't ‘fraid of no ghost!’ 

Make a day of 
itinSutton 
lfyou’re within hacking 
distance of Sutton, in Surrey, 
you might like to know abouta 
forthcoming Computer Day. 

This has been organised by 
the Sutton Library Computer 
Club onbehalfofthe 
Association of London 
Computer Clubs, andisto be 
heldinthe Sutton Central 
Library on Saturday 11th May. 

The morning willconsist ofa 
computertown type event 
where people willbe 
encouraged totry outavariety 
of micros, with advice and help 
fromclub members. 

The afternoon will 
concentrate on ‘useful’ 
computing, giving people 
hands-on experience of word 
processing, databases, 
spreadsheets and 
communications. 

The entrance feeis 50p for 
the morning and £1 forthe 
afternoon. Further details from 
Jennifer Woeller (01-661 5031) 
or David Wilkins (01-6423102. 

Christmas, the game involves 
you setting up a ‘Ghostbusters’ 
franchise, equipping your 
outfit, catching ghosts and 
stopping Marshmallow Man. 

Having seen the excellent 
Commodore version, wearea 
little disappointed with the 
conversion—the musicisn't 
quite so catchy and there isn’t 
any speech synthesis . . . ‘He 
slimed me!’ for instance is 
conspicuous by its absence. 

Rectified 
Butas we have what 

Activision calls a ‘technical 
sample’, ratherthana finished 
product, this omission may be 
rectified on the final version that 
goes onsale. 

Nevertheless, the gameis 
stillgreatfunto play, and you'll 
no doubtfind yourself singing 
along with the theme tune just 
like us. 

We'llbe giving Ghostbusters 
afullreviewnext month, soin 
the meantime, ‘Who yagonna 
call /2F 

Just as we’ve got used to 
the wonders of 
cartridges, technology 
takes another leap 
forwards. In the very near 
future you'll be seeing 
credit card-sized carts, 
carrying anything up to 
128K of memory, at 
previously impossible 
prices. 
The product that 

achieves all this is 
commonly known as the 
smart card. But the first 
one you’re likely to see, 
made by Astar 
international in Japan, is 
called the Astron Card. 
_Rather than using 

chips plugged into a 
printed circuit board, 
smart cards have the 
circuits printed directly 
onto the wafer-thin | 
board. 
GST Software, and its 

MSX-devoted offspring 

Fancy going on a safari in 
darkest Africa? If the answer 
is yes, then you'd better nip 
down to your local computer 
dealer, buy some Elephant 
floppy disks and enter its 
safari competition. 

To qualify all you have to do 
is buy a 10-disk pack, 
complete the enclosed puzzle 
and write an apt and witty 

New cartridge technology for MSX — 
GST Software gets smart 

Electric Software, will be 
handling the smart card 
development in the UK 
and Europe. The 
company has already 
succeeded in creating 
interest among major 
software houses, whose 
support the system 
needs if it is to take off. 

Activision and Konami 
are already interested 
and other companies are 
in the process of 
assessing the system’s 
potential. 
MSX should be the first 

home computer system 
to make use of these 
cards, with versions for 
Commodore and Sinclair 
machines following 
along behind. 

To use the card with 
your MSX micro you’ll 
need an adapter, which 
looks like the standard 
cartridge. The smart card 

Want to go on safari 2 
slogan. 

All applicants will receive a 
free Elephant ‘T’-shirt. The 
competition closes on June 
30th so if you want to enter 
then you'd better hurry! 

For further details contact: 
John Wise, Dennison 
Manufacturing Company, 
Colonial Way, Watford, Herts. 
Tel: (0923) 41244. 

plugs into the top of this. 
These connectors 

should initially sell for 
around £5 — but, of 
course, you only need 
one. The cards 
containing the software 
plug into the connector, 
and GST hopes to have 
the cost of these down to 
about £10 by Christmas. 
This will make the cards 
competitive with cassette 
based software. 

Mike Hall from GST 
told us that the company 
has placed a ‘six figure 
exploratory order’, but he 
thinks that it will be at 
least a couple of months 
before the product starts 
hitting the shelves. 
Alotdependson 

supportfromthe 
companies, but smart 
cards have applications 
outside of the games 
market. 

- at pee Clas hid. 



Cult game 
comes to UK 
Boulderdash, aconsistent 
numberone bestsellerinthe 
United States, is being 
converted to MSX by Orpheus 
Software. Itis an arcadegame 
thathas become acultinthe US 
butsofarhas only been 
available for Commodore 64 
and Spectrum micros. Orpheus 
claims thatthe MSX version will 
be as good, ifnotbetter than the 
Commodore version, anditwill 
runon32K machines. 

Orpheusis also bringing out 
anMSX version of Elidon,a 
graphic arcade adventure . 
basedon fairy mythology. Soon 
tobe seen forthe Commodore, 
itlooks setto be a major hit. 

So get your diaries out and 
pencil in autumn for the MSX 
version. 

New recruits to the MSX 
working party 
After months of 
negotiations Pioneer has 
signed the dotted line and 
joined the MSX working 
party. 

Jeffrey Pflaumer, 
Pioneer’s sales and 
marketing manager, says 
the company joinedon 

Three more Electric titles 
Hotontheheels of The Wreck, 

LeMans and Buck Rogers 
come three moretitles from one 
ofthe most prolific software 
houses, Electric Software. 

Allthe games are scheduled 
forrelease in July andthe first 
title, called Barnstormer 
revolves around Barnie, the 

pilotofabi-plane. 
Pinkieis the secondtitle and 

it's based, strangely, onthe 
antics ofapinkelephantona 
rollercoaster! 

Mike Hall, Electric’s 
marketing manager describes 
the third game as a ‘tongue-in- 
cheek adventure depicting 
Romeo and Juliet and Cupid, 
complete with bow and arrow’. 
Wecan'twaitto see it! 

Initially the games will only be 
available on cassette but 
cartridge versions are planned 
laterinthe year. 

Although prices have yet to 
be finalised, a £7.95 price tag 
looks likely. 

Get your robot here — and 
save purser! some money 

Mitsu ishi 'sradio-controlled 

mae 

ROBO made a lot of friends 
when he/she appeared in our 
April issue. In case you’re 
wondering who or what ROBO 
is, it’s the radio-controlled 
robot produced by Mitsubishi, 
intended mainly for use as a 
promotional gimmick. 

But there’s good news for 
people who want to get hold of 
one. As part of a general 
Mitsubishi promotion, 
Tavistock Hi-Fi is selling 
limited quantities of the robot. 
At £59.95 it’s not cheap, 
although the recommended 
price is £80! 

If you want your own 
movable MSxX friend contact 
Tavistock on (0234) 56323. 

May 1stand hinted thatits 
64K MSX micro knownas 
the PX-7 willbe launched 
‘sometimein July or 
August’. The priceis 
expected to be around the 
£300 mark. 

We’ vealso heard 

rumours that Panasonic 

Sse” ABDBDTAaW 

is joining the working 
party too. A company 
spokesman admitted that 
‘the matter is under 
consideration’, and 
Graylings, who 
represents the other 
members, confirms that 
talks have taken place. 

Accompany your micro with 
new software from Rittor 
If your micro asks you to 
accompany it, that doesn't 
mean it’s just joined the Police 
Force. It’s probably just 
running some new software 
from Rittor Music. 

We've already reviewed the 
company’s PSG Musiwriter — 
a cartridge based music 
composer selling at around 
£20. Now this has been 
followed by FM Musiwriter, 
specifically designed to make 
the most of the sound facilities 
of the Yamaha CX-5M. 

For just a few pounds more 
you have access to a lot more 
instruments. And, of course, 
you have the advantage of the 
Yamaha's special FM sound 
synthesis and versatile sound 
outputs. 

First MSX user group starts up 
After months of patient waiting, 
MSX computer users can now 
jointheirownMSX usergroup. 

Andrew Phillips has recently 
started the groupin Ormskirk 
and says, ‘Webelieve thatthe 
MSX micro deserves the 
support of adedicated user 
group’. 

Once the grouphas acquired 
more members it plans to offer 
avariety of services includinga 

The company is also 
marketing Odyssey K, a 
cassette based music 
program for all MSX 
machines. It turns the 
computer keyboard into a 
music keyboard, and allows 
you to compose and play on 
three channels. There is a fair 
amount of control over pitch, 
volume and envelope, and the 
notes are displayed on the 
screen. 

The program should be 
available in a few weeks time, 
and will cost around £12. For 
more details of all three 
products, contact: Rittor 
Music, 24 Broomgrove 
Gardens, Edgware, 
Middlesex. 
Telephone: 01-952 5302. 

regular newsletter. 
Soif you want to get together 

with fellow enthusiasts, swop 

ideas orjust make friends, then 
send alargestamped 
addressed envelopeto: 

Andrew Phillips, 
MSX User Group, 
Room 5, 
14 Moor Street, 
Ormskirk, Lancs. 
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Four golds for Britain 
US Gold is launching four new 
conversions for MSX at the 
end of June. The games 
include Grogs Revenge, 
Whirly Nurds, Bounty Bob 
Strikes Back and Dam 
Busters. They are expected to 
retail at around £8.95. 

At the moment US Gold is in 

JVC grand 
opening 
You’ve heard people talk 
about MSX being the 
centre of ahome 
entertainment system. 
Now JVC has started 
pushing this idea by 
making its MSX micro 
one of the main features 
in its new Audio, Video 
and Computer (AVC) 
Centre in London. 

The centre is ina 
highly salubrious area, 
being located at 82 
Piccadilly. JVC has hada 
Video Information Centre 
there for five years. But 
with home entertainment 
systems becoming more 
integrated it made sense 
to include the company’s 
other lines. 

Apparently, the 
opening of the centre 
‘signifies the dawn of a 
new era within the world 
of consumer electronics’ 
(it says hers). Well, a 

dispute with GB Gold, a 

software house set up by 
Preston-based distributors 
Vanguard Leisure. 

The two companies not only 
share similar names but have 
almost identical logos. A court 
case is in the offing to settle 
the dispute. 

press launch wouldn’t be 
complete without at least 
one era dawning. But the 
centre certainly is 
interesting. 

As well as being able to 
see all the JVC products 
in action, you can also 

s 

ch in Piccadilly 

Da vid ‘Kid’ Jensen at the launch of JVC’s AVC 

If you're ona tight budget 
If you're on a tight budget and 
cant spend too much money 
on games, then Ranjan 
Software may have solved 
your problems. 

The company has just 
launched a cassette packed 
with 10 games for MSX micros 
costing only £7.95. 

avail yourself of the 
centre’s video faciities, 
including multiple VHS 
copying, editing and 
telecine services. 

The centre will also 
continue to run its 

video production courses. 

Known as Bonanza, the 
collection includes role playing 
and arcade games, and 
sounds like a good buy. 

Further details can be 
obtained from Ranjan, 3 
Wensley Close, Harpenden, 
Hertfordshire. Tel: (05827) 
69152. | 

Tax on blank 
tapes 
If the government gets its way, 
computer users could find 
themselves paying a 10 per 
cent tax on blank cassette 
tapes. 

The levy is aimed at helping 
the recording industry make 
up its loss of revenue as a 
result of record piracy. 

This move seems grossly 
unfair on people who use 
blank cassettes for data 
storage rather than taping 
their Boy George albums. 

However the good news is 
that a body called the Tape 
Manufacturers Group, which 
consists of companies like 
Agfa, Panasonic and Sony, is 
vigorously campaigning 
against such a move. 

Blackett Ditchburn, one of 
TMG’s representatives, says, 
‘The government wants to 
enforce the levy to cover the 
infringement of copyrights, but 
what about people who use 
photocopiers who also infringe 
the copyright of authors?’. 

The proposals for the levy 
are still at the Green Paper 
stage, which means they’re 
still under consideration. But if 
the government goes ahead 
with its proposals the tax could 
become law later this year. 

MSC north 
Scottish readers of MSX 
Computing can look forward to 
a second series of Grampian 
Television’s computer series 
Bits ‘n’ Pieces. 

This latest series is 
concentrating on software for 
the BBC, Amstrad, Atari, 
Commodore 64 and MSX. 

Aimed at viewers new to 
computing the programme will 
be broadcast to the Grampian 
region during the summer. 



Low-cost 
graphics 
packages 
If you need help with your 
graphics, but feel that a 
graphics tablet or light pen is 
going a bit too far, Cable 
Software has two new 
programs that could be ideal. 

Both titles are appearing 
under the Electric Studio label. 

Sprite Editor makes creating 
sprites very easy, even witha 
joystick! Up to 64 sprites can 
be designed and stored, and 
can then be recalled by other 
programs. 

Graphic Designer is a 
somewhat more complex 
program for creating pictures 
on screen. It employs ikon- 
type menus for easy use, and 
has an impressive list of 
features, including various 
types of automatic pattern 
drawing. 

Both programs are 
compatible with the Sanyo 
light pen unit. Sprite Editor will 
cost £7.95 and Graphic 
Designer retails at £14.95. 

Correction 
In last month’s review of 
Zaxxon we included Philips’ 
telephone number by mistake. 

The game is distributed 
exclusively by Electric 
Software in the UK, and the 
telephone number to ring for 
details is: (0954) 81991. 

Major distributor goes into the red 
Many software and 
hardware companies are 
having a hard time 
keeping their heads 
above water in the 
current economic 
climate, and the home 
computer distributor 
Spectrum is no 
exception. 

In April the company, 
which sells Goldstar and 
Sanyo MSX micros as 
well as small business 

machines, went into the 
red. 
One of the company’s 

buyers, who declined to 
be named, says the 
problems are due toa 
‘high level of faulty 
products being returned, 
and the way they are 
being manufactured’. 

None of the MSX 
manufacturers we talked 
to had any problems with 
their goods being 

Estimating the problem 
If you’re having problems 
grasping mathematical 
concepts than ASK’s. 
educational game Estimator 
Racer could be just the ticket. 
ASK has taken the view that 

education needn't be boring 
and has set the program 
around a motor racing track. 

The idea is to solve a 
problem at the bottom of the 
screen and the answer is the 

lane you are to race in. 
Each time the correct 

answer is worked out your 
speed increases and you can 
build up faster lap times. 

To make the game more 
realistic ASK has even added 
some oil slicks. 

The game is likely to be 
aimed at 5-14 year olds for 
around £8.95, and will be 
available in July. 

The first MSX mouse, from SMC, comes complete with software 

MSX mouse on its way courtesy of SMC 
A mouse for MSX is being 
developed by SMC Supplies 
which will hit the high streets 
in July. 

Costing £59.95, the mouse 
will come complete with 
software which offers 
extensive facilities. These 
‘include various brush shapes, 
triangles, circles, box fills, 
variable size text, asave and 
reload to/from either tape or 
disk, and a fast screen dump. 

A sprite designer and a 
character designer will also be 
included. The software is 100 
per cent machine code and 
the mouse system will be 
available through most high 
street computer shops and 
independent retailers. 

returned and Keith 
Newman, Spectravideo’s 
managing director, 
stressed that Spectrum 
was a good customer. 

At the time of going to 
press, Spectrum’s 
managing director Alan 
Warren wasn’t available 
for comment, buta 
spokesman said that 
most of the returns 
were on Commodore 
and Sinclair machines. 

Triton takes 
a bow 
The Triton is the latest micro 
to join the ranks of MSX. 

Manufactured by a British 
company, Radofin 
Electronics, the machine is a 
standard 64K micro with CP/M 
compatibility and is expected 
to cost around the £200 mark. 

Mike Quelch, Radofin’s 
sales director, says, ‘We built 
the machine in our Hong Kong 
factory and have taken on the 
Spanish company Eurohard 
(who has recently taken over 
Dragon Data) to handle the 
marketing for us’. 

The machine weighs only 
2.7kg and comes ina sleek 
cream finish, with 72 keys, the 
normal cartridge and cassette 
ports, and composite video 
and RGB outputs. As an 
optional extra Radofin also 
plans to launch an 8K monitor 
ROM. 

At the time of going to press 
a dealer network has not been 
set up, but Mike Quelch 
anticipates that the Triton 
could be on sale by June. 

Radofin also expects to 
launch a 2.8inch Quick Disk to 

complement its micro, but as 
yet no details are available. 
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Sprite hitch 
lam having problems in 
running ‘Sprite Designer’ by 
Graham Bland, printed in the 
December issue. The 8 x 8 
part runs well. The problem is 
that when in the 16 x 16 mode 
| run out of string space in line 
1150 or 1290. Not only have | 
spent hours pouring over this 
problem, but | have also 
retyped the whole program 
three times. Can you help me 
out please? 
John Brody 
East Sussex 

Graham Bland replies: 
The problem is due toa 
regrettable oversight on my 
part. MSX BASIC allocates 
enough memory for 200 
characters by default. This 
is more than adequate for 
the 8 < 8 sprites. 

This string space must be 
increased for 33 X 33 
sprites. The remedy is to 
alter line 110 to read: 
110 CLEAR 600. 
Sprite definitions for 32 x 
32 sprites should now run 
without a hitch. 

North of 
Watford 
| feel | must put pen to paper 
over a matter of some 
importance to us poor MSX 
users up here in the ‘Wild 
Midlands’. You would think 
north of Watford was the other 
side of the world. 

| have had my Toshiba 
HX10 since November 1984. 
Since that time, | and friends 
of mine have scoured the East 
Midlands trying to find an 
outlet that sells software for 
MSxX. All that’s available 
game-wise is Polar Star, 3D 
Golf etc. When it comes to 
Hyper Olympics, Superchess, 
etc I’m told that they will not be 
available until MSX gets more 
popular. 

Printers, light pens and 
most other accessories are 
just not available here in the 
Midlands either. | know | can 
send for them from places 
down south but why should | 
have to? | am very unsatisfied 
with the way that software 
producers are turning a blind 
eye to us in the Midlands, and 
for all | know further North too. 
My message to the entire 
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It’s a bargain! 
Over the past few months | 
have been looking into 
purchasing a computer. | 
started to look around the 
industry and was convinced 
my first choice was an MSX. 
The drawback was its price 
and with this in mind | was 
within a whisker of purchasing 
the ZX Spectrum plus at £129. 

| walked into a local 
computer shop, with the 
knowledge that if the 
salesman was at all pushy | 
would walk out with a 
Spectrum even though | did 
not feel happy about it. 
What greeted me on the 

shelf was too good to miss. A 
Mitsubishi MLF80 for £129, 
completely above board. It 

wholesale trade, as well as the 
retail trade in Leicester and 
the MSX producers is; ‘Come 
on lads, we bought your 
product in good faith so don’t 
let us down on the back-up’. If 
| had a shop selling MSX 
computers | would want the 
software to go with it. I’m sure 
retailers would rather hear the 
sound of the cash till instead 
of moans from dissatisfied 
MSX owners. 
Mr T RAllen 
Leicester 

The problems of keeping 
the customer satisfied are 
legion, and we examined the 
problem in our April issue. If 
MSX sold in Spectrum 
numbers, everybody would 
be stocking MSX software 
and peripherals. 

As it is, many distributors, 
retailers and software 
companies have felt the 
pinch of a very tough winter, 
and so are consequently 
being very cautious in what 
they stock. The first priority 
must be to stay in business. 
Customer demand seems to 
be coming second to this. 

only took me seconds to 
change my mind. Having paid 
for the computer the salesman 
was just putting it in a bag 
when a gentleman leant over 
the counter to ask the 
salesman what memory it had. 
| replied ‘64K’, to which the 
salesman replied, ‘No, 32K — 
that’s why the price is £129.’ 

| took my purchase home 
feeling somewhat deflated, 
but still hoping the shop had 
made a mistake and that | was 
onto a winner. | have seen 
several adverts for Mitsubishi 
and all of them state quite 
clearly that the MLF80 has 
64K. Does it? 
R Cole 
Poole 

Yes, you’re onto a winner! 

What MSX owners should 
be, and are, doing is 
pestering dealers, writing to 
magazines and making their 
voices heard. We are doing 
our part, with MSXpress and 
other offers. We only hope 
everyone else will do theirs. 

Those 
gremlins again 
Brilliant! That was my first 
reaction when opening up 
your April edition of MSX 
Computing, but was it so? | 
thought that all my problems 
were answered. 

Firstly | thank you for 
correcting the error on 3-D 
Maze and giving such useful 
information on BASIC hints 
and short cuts. But when | 
thought that the game 
PLANETOID, in December's 
issue, was corrected, it still did 
not work. In the edition | 
bought, anyway, | founda 
mistake in line 920. It reads “IF 

PWX-CX)A 2+ (WX-—cy) = 
R*R THEN RETURN”. Surely 
you cannot have a closed 
bracket without an open 

bracket. PLEASE can you © 
correct this (grovel). 

Anyway, your magazine is 
magnificent (lies). It has 
taught me to write my own 
programs and translate a 
whole sonata throught the 
computer. 

Disc Warrior is a brilliant 
game — | have reached a 
score of 128,225. On Pitfall II | 
have reached a score of 
180,128, but Blagger still gets 
me! 
Peter Richardson 
London SE14 

Blame it on gremlins in the 
typographical department. 
The printer made (into P. 
The line should be 
920 IF (WX-CX) 2+ (WX-CY) 
= R*R THEN RETURN 
That should solve the 
problem. 

Congratulations on the 
high scores, anyway. Can 
anyone out there beat 
them? 

MST-Calc 
| wish to point out the following 
errors in your March review 
of the MST-Calc program. 
1. The minimum size of 
spreadsheet is 20 x 21 cells, 
not the maximum as printed. 
2. You can go to nominated 
squares by using slash key 
followed by ARROW keys 
(vertical increments 5 rows, 
horizontal increments 3 
columns). 
3. The equations are viewable 
on the COMMAND line when 
the cursor is placed on.a grid 
location. 

This is not a new product. It 
has been on the market (in 
Dragon 32 form) for more than 
two years and is used and 
respected by many small 
businesses. Our programs are — 
written to do a job — not to 
show off features which are 
not needed by the user, and 
which may confuse him. 
Simplicity in use, and ability to 
save the businessman time, 
are the two main attributes of 
MST software. 

Your reviewer is probably a 
programmer/analyst type — 
not a business user. 
PW Crane 
MST Consultants 

Our reviewer replies: 
With practice, users can 



learn to use almost any 
program within its 
limitations, and MST-CALC 
does a good job for the 
price. 

Better documentation 
would be an improvement. 
Finding out how a 
spreadsheet works should 
not be a matter of trial and 
error. Overall, at £12.95, 
MST-CALC is good value. 
But I remain convinced that 
other, admittedly more 
expensive, MSX 
spreadsheets offer more to 
both the beginner and the 
experienced user. 

Missing 
platform? 
| have purchased a Toshiba 
and one of the free games 
was Manic Miner. | find that it 
is impossible to go beyond the 
sixth frame as the portal 
cannot be reached by the top 
most platform. 

Any help you can give me 
will be gratefully received as | 
like the game very much. | 
liked your article on music and 
| hope you have more to come 
as | would like to put some 
tunes onto tape in three voices 
and sounds. 
R Lang 
Liverpool 

A screen shot from Manic Miner 

It is possible to get past all 
the screens in Manic Miner. 
What many people don’t 
realize is that you can stand 
almost entirely offa 
platform and still jump. We 
know — we've done it. 
We’ve plenty more to 

come on the music front 
too, Mr Lang. Next month’s 
Music Department will be 
well worth catching. 

Too big 
to handle 
lown a Yamaha CX5M, and 
recently bought a copy of the 
Hobbit. After several attempts 
and several different copies | 

What's the 
hold-up? 
About two months ago | 
purchased a Toshiba HX-10 
computer from Rumbelows. It 
was a good deal at £239.95 
which included a free software 

pack and three year 
guarantee. The software pack 
included Manic Miner, 
Hunchback and French is 
Fun. All the programs worked 
fine until one day Manic Miner 
just packed up. 

| tried to load it again at 
different volume settings but it 
still didn’t work. So | took it into 

Rumbelows who said they 
would change it when some 
software became available. 
This was more than a month 
ago. What’s the hold-up? 

Apart from that | am very 
pleased. At my school, where 
there are at least 600 pupils, 
not one person has got an 
MSX. My friends who have 

can’t get the game to load past 
the first picture of Smaug. 
After a couple of minutes of 
loading the tape stops and the 
CX5M clears itself. Yamaha 
knows of no reason why the 
Hobbit won't load into its 
machine. Any ideas? 
Douglas Connor 
Edinburgh 

I’m afraid your problem lies 
with the fact you have a 32K 
MSX Computer, and the 
Hobbit needs 64K. 
Melbourne House, publisher 
of the Hobbit, has had lots 
of enquiries from frustrated 
Yamaha users having 
difficulty with this game, 
one of the few which use up 
more than 32K of memory. 
Always check the memory 
requirement of any piece of 
software before you buy it. 

Scarce 
software 
| recently purchased a 
Toshiba HX-10, and | have 
been very pleased with it so 
far. But | am finding it 
extremely difficult to find 
software and, moreover, 

peripherals. | see all these 
printers, disk drives etc in your 
excellent magazine, but where 
on earth do you get them 

Spectrums, Commodores, 
and BBCs say MSX is no good 
because there is hardly any 
software. 

Please tell me that they are 
wrong. Also | just love copying 
your listing and saving them 
on tape. Why can’t Konami 
drop the price of its cartridges 
— although they are excellent, 
they are expensive. 
Lee Whittingham 
Potters Bar 

If you have any problems 
with software, it is worth 

contacting the 
manufacturer direct. Most 
will happily exchange faulty 

from!! 

| thought your article on the 
new Mitsubishi robot in the 
April edition was excellent — | 
am now seriously thinking of 
purchasing one now, that is if | 
can find out where to get one! 
M P Gee 
Solihull 

We make it our business to 
search out the latest 
products and peripherals 
for MSX, and we sometimes 
have to see them in a pre- 
production state. Between a 
review and availability there 
can be a delay, so your first 
step should be to contact 
the distributor. 

Mitsubishi robots are on 
sale, and you can buy one 
from Tavistock Hi-Fi in 
Bedford (tel: (0234) 56323). 
They sell for £59.95. 

Not good 
enough 
| would not let the trade off as 
lightly as the article in your 
April issue. The dealers are 
not helpful if their usual 
suppliers or warehouses don't 
list what you want, and they 
won't or can't try elsewhere. 
But this is not unique to MSX 
or indeed to computing, it’s the 

D< 

tapes. As for the amount of 
software, several dealers, 
such as the Axis group and 
Tavistock Hi-Fi are very 
strong in MSX software. If 
your local dealer can’t help, 
there are dealers who are 
only too willing to get what 
you want. 

Konami’s prices are high, 
due to the cost of making 
cartridges. Moves are afoot 
to introduce alternatives to 
the cartridge, and we have 
high hopes that cartridge- 
style software will become 
available at more affordable 
prices. We’ll keep you 
posted. 

same in video, audio, 
photography and sporting 
accessories — you name it. 

However, enough of griping. 
Thank you for an interesting, 
informative and instructive 
magazine. | am a newcomer 
to computing and aged 58 so 
the step by step approach is 
much appreciated. 

| would be interested to 
learn how (in simple 
language) to combine BASIC 
with machine code ina 
program, and how to access a 
memory expansion cartridge. 

DE Booth 
Southampton . 

Dealers are coming in for 
some stick this month. Does 
any dealer have a reply to 
Mr Booth’s criticisms? 

If you want to combine 
BASIC and machine code, it 
isn’t difficult. There are 
BASIC commands such as 
PEEK, POKE, VPEEK, 
VPOKE, CALL and USR that 
allow you to use machine 
code or poke values into 
memory. Your manual will 
have details of this, as will 
some of the MSX books 
available. Starting Machine 
Code On The MSX by G. P. 
Ridley, published by Kuma 
Computers and costing 
£7.95 is a good place to 
start. 



Pioneer PX-7 
| We get the first look at 
| Pioneer’s new UK spec _ 
| MSX microcomputer. It’ ‘Ss 

| Great for graphics 
Trackerball — Marconi 
has adapted its space _ 

Those of you who buy MSX MSX-NET is also a good age technology to 
RS232C interfaces, either way of telling us what you provide a sophisticated. 
from JVC or Kuma will find an would like to see in the graphics input device. 
invitation to join MSX-NET 
enclosedin the box. 
MSX-NET is a Telecom 

Gold based network intended 
purely for MSX micro owners. to Say, you can send us a few 
We will be providing lines. 
information on the NET (full Any interesting messages 
details to be announced or questions will be printed in 
soon). But it is also an MSX Computing, unless you 
excellent way for you to specifically request otherwise. 
contact us. It saves all that We'll try to get back to you as 

magazine, what you think is 
wrong, and, of course, what 
you think is right! And any tips 
you have to pass on to other 
MSX micro users will be 
gratefully received. 

So how do you do it? Fora 
start, youhavetolog onto 
Telecom Gold, system 83. 
Then go to the MAIL system, 
write your message and 

messy and unreliable soon as possible with the address it to our mailbox — ™ 
business with ink, paper and answers to your technical MSX013. We'll be checking Get do wn to 
stamps, and it’s alot faster.So queries, although difficultones the box several times a day, | business 
if you have a question, a may take a little time, and so your words won't go | Professional users — see 
problem or simply something impossible ones a little longer. unheard. our group test next 

month when we put MSX — : 
: : seca F : ; ace: | word processors, 

Copies of MSX Computing are selling like Simply fill out this coupon, fill ina cheque databases and 
or postal order to the value of a mere £16, 
and stick it in the post. You'll then have 
MSX Computing posted to you every 
month. That will mean that never againneed 
you feel the disgrace and humiliation of 
missing anissue. 

hot cakes (other magazines just look like 
hot cakes). If you don’t get down to the 
newsagent on time you could miss out on 
all the latest news, views, reviews and 
features. 
But fear no more! There is a solution. 

spreadsheets through 
_ their paces. 

| COMPUTER 

st pases 

EXPRESS SUBS SERVICE 
Please complete this form in block letters, and send it — together with a cheque or postal order for 

Making music 

“Underline the one that applies. 

| £16 made payable to Haymarket Publishing Ltd — to MSX Computing, Subscriptions Dept, | 
| Haymarket Publishing Ltd, 12-14 Ansdell Street, London W8 5TR. | E; ; j ie i 

xcius. ve in TV ew wi 

: PANN oes orc hth stn gay wick <tc casms eA la ia a ole ae sk ee ee : the ir he first 
| RO. 8 in ide cde cos td omtci teats oak tae aaah ose TE | || tobe missed by budding — 
| WS aa PSK GRA wk igic ded Kee vc che sian nnd aa UNO den CMR ER nN oa lini Coa SSL Peck oc ek LEE ata | Beethovens. 

ify i's + |: SRR ts Otay Peale sy Seen Mae irony Use atc NMe Uneaten apa, ai Eit- ioe to paar L | 
| | enclose cheque/postal order* for ............ , for one year’s subscription to MSX | Software scene - 
| Computing. | | 



Buy an MSX computer and you'll invest in the future system of home 
computing. MSX is the standard operating system that offers complete compat- 
ibility between the best names in computer hardware and software. As technology 
advances, MSX will be the computer link that keeps you right in touch. 

Bias 

As Sony continue to develop the latest in high 
_ technology products for your home, they have 
chosen MSX as the operating system for all their 
home computing products. They believe that any 
product which relies on software (record players, 
tape recorders, video recorders and computers) 
should, in the interests of both the consumer and — 
the manufacturer utilise ce best system as the : 
industry standard : 

tions appearing on the screen 

ae Seng eabalad Data the claaat £299.95 JS 75 REMOTE CONTROL HBD50 MICRO FLOPPY-DISK 
Bank (firmware). This handy facility JOYSTICK Play fast-actiongames UNIT stores up to 360K bytes of 
enables you to enter, store, recall § KVI430 14" MONITOR STYLE, froma distance without the information on a 3%” disk. Easily 
and up-date all kinds of personal PUSH BUTTON CONTROL encumbrance of cables with this connected to the Hit Bit by using 
information such as appointments, TRINITRON COLOUR TELEVISION = quick-response remote control one of the expansion ports. 

"Operation ssimpie, wth stu. fedRFtermnal, faded Ooo £64.95 £349-% 

Upgrade any MSX computer for business applications with 
the addition of the Sony Disk Drive. Store up to 360k of 
information on each 3.5 inch disk and realise the fantastic 
potential of your MSX with this 
@ high speed data access 

; facility. 

PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. E. & O.E. 

oo" 
en 

PRN-C41 PLOTTER/PRINTER TC M737 DATARECORDER Z : This Plotter/Printer produces red, Mg OSI au alles Shae 
reen, blue and black i 

ef pole mies MAES aN home computer. Data from the Personal Data characters. Pen replacement is 
+4 “Bank can be saved on any data easy and it takes a wide choice of £,-39-95 siirage taciitineidin y ge 

paper sizes,.Including FREE 8 y 8 
‘greetings pack’ canst UNIQUE HBI55 RAM 
software. £249-95 k i eh » _ CARTRIDGE, available for 

1855 sovsmicx £2 19-99 
£39-95 

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKISTS AND OTHER MSX PRODUCTS, SEE FOLLOWING PAGES. 
f_\ 
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HE UNIQUE 
1\—" 

“Unbeatable 
qe SANYO 

With direct involvement in the growing use of 
computers in industry, Sanyo recognise the fantastic 
potential of the computer in the home. 

Drawing on their vast experience in the provision 
of popular home electronic products, Sanyo have 
selected the MSX system as the new standard and —— 
immediately taken advantage of the superb graphics 2 alien ce mlenora laa. eee 
capabilities with the introduction of their unique light ee ae - sg 
pen option. | | - 

The MSX system has been universally adopted by the 
major home electronics manufacturers. With the rapidly 
srowing interest in the use of computers, each one 

: CA
AA
 

CTP 4132 16’ TELETEXT 
COLOUR TV MONITOR 
Advanced features include: black  DR202 
matrix 90° deflection tube, 30- DATA RECORDER 
function |.R. Remote Control, 8 Top of the range machine offering 

aarTO01 LIGHT PEM programme tuning, AV terminals a bias of high technology 
This sophisticated piece of equip- This provides and Automatic eatures. 
ment offers all the advantages of you with unlimited flair and flex- Fine Tuning. £349-99 £44.99 
64K MSX computing. (Complete ibility in colour graphics design. This 
with 4 programme starter feature comes complete with a 
pack.) software package containing some 

£299-99 intriguing graphic £389 99 
Plus a unique optional feature — facilities. . SPECIA I | OFFER! 

@» SLIM 11 DATA RECORDER 
MJY 002 JOYSTICK 

Plus special software pack. 
< _ Total value over: 

DR201 , 

DRIOI DATA RECORDER An AC only 
rs recorder styled for computer use 

_cpaactiape neat pee tit with all controls conveniently, placed 
; eyes ontop of the machine 

with phase shift switch, speaker baad ote £34.99 
monitor and 
AC/DC operation. £34-99 £12 99° 

JOYSTICK NUY 002 = 

When you purchase the 
Sanyo MPC 100 Computer. zs 

PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. E. & O.E. 

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKISTS AND OTHER MSX PRODUCTS, SEE FOLLOWING PAGES. 



recognises the future potential of computer usage athome, quality and value have selected MSX as the one system to 
for both entertainment and practical purposes. become the computer industry standard. Axis bring you 

That's why household names famous for superb the best names in MSX at the best possible prices. 

Quality & CNoice... 
TOSHIBA 

v= on Toshiba were the first to 
ae introduce MSX into the UK 

market. With their years of 
experience andtheirfirm ee | 
commitment to the home electronics industry, Toshiba 

_ recognise the potential of the computer inthe home and 
fe selected MSX as the realistic standard to work to. 

HX-P550 HIGH SPEED DOT 
, MATRIX PRINTER Printing 

at 105 characters per 
“aa second, for fast copies of all 

information, including graphics 
symbols. Ideal for word processing 
and programme 
listing. £349.00 

140E MONITOR STYLE COLOUR TELEVISION 
The perfect partner for the HX10, providing 

| excellent picture and sound - Bo THE quality, £1 aid 

STAR VALUE TOSHIBA HX10 
Offering superb facilities and audio connectors, plus ports for 
outstanding value for the first time printer, disk drive and data recorder. 
user or enthusiast. 64K Ram, 16 £279* 95 (For money saving 

ee Pts viceo and mbar orca off the normal Axis price of the Toshiba HX10 Computer 

PLUS 3 year guarantee 
HX-P570 PLOTTER ; 
PRINTER Easily connected bo S0IRg software titles. 
to the HX10 through the | 
printer interface. This 
printerfeaturesimage “agy -~ _ OS 
and character plottingind Z =2.77 (£..y- 
colours —red, green, blue and — — — 
black — making it ideal for colourful graphs, Eo eer 7 

d bar charts. Pl 
BRS ae ie sin ag £249: 00 

[ \ 
DON’T FORGET TO ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS OF CREDIT FACILITIES, EXTENDED GUARANTEES, ETC. AVAILABLE ON CERTAIN ITEMS. oe 
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HE UNIQU | 
The MSX System allows the experienced 

computer user to select, from a wide range of 
peripherals, all they need for any particular 

<r, AXIS COMPLETE = ay COMPUTING 
PACKAGE" 

@ SANYO MPC 100 Computer 

@ SANYO SLIM 10 Data Recorder 

@ SANYO MJY 002 Joystick 

@ SAMSUNG BT309K B/W TV Monitor 

FZ £35 worth of software 

“Offers available only while stocks 
last ** AxisSaving refers to previous 

advertised prices or recommended retail prices. 

JVC invented the ‘VHS' formatfor | 
video recorders, so are wellaware | eae 6 JVC SOFTWARE PACK 

of the advantages of standardization. ise 7 WHEN YOU PURCHASE 
They forecast MSX as the worldwide home computing | Smee Bee “eee 3 e : THE AMAZING HC-7GB 

standard and they see the video compatibility of their / fume ae * : ja COMPUTER 
MSX as a key development path into the future. | om S | ci 2 Ba 

THE SPECTACULAR HC-7G : oe —— 
KHOR OK AO Ob Gee. 
RO CRY ARAL PARE aio 

epoca ap earn 
ee Oe ny ene POOL nr: 

er oreo orem agi gee 
pene reeset 

ect I eae 
proaree nro cononare arr cea 

eee 
(ecoreee a 

3 convenience, — 
_ £12.95 exceptional performance 

Ge parameters and reliable data transfer. 
e HC-7GB MSX personal computer HC-RIOS DATARECORDER The = The HC-R105 is ahighspeed machine 

from JVC is the final word in home stylish designed HC-R105 datare- —_ giving very short £39.00 
The HC-7GI Dersonal ee ; 

entertainment. corder is anexample of amachine access times to data. 
from JVC is anew MSX machine £279-00 produced to offer superb user 
designed for total compatibility be- 

“SPECIAL FOR VIDEO ENTHUSIASTS” 
tween other MSX machines andall 7255 GB 14” COLOUR TV 
MSX software. A highly advanced #§MONITORA fully remote con- 

Add your own titles to your video films with the Character 
Generator included in the JVC free software pack. 

64K machine, the HC-7GB has trolled TV, ideal as a computer 
three display modes offering RF, monitor or alone £2 59.00 
composite video and RGB outputs. asasecond IV. 

PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. E. & O.E. 

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKISTS AND OTHER MSX PRODUCTS, SEE PREVIOUS AND FACING PAGES. 



application. But, in order to help those starting a new 
system, Axis have put together a special range of 
“Complete Package Deals” that contain everything 

needed to start in computing. 
These “Complete Package Deals” are available 

to you at exclusive and unbeatable Axis prices. 

package deals 

@ TOSHIBA HX10 Computer @TOSHIBA140E Colour TV Monitor 

@ TOSHIBA HX-J400 J 

| 

oystick @ SANYO SLIM 10 Data Recorder 

EIU Assorted Software (value £9.95) 
“Offers available only while stocks last 

\ **Saving refers to previous Axis advertised 
| prices or recommended retail prices. ; 

AXIS BRINGS A GREAT DEAL TO THE INDEPENDENT DEALER 
Axis is an organisation that brings you the best deals through 

your existing High Street dealer. 
With an established reputation for personal service and care for 

their customers, Axis recommended dealers now bring you deals 
that no multiple can match. 

AVON 
BRISTOL CJ. FREEMAN &CO.LTD. 
47 High St., Portishead 

Tel: 0272 848180 

BEDFORD TAVISTOCK HI-FI LTD. 
21, The Broadway Tel: 0234 56323 

CLEVELAND 
STOCKTONNTEES MCKENNA & 
BROWN LTD. 81, High Street 

Tel: 0642 679995 

DERBY STUART WESTMORELAND 
67, St. Peter's Street Tel: 0332 367546 

BERKSHIRE DURHAM 
SLOUGH C.F.LAKELTD. DARLINGTON MCKENNA & BROWN 
37, Stoke Road Tel: 0753 38287 LTD.102,Bondgate _Tel:032559744 

WINDSOR SONICSHI-FI LTD. 
58 Grove Road Tel: 07535 60716 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
~ CHESHAM D.L. CHITTENDEN LTD. 

59-61, The Broadway Tel: 0494 784441 
HIGHWYCOMBE C.F. LAKELTD. 
117/118 Oxford Road _ Tel: 0494 28605 

NORTHWICH NORDIS LTD. 
39, Chester Way Tel: 0606 3691 

CREWE ROY TOWNSEND SOUND & 
VIDEO 2-4 Victoria Street 

Tel: 0270 213276 

EAST SUSSEX 
EASTBOURNE CLEARVIEW RENTAL 
215, Seaside Tel: 0323 21646 
SEAFORD CLEARVIEW RENTAL 
34-40, High Street — Tel: 0323 898989 

a eee 
GRAYS A.C.L.RADIO SERVICES LTD. 
1, Northmall Tel: 0375 4666 

ILFORD D.WOOLFMAN LTD. 
76, \tord Lane Tel: 01-478 1307 

SOUTH BENFLEET HODGES & 
JOHNSON LTD. 285, High Road 

Te!: 037 45 58725 

WESTCLIFF HODGES & JOHNSON 
LTD. 96-98, Hamlet Court Road 

Tel: 0702 334488 

CHELMSFORD RUSH HI FI 
5-6, Cornhill Tel: 0245 57593 

GRAMPIAN REGION 
ABERDEEN A&GKNIGHT 
108, Rosemount Place 

Tel: 0224 630526 

LONDON & GREATER LONDON 
WC1 HI-WAY HI-FI LTD. 
67 Tottenham Court Road 
(Goodge Street) Tel: 01-637 9787 

W2 HI-WAY HI-FI LTD. 
313-315 Edgware Road 
Tel: 01-723 5251 01-402 2441 
CROYDON J&T ROBINSON LTD. 
20, Norfolk House, George Street 

Tel: 01-681 2800 

SUTTON LANDAU RADIO LTD. 
195-197, HighStreet Tel: 01-643 0027 

HAMPSHIRE 
BASINGSTOKE SEWARDS 
18, Paddington House, Bedford Walk 

Tel: 0256 65665 

Demand for some MSX products means supplies are limited. Please phone your dealer to 
check that he has stock available. 

Note: For your local stockists of particular products in this advertisement, 

DON'T FORGET TO ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS OF CREDIT FACILITIES, EXTENDED GUARANTEES, ETC. AVAILABLE ON CERTAIN ITEMS. 

Axis provide the resources to research and select high quality 
products and to make 
unbeatable prices. 

them available through the independent at 

For “Exclusive Axis Deals” and the “Greatest Ever Care and 
Service’, your nearest 

KENT 
GRAVESEND BENNETT & BROWN 
181-183, Windmill Street Tel: 0474 52919 
SHEERNESS BRITTAIN & HOBBS. LTD. 
22-24, HighStreet —_ Tel: 0795 665551 

LANCASHIRE 
PRESTON GOODRIGHTS LTD. 

Tel: 0772 57528 

BARNOLDSWICK HARRY GARLICK 
(TV CENTRE) 1, Church Street 

Tel. 0282 813309 
BURNLEY HARRY GARLICK 
(TV CENTRE) 10, Howe Walk 

Tel: 0282 37118 

LEICESTERSHIRE 
WIGSTON AG. KEMBLE LTD. 
63, Leicester Road __ Tel: 0533 881557 

LOUGHBOROUGH 
STUART WESTMORELAND 
33, Cattlemarket Tel: 0509 230465 

LINCOLNSHIRE 
GRANTHAM 
STUART WESTMORELAND 
49, High Street Tel: 0476 78108 

NORFOLK 

1, Friargate 

NORWICH HUGHES TV & AUDIO 
17-21, White Lion Street Tel: 0603 60935 

Ring Teledata 01-200 0200 

Axis recommended dealer is: 
NORTHERN IRELAND SURREY 

NORTH BELFAST DORKING DORKING AUDIO 
THE GRAMOPHONE SHOP SYSTEMS 23, South Street 
16 Donegal! SquareN Tel: 0232 240046 Tel: 0306 882897 

NORTH YORKSHIRE W. GLAMORGAN 
YORK CUSSINS & LIGHT LTD. SWANSEA 
Kings Square Tel:0904 55666 RADIO SUPPLIES SWANSEA LTD. 

80 Gower Road, Sketty 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE Tel: 0792 204140 

NOTTINGHAM E.N.L. AUDIO VISUAL 
116-118, Alfreton RoadTel: 0602 784015 WEST YORKSHIRE 
ek a ETD ERAN AE 

STAFFORDSHIRE ELECTRICAL Victoria House, 
24, Victoria Street — Tel:0484 682036 

HALIFAX FRED MOORE LTD. 
15-17, Southgate Tel: 0422 67763 

BINGLEY SPENCER&HILL LTD. 
133, Main Street 

Tel: 0274 565161 

STOKE-ON-TRENT ROY TOWNSEND 
SOUND & VIDEO 10, Trinity Street, 
Hanley Tel: 0782 289114 

STRATHCLYDE REGION 

SALTCOATS HARRIS OF SALTCOATS 
104-106, Dockhead Street 

Tel: 0294 64330 

SUFFOLK 
IPSWICH HUGHES TV & AUDIO 
42, Buttermarket Tel: 0473 215093 

LOWESTOFT HUGHES TV & AUDIO 
62, London Road North Tel: 0502 8561 1 
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With a background in arcade games, 
Konami has a lot to offer MSX 
gamesters. Julia Alexander reports 

Onami is famous 
for producing 
some of the most 

spectacular games 
cartridges for MSX, and 
justly deserves the 
nickname ‘Cartridge King’. 
Yet this is all a far cry from 
the company’s humble 
beginnings in Osaka, south- 
west of Tokyo some 16 
years ago. 7 

The company was founde 
in 1969 by Kagemasa Kozuki. 
With a small workforce he 
specialised in manufacturing 
games for Japanese games 
arcades. | 

Throughout the following 
decade the company 
increased its output, acquired 
a larger workforce and started 
to make its presence felt in the 
fast growing arcade market. 

Then in 1983 Konami took a 
gamble — that paid off — by 
revolutionising traditional coin- 
operated arcade games. It 
brought out its first Track and 
Field title, the likes of which 
had never been seen before. 

The game is as close to the 
Olympics as you can get 

without actually being there. 
The graphics are excellent 
throughout and you can 
almost see the athletes flexing 
their muscles! 

Track and Field was a 
phenomenal success in Japan 
and put Konami way ahead of 
Seega and Namco, its main 
competitors. 

Konami quickly launched 
more games like Time Pilot, 
Super Cobra and Sky Jaguar. 

At the same time Konami's 
interest in the home computer 
market was aroused by an 
approach from several of the 
major home computer 
manufacturers who wanted 
high quality, arcade games 
cartridges for their MSX 
micros. 

In May 1984 Konami UK 
went into business in 
Eastcote, Middlesex, and less 
than a month later its titles 
were being played in almost 
every arcade in Britain. Track 
and Field has proved to be 
one of the most popular 
arcade games of all time and 
to date Konami has sold in 
excess of 50,000 copies 

ROM cartridges are 
harder to pirate, 
they're robust, 

worldwide at a cost of £400 
each! 

Luther de Gale, Konami’s 
UK Marketing manager, says 
the game sold so well 
because, ‘It was an entirely 
new concept in arcade 
games’. He puts its success 
down to three main 
ingredients: ‘Unlike the real 
Olympics, players can have 
several attempts at the 
events, can compete against 
other players to break world 
records and the graphics are 
excellent.’ 

Natural process 

But what about MSX? 
Konami sees the concept of 
MSX as an entirely natural 
progression. ‘Just like 
switching from imperial to 
metric, says UK director Kenji . 
Hiraoka. ‘Standardising 
micros was a natural process 
of evolution, just common 
sense really, he added. And 
Luther readily admits that 
Konami was eager to back the 
MSX manufacturers with 
software and take advantage 
of the potentially worldwide 
markets. 

‘We already had several 
titles for the arcades on pcbs 
that were selling extremely 
well, and there was no reason 
to doubt that they wouldn't be 
as successful on ROM 
cartridges, Luther tells us. 

Konami therefore adapted 
its arcade games for home 
computer cartridges and the 
first title released for MSX in 
Japan was Antarctic 
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Adventure. The game took the 
Japanese software market by 
storm and was an overnight 
success. For months after its 
release the game was still 
number one in the software 
league, outstripping rival 
games from HAL and Sony. 
Konami went on to release 
more titles including Athletic 
Land, Hyper Olympics and 
Hypersports 1 and 2. 

Riding on a wave of 
success Konami decided to 
really commit itself to the MSX 
market and when MSX was 
launched in the UK it was hot 
on the micro’s heels with 
plenty of software. ‘At the time 
of the launch,’ boasts Luther, 
‘we were the only company 
with software ready to sell for 
MSX’. 

New titles 

Konami's first game for the 
UK was the already popular 
arcade game Antarctic 
Adventure. In avery short time 
the antics of the penguin in 
Antarctic climes were being 
enjoyed by MSX games 
players up and down the 
country. 

The company soon 
released more titles, including 
Hyper Olympics 1 and 2, 
which proved to be equally as 
popular. Currently Konami has 
released a total of 18 out of 22 
cartridges, the latest being 
Kung Fu and King’s Valley. 
Two more are planned for 

release later this year but it’s 
unlikely that the third, 

De Gale plays King’s Valley, one of Konami's latest releases for MSX 
Baseball, will be a great hit 
here as Konami feels that, 
although popular in Japan, too 
few British computer users 
know how to play it. 

Konami has only ever 
released its games on ROM 
cartridges, and curiosity as 
well as downright nosiness 
prompted me to ask Luther 
why. ‘ROM cartridges are 
harder to pirate, they’re 
robust, compact and easy to 
load,’ he said, and continued: 
‘Japanese and American 

Standardising micros 
was a natural process 

of evolution, it's 

sense really’ 
computer buffs prefer to use 
cartridges, it’s really only the 
British that fiddle around with 
cassette tapes’. 

Luther sees what he calls 
the ‘British cassette tape 
mentality’ as an historical 
problem whose roots lie firmly 
at the feet of Sir Clive Sinclair, 
.doyen of British home micros. 
He strongly believes that 
cassette tapes wouldn't play 
such an important role if 
Sinclair hadn't brought out a 
computer system based 
around them. 

And he went on to destroy 
quickly my argument that 

just common 

cassettes were cheaper, citing 
the fact that some of them are 
now creeping towards the £11 
and £12 price tag. Konami 
reckons that the average 
hacker isn’t going to gripe 
about paying £17.40 (all the 
company’s games are now the 
same price) for a ‘high quality 
action packed game’. 

Both Kenji and Luther are 
quick to attack British software 
houses and claim that most of 
them are run by amateurs and 
part-time programmers in a 
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back room, who couldn't 

possibly bring out games with 
the same high quality as 
themselves. 

As for the competition, as 
far as Konami is concerned it 
doesn't have any! In Japan its 
main rivals are HAL, ASCII 
and Sony. As for the UK the 
only real contender in the 
cartridge field at the moment 
is Panasonic which has only 
recently started releasing 
cartridges. 
When | mentioned that 

Electric Software is planning 

———— > 
WZ 



ATTENTION MSX OWNERS!! 

MIDLAND 
COMPUTERS LTD. 

All the latest titles on cassette, disk and 
cartridge 
Your first tape hired free. 
Life membership £6 
Hire charge only £1.50 inc p&p for full 
7 days 
No limits to the amount of games you can 
hire 
All games originals with full documentation 
Games, Business and Educational 
software 
Return of post service 
des new hard and software prices in the 

10 Join now on 14 day money-back guarantee 

Send cheque or postal order for £6 with your selections or large 
SAE for further details to: 

Available from 

selected branches 
and all good 

computer stores 

ENQUIRIES 
WELCOMED 

OTHER TITLES 
INCLUDE 
Fun Words 

_ Challenge My Bluff 
__ Kriss Kross Kquiz 

BLAST-OFF into an incredible galaxy of exciting adventures 
with your MSX home computer. 

LET’S GO MSX takes the lid off the fascinating high 
performance powerhouse hidden beneath the keyboard of 

MIDLAND COMPUTER LIBRARY your MSK 
LET’S GO MSX puts you in the pilot's seat as you explore 
the star-studded array of functions at your fingertips. SoftCat 

For further information 
Telephone 056589 3563 

or write to: 
SoftCat 

P.O. Box 19 
Knutsford WA16 OHE 

Teach yourself programming with the aid of your own MSX as 
this intriguing package charts a thrilling course through four 
practical working programs for you to study and keep — 
ae Cashplan, Recipes, Home Librarian, Education 
ame 

The first MSX Ibrary in the country 

28 College Street, Worcester WR1 2SL 
Tel: Worcester 611027 

Learn the skills of manipulating words, figures, drawings, 
colours and sounds. Complete the full SoftCat course with 
LET’S GO MSX (Advanced) and even full animation on 
screen for action-packed games, leisure and education will be 
yours to command. 

_ Tel: (0730) ae 

HARDWARE 

QUICK DISK DRIVE... £ 

The first real alternative to Micro- 

Cassettes 

(Software now being developed 
for this Quick Access Drive). 

PRINTERS... £ 
J.P. 100a (100CPS-80COL) 199.00 
J.P. 130a (130CPS-80COL) 229.00 
J.P. 136a (130CPS-136COL) 389.00 
M.C.P. 80 (4 Colour Printer Plotter) 

179.00 

Hardware prices are exclusive of 
VAT 

Software prices are inclusive of 
VAT 

Please tick the MSX Software 

required. 

PROUDLY PRESENT THEIR * 
“EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS FOR YOU 

THE MSX USER 
SOFTWARE 

TITLES... (incl. VAT) £ 
[J ERIC & THE FLOATERS ......eccsseese 5.95 
F] DRILLER TANKS .....-c..:sccsesoesssssse 8.95 
FA BINARY LAND «nici con casuceD 8.95 
[_] BEAN RIDER 
[_] GHOSTBUSTERS 
[_] MANIC MINER .......ssecssseceessecssecsses 7.95 
[_] STOP THE EXPRESS .......c-cessseeeee 6.95 
F1DOG FIGHTER... 02 onic 6.95 

TIER SETUMILLY.. 3s 20 isruee 6.95 
RANT ATIACK cok cs etn 7.95 
[] HYPER VIPER ...e..sessseeseseseesseereeeeees 7.95 
PF) SUPER DOORS ...-:.cco0i ch. ssasccieces 8.95 
NUTS Re ee 
[_]MAH NONG CRAZE........esseseseeseees 8.95 
FILPIREREGCUE. eee ek es 7.95 
[_] SUBMARINE SHOOTER.............-. 8.95 
PICK ANY 4 TITLES AND GET 7 FREE 

TITLE FREE £ 
No charge 

BEAMSTICK 

FED UP WITH SPAGHETTI 
JUNCTION COMING OUT OF 
YOUR MSX? MICRO 

LINK 
HAS SOLVED YOUR PROBLEM 
WITH THIS REVOLUTIONARY 
FAST ACTION, TWIN FIRE, INFRA- 
RED JOYSTICK Circa! 39.95 

ONLY 

JOYGARD..\:.....<idaseeerponnaaas 8.95 

[__] ORDER ENQUIRY [_] 
Name: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Cheque/Postal Order made payable to: 

MICR 
INK 

Software £1.00 p&p (Total) £ 

Hardware £3.00 p&p (Total) £ 

“BOWYERS”, STEEP MARSH 
LISS, HANTS. GU32 2BJ 
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reception 
KONAMI LIMITED 

Luther De Gale (left) and Kenji Hiraoka pose for our camera in Konami’s reception area 

to launch low cost cartridges 
using anew chip technology, 
Luther remained cool, calm 
and collected and replied: ‘If 
someone wants a good game 
they will buy ours. If Electric 
intends to bring out high 
quality cartridges it will incur 
the same costs as us and will 
have to higher the price of the 
cartridge.’ 

‘There is no other company 
that can put as much effort 
into agame as Konami, 
insists Luther. And he went on 
to explain how the company 
sent its programmers and 
designers out to athletic 
events before producing Track 
and Field. ‘We actually 
observed athietes, watched 
how they moved and tried to 
capture their actual physical 
movements. We aim to make 
our games as close to reality 
as possible.’ 

‘Competition is fierce but at 
the end of the day the best 
wins and at the moment that’s 
Konami and we intend to keep 

itthat way, said Luther with a 
very optimistic glint in his 
eyes. 

As for the future, Konami 
has set its sights on 
dominating the software 
market — not just in Europe 
but worldwide. It has recently 
opened offices in Frankfurt 
and Illinois. The company’s 
aim is to generate enough 
business so that it can keep 
feeding the factory in Japan. 

Health title 

There are no plans to open 
up manufacturing plants 
outside Japan, and Kenji 
Hiraoka is quite candid about 
the reasons why: ‘There are 
too many strikes in Europe, 
the workforces are lethargic 
and the workmanship is 
shoddy’. At that point | quickly 
changed the subject! 

Konami is currently looking 
to the future and plans to 
release titles in the education, 
business and health fields 
towards the end of the year. 

‘There is no other 

company that can put 
as much effort into a 

game as Konami 
insists Luther 

“The health title is 
likely to be based on 

questions and 
answers relating to the 

users health’ 

Although no details have 
been finalised Kenji Hiraoka 
hints that the health title is 
likely to be based on 
questions and answers 
relating to the user’s health, 
incorporating checks on blood 
pressure, diet and general 
well being. 

The company has recently 
introduced a laser disk game 
called Badlands to Japanese 
arcades which is based ona 
western theme, and there’s a 
strong possibility that it could 
soon be seen in British 
arcades too. 

The future 

Konami is also planning to 
release some of its titles on 
floppy disks but at the moment 
the company doesn’t believe 
the market’s big enough to 
make the venture financially 
worthwhile. 
The future for Konami 

certainly looks very rosy. Last 
October the company went 
public on the stock exchange. proud of its track record. 

‘Gonami. 

The day before its shares 
were expected to sell for 50 
Yen, but on the actual day the 
price of an ordinary share 
soared to a staggering 6000 
Yen, and a week later shares 
were changing hands for 
10,000 Yen at a time — and 
immediately made headline 
news in Japan. 

Kenji Hiraoka admits the 
price went way above the 
company’s expectations but 
said: ‘Konami is the type of 
company that is in fashion. 
With a stable company like 
Sony or Hitachi you’re not 
likely to make any money with 
their shares. With a young and 
innovative company like us _ 

you can make a lot of money 
very quickly.’ 

With an annual worldwide 
turnover of £33 million and 
games like Sky Jaguar, 
Baseball and Tennis — 
continually topping the 
software charts in Japan, it’s 
no wonder Konami is 
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RIGHT 
TYPE 

You don't have to pay 
over the odds for an 
MSX printer. We review 
the latest Hudson model 

f the range of 
computer 
peripherals 

available, possibly the most 
invaluable is a printer. As it 
is a relatively expensive 
piece of hardware, the 
decision to purchase one 
should not be taken lightly. 

Which type of printer you 
buy will, of course, depend on 
what you use your computer 
for. It is no good buying a 
daisywheel if you want to print 
out a lot of graphs and 
diagrams. 

High letter quality is not too 
important for program listings, 
either. A cheap thermal printer 
may be fine for any of these 
uses, but lets you down if you 
want to produce presentable 
documents. 

Most computer users will 
opt for the most flexible 
compromise — a dot-matrix 
printer. Printer technology has 
advanced to the stage where 
a dot-matrix can produce near 
letter quality (NLQ) output if 
you want it to, yet still be 
useful for run of the mill 
listings. 

Thanks to the Centronics 
interface included in every 
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MSX computer, there are 
literally hundreds of dot-matrix 
printers to choose from. 
Principally, they vary in print 
quality and speed, and the 
number of different character 
sets that can be produced. 

There are already MSX 
printers around which can 
reproduce all the MSX 
characters, including the 
unusual ones like musical 
notes and graphics symbols. 
They tend to be on the pricey 
side though — about £100 
more than you would normally 
expect to pay for a printer with 
similar features but without the 
special MSX characters. 

The Hudson JP130a is a 
fairly typical example of the 
latter type of printer, and is 
distributed in the UK by 
Microlink. 

From the outset, the printer 
is designed for both pin feed 
(tractor) and friction paper 
feeding. This allows single 
sheets to be used for 
correspondence and the like, 
while roll or fanfold paper can 
be used for listings or rough 
drafts of documents. 

The maximum paper width 
is 80 characters 

_ 

Normal Typeface 

Bold Text 
Enlarged 

Condensed 

Enlarged and Condensed 

Super tes * es 

Subsera Pt 

(Above) Sample typefaces 
(Right) The print element 

(approximately A4 size paper) 
which is fine for most 
purposes. This restriction will 
only cause problems if you 
produce large tables or 
printouts from spreadsheets. 

The unit is a rather boxy 
looking affair styled ina 
sombre beige and cream 
colour. A smoked perpex lid 
covers the print and tractor 
mechanism. 

This lid must be opened to 
feed sheet paper into the 
printer. Ideally, it is best left 
open while printing single 
sheets as the paper tends to 
snarl in the lip of the lid. 

Three control buttons are 
provided — line feed, form 

feed and the obligatory on-line 
button. A set of status lamps 
complete the control panel. 

moves bidirectionally 

These indicate power on, 
printer ready and on-line. 
When the paper runs out, a 

red lamp lights, accompanied 
by a strident warning tone. 
There is no way of turning off 
this tone which can become 
irritating when single sheets 
are used extensively. 

Replacing the printer ribbon 
is simplicity itself. The ribbon 
is a continuous loop contained 
in a wide plastic cartridge. All 
you have to do is clip the 
cartridge into place on the 
drive spindle, put the ribbon 
between the print head and 
platen and wind up the ribbon 
until taut. The process takes a 
matter of seconds, and leaves 
your fingers surprisingly ink- 
free. 

The advantage of a loop 
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he Hudson JP130 can produce allofthe above characters. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Model name: Hudson 
JP130a 
Type: Dot-matrix printer 
Print speed: 130cps 
Character pitch: 5, 8, 10, 
12,15 cpi 
Paper width: 215.9mm 
Max columns: 80 
Max paper thickness: 
0.25mm 

Paper feed: Friction, 
tractor 
Interfaces: Centronics 
Dimensions: 586mm x 

358mm x 130mm 
Weight: 8.5kg 
Price: £264 including 
VAT 
Distributor: Microlink, 
Bowyers, Steep Marsh, 
Petersfield, Hampshire 

ribbon is that it is up to you to 
decide when the life of a 
ribbon is over. You need only 
change it when the print is 
finally unreadable. 

A lever inside the printer 
allows you to adjust the 
distance between the platen 
and the print head. Various 
paper thicknesses can be 
accommodated in this 
manner. 

The type quality is vey 
good. All the characters are 
very crisply produced, with 
little or no smudging in 
evidence. What is most 
incredible is that this 
reasonable print quality is 
obtained at such high speed 
— normally 130 characters 
per second. Printing is also 
bi-directional which further 
improves print speed. The 
only minor criticism is that the 
typeface can be alittle tiring 
on the eyes, a point worth 
noting if you write a lot of text. 

Speed does bring its 
disadvantages. This printer is 
not one of the quietest you'll 
encounter but tolerable all the 
same. The noise might be out 
of place in some office 
environments. 

The amount of memory in 
the printer set aside as a print 
buffer seems to be quite large. 
If you abort printing halfway 
through a page, the printer will 
go Off-line but its buffer will still 
contain a considerable 
amount of data. 

This data will be printed as 
soon as the printer is put 
on-line again. 

The Hudson JP130a is 
MSX-compatible but not an 
MSxX printer. It will print a 
number of, but not all of the 
MSX characters. 

The symbols for the card 
suits are given ( @ etc), as 
are a number of special 
foreign language characters 
— currency symbols and 
accented vowels. All the 
Greek and scientific 
characters, and a few of the 
graphics symbols are also 
present. 

The musical notes and 
smiling faces are conspicous 
by their absence. 

The problem often 
encountered in program 
listings is confusion between 
the symbols “#” and £. 
Thankfully, this printer knows 
the difference, particularly 
important if you are listing 

statements like PRINT USING 
which often use both symbols. 

By sending a series of 
special codes to the printer, 
you can obtain different 
printing effects. The most 
universally accepted standard 
is that used by Epson. 

The Hudson printer 
conforms to most of these 
codes. This allows it to be 
used with a great deal of 
commercial software — just 
select the Epson option and . 
you re away. It is unlikely that 
you would ever need to 
configure your software for 
this printer. 

Elite or Pica pitch may be 
selected using these codes. 
Various effects like 
condensed, enlarged, 
underlined and emboldened 
text may also be produced — 
see our examples opposite. 

The nicest thing about dot- 
matrix printers is that they may 
be used to produce hard copy 
of screen images. This printer 
has three bit-image (dot 
plotting) modes — single, 
double and quadruple density. 
Single density gives the 
lowest resolution. 

Using bit-image plotting, 
you can even create your own 
character sets to cater for 
typestyles like gothic and 
italics. Printing out graphics 
images can be tediously slow, 
so the relatively fast speed of 
the Hudson is welcome here. 

Dot-matrix printers usually 
have a set of DIP switches 
which allow you to set things 
like perforation skipping and 
form length. These are not 
easily accessible. You have to 
open up the printer by 
removing four screws from the 
base of the unit. Presumably, 
Hudson believes that all 
printer options should be set 
under software control. 

Overall, the JP130a is an 
inexpensive, sturdy printer. 

Although Microlink omitted 
to supply us with a manual, we 
managed to obain a good 
overall impression of the 
machine. The print quality is 
good enough for word 
processing, but single sheet 
feeding is perhaps more tricky 
than it needs to be. 

If you need a sound 
workhorse of.a printer and 
don’t want to fork out over the 
odds for a bonafide MSX 
printer, then you could 
do much worse than this. 
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Tim Markes lets the 
music do the talking in 
his BASIC beginners’ 

guide 
discovered 

last month that 
‘variables’ are a 

key feature of BASIC 
programming on MSX. Now 
we are going to explore 
‘loops’ and ‘decisions’. 

A major characteristic of 
your computer is the ability to 
change the program 
instruction sequence 
depending on the value of one 
(or more) variables. 

So let's go back to BASICs 
again — and musical ones this 
time — to check how to crack 
loops and decisions. What, for 
example, is the shortest 
‘changing direction’ program 
ever written? | guess this must 
be close to it: 

10 GOTO10 
(RUN) 

The absence of the block 
cursor on the screen shows 
that the program is running — 
but not doing a lot. We call this 
looping; you will need to use 
CTRL+STOP to generate the 
‘Break in 10... Ok’ and return 
to command mode. 
We can make the program 

do something by including an 
instruction inside the loop. 

The following program will 
run a pattern of stars all over 
the screen: _ 

20 PRINT “*”; 
30 GOTO20 
(RUN 20) 

Here is avery simple 
interactive program using a 
loop and one variable (for a 
person’s name). It also 
illustrates the 
INPUT ...PROCESS... 
OUTPUT principle you should 
now begin to recognise: 

40 INPUT A$ 
50 PRINT “Hello” AS; 
60 GOTO50 
(RUN4Q) 

Most interesting programs 
need both loops and ‘varying 
variables’ — variables which 

_ change value during the 
program sequence. Otherwise 
the program would just 
produce the same result over 
and over again, wouldn't it? 
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Well, not necessarily, 
actually. You can design 
programs to produce different 
effects depending on the input 
alone — like the one above. 
The use of random numbers 
will also affect the program 
output; here is an unusual 
example making use of TIME: 

95 ’**STOPWATCH!** 
100 TIME=90:CLS 
110 LOCATE 8,12: T=TIME/ 

50 
120 PRINT INT(T/60);T MOD 

60 
130 GOTO110 
(RUN100) 

This will produce a 
stopwatch effect on the screen 
(minutes and seconds). TIME 
is a special location which is 
incremented automatically by 
MSX computers 50 times a 
second. INT loses any 
decimal portion of a number. 
MOD produces the remainder 
(seconds) after division of T by 
60. See if you can amend the 
program to produce an actual 
time display, after an initial 
INPUT of the current time. 

Each time the stopwatch 
sequence performs the loop 
sequence (110-130), the 
variable T is reset with the 
(automatically incremented) A 
value of TIME. This is less ce: 

common, however, than the 
next example, where the 
program itself alters the 
value of the variable. 

145’**Chromatic Scale* 
150 X=X+1 
160 PLAY “N=X;” 
170 GOTO150 
(RUN150) 

Listen to an ascending 
chromatic scale (all 
semitones) covering most of 
the range of the sound chip. 
When you RUN a program, 
the value of any numeric © 
variable is set to zero, so an 
initial X=O program instruction 
is not necessary (see line 
150). More important, though, 
is that the program becomes 
illegal doesn’t it? Like this: 

Illustration by Marc Arundale 
illegal function call in 160 _ | 



MSxX clearly doesn’t like the 
PLAY instruction in line 160; 
since the only variable 
involved is X, check its current 
value using PRINT and you 
find that the program goes 
illegal when X=97. The format 
of PLAY is not that easy to 
remember — perhaps the 
simplest way of explaining the 
‘N’ function briefly is like this: 

PLAY “C” 
PLAY “N36” 
C=36: PLAY “N=C;” 

Each of the above program 
instruction iines causes a 
Middle C to be played on your 
machine. But C=36:PLAY 
“NC”, on the other hand, is 
illegal. Adding or subtracting 1 
from the ‘value’ assigned to N 
will raise (or lower) the note 
sounded by a semitone. 

The full range of permitted 
values for N is from 0 (silence) 
to 96. The lowest note is C 
three octaves below Middle C 
on the piano (N=1) and the 
highest is C five octaves 
above Middle C (N=96). 

Hence PLAY “N97”, or any 
equivalent version using 
variables, is illegal. Clearly we 
need to insert an instruction 
into the sequence before 
PLAY to ensure that ‘if X=97 
then end’. Fortunately, BASIC 
lets us do this literally. 

Try inserting a new line 155 
like this: 

155 IF X=97 THEN END 

We could.equally have written 
the instruction IF X>96 THEN 
END which should be self- 
explanatory. Both these are 
simple examples of a program 
testing the CONDITION ofa 
variable and taking action 
depending on the result. 

The main conditional tests 
and symbols (called 
‘operators’) which IF uses are: 

EQUAL = 
NOT EQUAL eS 
LESS or EQUAL 
MORE or EQUAL = 
LESS THAN ae 
MORE THAN > 

Making decisions can be 
quite a complex business and 
the command IF is capable of 
some quite freaky reasoning. 
But at this stage it’s best to 
think of the format as looking 
like this: 

IF condition is true THEN do 

this instruction 

IF condition is not true, 
perform the instruction on the 
next line. 

Suppose we want to play a 
chromatic scale, through one 
octave, of 12 semitones? Let’s 
also have the scale ascending 
and descending continuously 
starting from Middle C. 

Using the IF command, we 
can check when the loop 
sequence has reached the top 
OR bottom of the octave and 
switch the (semitone) 
increment from +1 to —1 
appropriately. Here is how the 
program might look: 

200’ **Cyclic semitone 
scale** — 

210 X=36: Y=1 
220 PLAY “N=X;” 
230 X=X+Y 
240 IF X=36 OR X=36+12 
THEN Y=-Y 

250 GOTO220 

Before delving further into 
the IF command, let’s look at 
another way of playing a 
semitone only scale. 

300 FOR X=36 TO 48 
310 PLAY “N=X;” 
320 NEXT X 

MSX BASIC remembers the 
FOR X= ... line and waits for 
a matching NEXT X 
instruction. NEXT returns to 
the FOR instruction, which 
increments X by 1 and repeats 
the instructions in the loop 
until X has reached the limit 
(TO 48), when the program 
proceeds to the instruction 
immediately following NEXT. 
Phew! 

Naturally BASIC can step 
through a range of numbers 
with an increment other than 
one (positive or negative). 
Continuing the musical theme, 
then, here are two more 
scales using 
FOR. TOS rer. 

350 ’Diminished Chord 
(ascending) 

360 FOR X=36 TO 60 STEP 
3 

370 PLAY “N=X;” 
380 NEXT X 
390 "Whole tone scale 

(descending) 
490 FOR X=60 TO 36 STEP 

—2 
500 PLAY “N=X;” 
510 NEXT X 

Both the above are two- 

octave scales, N=36 to 60. 

There is nothing to stop us 
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altering X during the loop, 
independently of the FOR/ 
NEXT system — although this 
is perhaps a little eccentric. 

For our eccentric readers, 
then, let’s change the final 
descending octave into a 
conventional major scale by 
adding the following line: 

905 IF X=48 OR X=41 THEN 
X=X+1 

FOR...TO...NEXT and 
IF ...THEN are the really 
crunchy bits of programming. 
Like life itself (this is the 
philosophy interlude), you 
must decide what sequences 
can really be described as just 
repetition within certain limits. 
Also decide precisely what 
questions you need to ask 
during your journey to get the 
results you are aiming for. 

So far we have looked at the 
simple applications of FOR 
and IF, but separately and 
combined they are capable of 
considerable sophistication. 
Suppose, for example, we 
would like to check the range 
of background colours (range 
BLACK=0 to WHITE=15). 

_ Try this: 

550 FOR C=15 TOO STEP 
mr 

560 COLOR ,C 
570 FOR T=0 TO 1000: 
NEXT 

980 NEXT C 
590 END 

Notice that we need to 
include another 
FOR...TO...NEXT loop 
within the colour changing 
loop. This is purely a time 
wasting loop to slow the whole 
process down, so that we can 
see the colour sequence at a 
reasonable pace. | 

This illustrates the fact that 
FOR... NEXT loops can 
indeed be ‘nested’ — many 
times in fact, if you feel that 
way inclined. The only 
limitation is computer 
memory, but, other than for 
complex mathematical 
iterations, it doesn’t seem to 
be avery healthy or 
productive form of addiction! 
We can also use variables 

with FOR...TO... NEXT of 
course. Try this, for example: 

600 ’Cyclic scales 
610 O=36: X=0: Y=12: Z=1 
620 FOR T=X TO Y STEP Z 
630 P=O+T: PLAY “N=P;” 
640 IF Z=1 AND T<>4 AND 
T<>11 THEN T=T+1 

650 NEXT T 
660 SWAP X,Y: Z=-—Z 
670 GOTO620 

Notice that variables have 
been used extensively. This 
means, for example, that to 
change the pitch of the 
‘exercise’, you just have to 
change the initial value of O; 
or perhaps modify the 
program to accept a start 
position via INPUT. 

The sequence uses a 
command you may not have 
come across before — SWAP. 
MSX BASIC lets you swap the 
assigned values between two 
variables — in one instruction. 
It is particularly useful in any 
logic which seems to ‘do it 
again, but the opposite way 
round’. 

Line 640 needs some 
explanation too. Here we are 
taking a semitone scale and 
‘massaging’ it into a familiar 
major scale. The logic is as 
follows: 

‘If the notes are ascending 
(Z=1) AND the note (T) is 
NOT EQUAL (<>) to the 
fourth semitone in the scale 
(E) AND also T is NOT 
EQUAL to the 11th semitone 
in the scale (B) .. . THEN 
(and only then) raise the next 
note (T) by an additional 
semitone (1).’ 

Another method of playing a 
major scale over a number of 
octaves uses an additional 
facility of IF — like this: 

700 T=24 
710 PLAY “N=T;” 
720 IF T=72 THEN END 
730 IF T MOD 12=4 ORT 
MOD 12=11 THEN T=T+1 
ELSE T=T+2 

740 GOTO710 

This sequence uses ELSE, 
the less familiar, but still useful 
feature of IF. We are 
essentially saying — IF the 

You, too, can play a C Minor melodic scale with your MSX micro! 

24 

00 ’Minor Scales + display 
05 SCREEN 2 
10 FOR O=24 TO 36 STEP 3 
20 CLS: A=2: T=0 

30 LOCATE 6,4: PRINT “Melodic Minor” 

40 FOR C=1TO15 

COLOR,,T — 
oe IF T=0 THEN Z=1 ELSE IF T=12 THEN Z=~—1 

70 IF GAP=1 THEN K$=“Half”: COLOR ,13 ELSE 

K$=“W”: COLOR ,14 

80 IF T=0 THEN K$=“Tonic”: COLOR ,12 

90 A=A+1: D=20-T 

00 LOCATE A,D:PRINT K$ 
10 P=O+T: PLAY “N=P;” 
20 FOR Q=0 TO 400: zope _ 

0 ’Check the Half/Whole tones: 

ui IF Z=1 THEN IF T=2 OR T=11 THEN GAP=1 ELSE 

note is an E or aB just add 
one semitone ELSE add two. 

In fact the more general 
form of IF is: 

IF <condition> THEN 

<statements> ELSE 
<statements> 

Each condition can be 
expressed with AND/OR if you 
wish. There is also a NOT, but 
this can always be replaced by 
the appropriate <> (not 
equals) expression — so you 
don’t really need to remember 
it. 

A statement (instruction) 
can of course be ‘GOTO line 
no.’ — and MSX BASIC will 
allow you to leave the GOTO 
keyword out, if you wish. 
Furthermore, you can have 
several statements after 
THEN or ELSE and any 
statement can itself be an IF! 

You can get into some 
highly dodgy reasoning, 
unless you take great care. IF 
you need accuracy, THEN 
keep your IFs simple, even IF 
you take up more program 
lines than strictly necessary 
ELSE you'll be in trouble — 
and it doesn’t make healthy 

reading either. 
Remember that every FOR 

must have a matching NEXT 
and vice-versa; it is bad 
programming practice to exit 
from aFOR...NEXT loop 
(using IF say) without 
completing the count — and 
you might hit bugs, if your 
program.is complex. There is 
always your friendly error 
message: 

NEXT without FOR 

to help concentrate the mind! 
But finally, here is another 

chance to see how to use 
FOR...TO...NEXT and IF 
in practice. The program in 
Figure 1 is designed to play 
various melodic minor 
scales. 

It also gives a pictorial 
display, showing how the 
scale is composed of whole 
tones and half tones. 
There are many more 
subtleties to IF which we 
may explore later, but the 
logic we've covered so far is 
reasonably complex. 

Once you get confident with 
checking the condition of 
variables and making the 
right moves, your 
programming should 
improve tremendously. 
When your improvement 
seems to be in leaps and 
bounds — or earlier — 
remember to try 
SUBroutines, which we z= 
will cover next month. =— 
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Grafpad is the first graphics tablet on 
the MSX scene. But can it live up to 

its high price tag? 

nt to puta 
picture on the 
screen, but 

have trouble with those 
nasty BASIC commands? 
Don’t worry, there are 
alternatives to grappling 
with programming, and 
we’ve just taken a look at 
one — the Grafpad from 
British Micro. 

This is a graphics tablet — 
which doesn’t mean it’s a pill 
designed to cure headaches 
caused by fuzzy pictures. 

A graphics tablet is a kind of 
electronic doodle pad. It’s 
most common application is 
as a sketch pad. You draw on 
the pad with a pointer or ‘pen’, 
and the design appears on the 
computer screen. 

But graphics tablets have 
other uses too. You can create 
a kind of simplified or 
specialist keyboard, perhaps 
with ikons or diagrams in 
place of letters. 
When designing computer 

graphics to use in a program 
it's often difficult to precisely 
judge the correct co-ordinates 
for a line or shape drawing 
command. A graphics tablet 
can help. To find the co- 
ordinates of a specific spot, 
simply place the pen on the 
corresponding part of the 
tablet and, with suitable 
software, the computer will 
give you the figures you need. 

So a graphics tablet is 
certainly a versatile 
peripheral, and the Grafpad 

seems to be a fairly good 
example of the type. But 
before making any comments 
about its performance, we 
should point out that the 
sample we tested was a pre- 
production one. 

The final production version 
should appear in the shops 
around the beginning of May, 
costing £125. But British Micro 
is being held up by the non- 
arrival of cartridge cases from 
Japan — so don’t blame us if 
you can’t get hold of one. 

If you can get hold of one, 
what you'll find in the package 
is the pad itself, a sheet of 
Perspex, a cartridge attached 
to a length of ribbon cable, 
some software on cassette, 
and a set of instructions. 

The pen used with the 
Grafpad is permanently 
attached to the tablet by an 
adequate length of cable. The 
pen contains a sensor which 
reads a signal pulsed through 
a grid in the tablet. Through a 
simple process of 
triangulation, the computer 
can work out where the pen is 
placed. 

So that the computer isn't 
constantly trying to read a 
location even when the pen 
isn’t pointed at anything, a 
microswitch is incorporated 
into the pen tip. You have to 
press the pen lightly on to the 
tablet in order to activate the 
signal. 

The tablet connects with the 
micro via the ribbon cable and 

cartridge. To protect the 
surface of the tablet, you put 
the Perspex sheet on top of it. 
The signal will pass quite 
happily through materials up 
to 10mm thick, so this sheet 
poses no problems. 

Indeed, British Micro 
suggests that you replace the 
Perspex with a more robust 
sheet of glass. 

The advantage of this 
amount of sensitivity is that 
you can create your own 
overlays to go on top of the 
Grafpad. And any diagrams, 
maps or whatever that you 
want to copy on to the screen 
can simply be placed on the 
tablet and traced with the pen. 

Even with the standard 
sheet of Perspex in place, the 
Grafpad will still work with 
additional materials up to 
5mm thick. This would not be 
possible with the other 
common design of graphics 
tablet using a membrane 
surface which has to be 
depressed to register pen 
contact. 

As aresult of its design, the 
Grafpad maintains its 
accuracy right up to the limits 
of its operating specifications 
— that is, it’s as good with a 
thick overlay as it is with a thin 
one. 

You know when it has 
reached its limit by the fact 
that the on-screen cursor 
starts zipping wildly around 
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the screen, when you're using 
the supplied software. So this 
software can usefully be 
employed to test the tablet for 
any applications you might 
have in mind. 

However the main function 
of this software is to allow you 
to create pictures on-screen 
with maximum ease — as an 
alternative to a light pen, for 
example. 
A look at the box below will 

give you an indication of 
how versatile this software is, 
although it’s worth pointing out 
that the early version of the 
software we saw wasn’t a full 
implementation — certain 
functions were missing. 

For one thing, although the 
commands to SAVE and 
LOAD screens are mentioned 
in the instructions, these 
facilities were absent from the 
software. At the time of writing 
British Micro is working on 
these features, but there is a 
slight problem in the time it 
takes to store a screenful of 
information with cassette- 
based systems. The company 
is really looking towards disks 
to solve this problem. 

The other feature which was 
missing was the facility to 
dump the screen to a suitable 
printer. Two Epson models 
are mentioned in the 
instructions — an odd choice 
considering that fully MSX 
compatible printers are 
starting to appear. But it may 
have more to do with the 
software being converted from 
other machines than the 
former non-availability of MSX 
printers. 

Fortunately, all the other 
features were present and 
correct. It’s worth pointing out 
at this stage that the versatility 
of the Grafpad does not rely 
on this piece of software. The 
tablet can be fully software 
configured — of which more 
later — so you're only limited 
by your own programming 
ability. 

Nevertheless, most people 
who will buy the Grafpad will 

_Re-New (clear) screen 

worsens 

use the software provided, at 
least at the beginning, so it’s 
worth seeing what it offers. 

The first program on the 
tape simply lists the options 
available, and doesn’t tell you 
anything that’s not in the 
manual. Then the second 
program is LOADED in, and 
that’s the one which actually 
lets you do things. 

The working area of the 
screen goes black and a quick 
press of the pen causes a 
cross-hair cursor to appear. 
This is called an uncommitted 

cursor because it doesn't 
actually do anything except 
tell you where you last placed 
the pen. 

Committing the cursor to a 
specific task is done simply by 
pressing the appropriate key 
on the keyboard while holding 
the pen on the tablet. 

For example, to draw a line 
you press L. This sometimes 
takes a moment to register, 
but eventually a small L will 
appear next to the cursor. You 
then move the cursor to the 
point where you want the line 
to start and press RETURN. 

The cursor then becomes 
fixed and a second arrow 
cursor appears. This you 
move to where you want the 
line to end. Pressing RETURN 
again draws the line and takes 
you back to the uncommitted 
cursor. 

A straight line isn’t the only 
option. You can just as easily 
draw freehand. But you have 
to be careful with this. You 
don’t stop drawing until you 
press RETURN for the second 

DRAWING FEATURES 
F Fill area with colour 

P Drawa Point 

| 0-9 Select colours 
| W_ Write text 
K Keep (SAVE) a drawing 
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time. If you just lift the pen off 
the tablet and put it down 
somewhere else, the machine 
draws a line from the last point 
of contact to the new one. 

This feels unnatural — it 
would be better if the software 
were to perform a ‘pen-up’ 
operation each time you lift the 
pen off the tablet. Drawing 
triangles is similar to drawing 
lines, except that you have to 
mark three points instead of 
two. 

Rectangles, circles and 
ellipses are easy to create. In 

each case you start by 
marking one point — with 
rectangles it’s one corner, with 
circles/ellipses it’s the centre. 

If you've selected the 
rectangle option, moving the 
pen reveals three more 
cursors, in addition to the fixed 
one marking the first corner. 
These show the other three 
corners, and the pen actually 
controls the one diagonally 
opposite the first marker. 
Pressing RETURN draws the 
rectangle. 

With the circle/ellipse 
option, four extra cursors 
appear, representing the limits 
of the X and Y axes. if all four 
cursors are an equal distance 
from the centre point, you'll 
get a circle when you press 
RETURN, otherwise you'll get 
an ellipse. 

In fact, it’s very difficult to 
draw a perfect circle, and 
frequently the final shape is 
drawn well inside the cursors. 

The screen defaults to an 
ink colour of white, but other 
colours can be used. Pressing 
one of the number keys 
changes the colour of the 
cursor and the lines that it 
draws. The instructions say 
that all 16 MSX colours are 
available, but as you can only 
use keys 0 to 9, we can't see 
how this can be true. 

Fully enclosed shapes such 
as circles and rectangles can 

also be filled with colour, as 
long as the fill colour is the 
same as the border. 

Other features offered 
include dot drawing, a slow 
but useful erase facility, and 
the ability to write text on the 
screen (although, apparently 
only in white). 

But we did come across a 
few problems. For one thing, 
the cursor responds fairly 
slowly to pen movements, 
resulting in a certain 
sloppiness. And occasionally 
it seemed to have a slight 
hiccup — drawing a diagonal 
against a ruler sometimes 
resulted in a bent line. 

Colours often bleed into 
each other giving jagged 
edges and, once or twice, 
blotched lines. However, this 
problem has more to do with 
MSX screen handling than 
with the Grafpad. 

One plus is that the 
resolution of the tablet 
matches that of the screen. 
The tablet surface is divided 
into a grid of 16 x 20 boxes, 
each of which has an effective 
sensing grid of 16 x 16. 

This gives a resolution of 
320 x 256. Only a part of this 
is used with MSX micros as 
their screen resolution is only 
256 x 192. The rest of the 
tablet surface can be used as 
a software-defined menu 
area. There is also a specially 
marked menu area on the 
right hand side of the tablet 
which is software definable. 

As a drawing and graphics 
implement, the Grafpad does 
not match the Sanyo light pen. 
The latter has far more 
features for less money and is 
easier to use. 

However, most of the 
Grafpad’s shortcomings are in 
the supplied software, rather 
than the hardware. The point 
is, it’s a versatile peripheral 
which you can program for 
you own applications. 

The software supplied is in 
BASIC, so it’s easy to LIST it 
and see how it works. In 
addition, the instruction book 
contains a sample program 
with all the essential routines. 

Earlier versions of the 
Grafpad, produced for other 
micros, are being used for 
everything from stock control 
to keyboards for handicapped 
children. And this sort of 
specialist use is where 
it earns its cost. 
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Scenes from Highway Star. One 
moment your're motoring along 

Safely... 

_,. the next moment you te another 

flaming motorway statistic — 

gruesome stuff indeed 

Steve Mansfield reports 
on JVC's latest video 
disk technology 

t was another rainy day —_ again, it’s not on general sale 
in Brent Cross. Miles of __ inthis country. JVC was going 
motorway unfolded in to launch the system a couple 

front of me as | eased back of years ago, but decided 
into the seat and prepared against it on the grounds that 
for another fast drive. It there were too many video 
wasn’t the most inspiring formats around already. 
sight, but at these speeds VHD uses a stylus rather than 
you have to stay alert. a laser to read the disk, which 

Suddenly a barrel appeared means that a disk can wear 
from nowhere, tumbling out eventually. This was 
through the air in front of me. apparently a problem British 
Instantly, | switched lanes only Leyland discovered when it 
to find the driver in frontofme used an interactive video 
didn’t share my love of speed. = system at an exhibition. 
The last thing | saw as | The computer was used to 
smashed into the back of him demonstrate its cars. 

was my own car exploding into Unfortunately, everyone just 
flames. wanted to see the more 

Fortunately, I'd only lostone powerful ones, like the XJS, 

life, and my game of Highway _and that section of the disk 
Star wasn’t quite over. soon wore out. 

This action all took place in So much for the hardware, 
JVC’s North London what about the games? Well, 
headquarters. But it was no they certainly are impressive. 
ordinary computer game. In Highway Star you see the 
Highway Star is one of several _ view through the windshield of 
titles which make use of a car as it Zooms down a 
interactive video, running via seinen 

an MSX computer. 
The system | looked at, and 

the software it runs, are very 
much Japanese, and there are 
no plans to sell the equipment 
here at the moment. But after 
hearing people talk so much 
about interactive video, it was 
interesting to see it actually 
working. 

The system | saw consists 
of aJVC HC-6 micro, a 
cartridge-type adapter anda 
BD-7550 VHD video disk 
player. The micro also needed 
the addition of another 
interface, which is also 
missing on the British HC-7 
model. But JVC’s next micro 
— the HC-8 — should have 
these bits built-in. 

The video machine is a 
standard model but, once A scene from the golf game — Birdie Try 
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Above left: To give you an idea of size we have a standard cassette 
and cartridge lying on top of a VHD video disk. Above right: The 
VHD player isn’t generally available in this country yet 

motorway. The only controls 
you have are LEFT and 
RIGHT (cursor keys or 
joystick), which are used to 
switch lanes. This is 
necessary because you have 
to avoid slower cars in front of 
you and oil drums which come 
spinning out of the sky. 

The game’s designer didn't 
scour Japan looking for a 
stretch of motorway plagued 
by showers of oildrums. 
Instead the drums are created 
by computer graphics and 
superimposed on the video 
image. 

In fact, they’re fairly crude. 
Simple designs are faster to 
animate, so the drums have 
probably been kept crude in 
order to achieve real-time 
movement. 

Should you hit a drum or 
another car, you're treated to 
a video sequence of a car 
exploding into flames, 
including a few close-up 
shots. There’s no doubt that it 

SPIER 

is dramatic and effective. But | 
was alittle disturbed at the 
idea that motorway accidents 
are fun. 

The image of the motorway 
zipping past is quite exciting. 
This is especially true when 
you switch lanes only to find 
yourself closing rapidly on the 
back of a 40-tonne truck! It’s 
not a game for people prone to 
heart failure. 

As well as the stunning 
visuals, you're also treated to 
excellent stereo sound. There 
is, of course, no need for 
special speech synthesis 
modules when you can take 
sound straight from a video 
recording. 

Several other interactive 
video titles use this to good 
effect — for example, the 
educational program Alice in 
Chemical Reaction Land. This 
employs real-life film footage, 
computer graphics and 
artwork animation to teach 
chemistry. | 

Other titles | glanced at did 
not have such noble or serious 
intentions. Vroom!/is a 
motorbike game where you 
have a lot of control over the 
speed and direction of a 
scramble bike. 

And apparently there is a 
gambling game where, 
amongst other things, you 
have to decide whether an 
alien monster is going to go 
into the Gents or Ladies! 
One game | really saw in 

depth was a golf simulation, 
which rejoices in the name of 
Birdie Try. \t's a good 
demonstration of how 
interactive video games are 
put together. 

The game starts with a short 
piece of film showing the flag 
on the green. This tells you the 
direction of the wind. 

You then get a computer 
graphic diagram of the hole 
(there is only one). A line 
drawn from the current 
position of your ball waves 
around, and hitting a key fixes 
the direction of your next shot. 
The line then gets longer and 
shorter, representing the 
power of the shot, and again 
you select your final shot by 
hitting a key. 
Once you’ve done that, the 

machine switches to video 
and you are shown a golfer 
playing the shot you've 
selected. 

The program’s makers must 
have shot thousands of short 
film sequences because not 
only do they have to cover all 
the locations on the fairway 
and green, but they have to 
provide a variety of shots from 
these locations, including 
things like obvious slices. 

The sequences are stored 
in lists on the disk. In Highway 
Star, for instance, all the crash 
sequences are in one area of 
the disk. 

Except when teeing off or 
putting, you are given a choice 
of two or three clubs. And 
once you are on or near the 
green, the computer diagram 
shows just this part of the 
course, making for greater 
accuracy in your choice of 
direction. 

Once you’ve managed to 
sink the ball, or get it so close 
that sinking it is inevitable, 
you’re greeted with the 
message CUP IN!!, and the 
computer prints your score 
card. 

It’s good fun, and the 
presentation is very slick — in 
fact, in some places it’s too 
slick. The opening video 
sequence, with its split-screen 
image of a golfer, looks like 
the opening of a particularly 
bad American TV sports 
programme. 

But to compensate for that, 
there are some very cute 
touches. A couple of times | hit 
the ball into the trees, and was 
left in no doubt about how bad 
the shot was when the screen 
showed my ball hitting and 
bouncing off a tree, in 
agonising close-up. 

There are also several 
shots of balls landing in water 
on the disk, as well as 
sequences of the golfer 
completely mis-hitting the ball. 
That happens when you select 
a low power setting while in 
the rough. 
When you putt, the video 

sequence shows both a 
general view and a close-up 
inset, So you can see just how 
good or bad the shot was. It’s 
a shame there’s only one hole. 
But considering how many film 
sequences are needed for that 
one, it’s not surprising you 
don’t get the whole course. 

The number of sequences 
also helps to push the price 
up. Shooting video isn’t the 
cheapest of occupations. An 
unconfirmed rumour suggests 
that the BL demonstration 
disk, mentioned earlier, cost 
something in the region of 
£VYamillion. 

You won't find many back 
bedroom operations 
producing interactive video 
games, like you do with 
current computer games. The 
cost of production and the 
-need for different skills will 
mean that only the larger 
companies, who are probably 
involved in video production 
already, will get involved. 

The hardware itself isn’t that 
expensive. Video disk players 
sell for as little as £200 to 
£300. But the software 
medium isn’t cheap, and on 
top of the cost of production, 
this would probably help to 
keep the price of games high. 
When MSxX starts to realise 

its mass potential in this 
country — that is, whan a lot 
more people buy MSX 
computers — JVC might 
change its mind and market 
the VHD video system here. 

That’s because it could sell 
to two markets — computer 
games fans and people who 
want to watch movies. And 
other companies, like Pioneer, 
also have interactive video 
systems on the horizon. But 
for now, it’s still just 
out of reach. 
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De-bug our 
listing and wina 
data recorder 
Fed up trying to load your software 
with the hi fi? Can’t get the volume 
just right on your stereo cassette 
player? No problem! Just brush up 
your BASIC, put pen to paper and 
enter this month’s simple 
competition. 

Be one of the first 10 winners out 
of the hat and you'll win a great 
Binatone data recorder — we know 
it's good because we reviewed it in 
the May issue. Just think, no more 
lugging equipment from room to 
room, plugging in and 
disentangling all those leads. .. . 

All you have to do is take a look 
at this listing. As you’ve probably 
noticed already, it’s bugged. Very 
bugged. There are 10 mistakes in 
all, each on separate lines of the 
program. Just make a note of the 
line number of each incorrect line, 
write them down on a postcard and 
send it to us at MSX Computing, 
38/42 Hampton Road, Teddington, 
Middlesex TW11 QJE to arrive by 
the 11th June. 

RULES 
1. The judges’ decision is final and 
no correspondence will be entered 
into. 
2. No employees of Haymarket 
Publishing or Binatone or their 
families may enter. 
3. The winners’ names will appear 
in the August issue of MSX 
Computing. 

WINNERS 
Here are the six winners of 
our April Robot competition: 
Alistair MacRae, Inverness; 
Paul Lockwood, Market 
Weighton; Trevor Davies, 
Huddersfield; L Nasse, 
Stockport; G Dewar, 
Dunfermline; Elizabeth 
Waters, Havant. 

The correct answers were 
1) R2D2 and CRPO; 2) K9; 
3) Marvin; 4) Zero or Zeroids 

Congratulations to the 
winners, whose ideas for 
computer control ranged 
from a children’s safety 
device to controlling 
an aquarium shop. 
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THE UNIQUE 

MSX GRAFPAD 
IT’S A TOUCH OF MAGIC: 

NOW 
ONLY 
£99.95 
inc VAT 

The MSX GRAFPAD is a TRUE graphics tablet. It is a unique British invention unequalled in the world 

of Graphics Input and combines in one device the features of mice, joysticks, touchpads, light pens etc. 

The applications are as numerous as that other commonly held device — A PEN! — and include: 
* Option Selection * Picture creation * Text Illustration 

* Form Input * Picture storage * Games 
* Data Collection * Picture retrieval * Pattern Design 

* Logic design * Construction design * Education 

HARDWARE 

Resolution + 1 pixel on display Dimensions : H-2.5cm W-35cm D-26cm 

Accuracy : + 1 pixel Working Area : 24cm x 19cm + Menu 

Repeatability + 1 pixel Weight : 0.8 Kg (Tablet) 1.2 Kg (Gross) 

SOFTWARE 

Basic software is included FREE with each GRAFPAD and as a minimum allows picture generation (lines, 

circles, rectangles, ellipses triangles), filing and retrieval, printing. 
Pee ee ee — 

To: BRITISH MICRO, PENFOLD WORKS, IMPERIAL WAY, WATFORD, HERTS 4WD 2Y 
Telephone: 09233-488222 Telex: 946024 

| | WOULD LIKE A TOUCH OF MAGIC!!! PLEASE: SEND ME. ::.3iiiwies GRAFPADS | 

| enclose cheque £............ {please charge My ACCESS Card NO. 20.1.0... cecal cccaadicentccdenecesecneaesasneaticntederengdunansnnestaeeen Shvasabee thong 

Name Signature Tel: | 

BRITISH MICRO — A HEGOTRON GROUP COMPANY 

We reserve the right to change specifications without notice. 
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THE UNIQUE 

YOUR No 1 MSX CENTRE 
f Ut JEREPFRONE © ANOLE 

‘AN EXCLUSIVE OFFER FROM “ROBO” FOR ‘MSX COMPUTING’ 2 
READERS, ee ee HI-FI & MITSUBISHI 

SER RETR RRAE: MERNE SRA 

+PLUS+ 
THE FERGUSON 3731 
CA RECORDER 

— ‘6 , 

A intinnniene ee CEN = 6 MSX programmes when you buy a 
MLSO JOYSTICKS Mitsubishi MSX computer 

* Blagger * Les Flics 
OVER t1 00 * Chuckie Egg * Shark Hunter 
OFF ON TH iS * Eric and the Floaters * Mr Wong’s Loopy Laundry 

SUPER FOR SERIOUS ‘USERS’ 
THE COMPUTERMATES BUSINESS 

BARG AIN PACKAGES 
eh m WORD PROCESSOR........... £39.99 (RRP £49.99) 

oe NLY TP eee bp Ae, Cemeepiaaes . A ON ee £39.99 (RRP £49.99) 
' MITSUBISHI PACKAGE ORDER . EL bs, | See aera ornare £84.99 (RRP £99.99) 

(COMBINED WORD PROCESSOR & CARD INDEX) 

CASH ACCOUNTS........... £109.99 (RRP £124.99) 

ANY OTHER ITEMS — 

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE — 
BUY FROM THE EXPERTS — WITH 

CONFIDENCE 
TOTAL £ 

All prices include VAT and post and packing. All items include a full year 

t 
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t 
guarantee. Products are stocked and usually despatched within 10 days. 1 
Overseas customers add £4 post and packing. Cheques/Postal Orders, etc, 
payable to TAVISTOCK HI-FI LTD. Telephone order (0234) 56323. ; 
Please debit my ' 
Access/Barclaycard 

! 
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Card Number 

Signature 

Name 

Address HI-FI im 
21 The Broadway, Bedford MK40 2TL 
Telephone: Bedford (0234) 56323 MSXC 6°85 

i 
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THE UNIQUE 

YOUR No 1 
SYSTEM 

TOSHIBA Sms SES 

JVC PANASONIC 
ML-F48 — £245.00 CF-2700 ML-F80 — £299.00 MPC100 — £299.95 

Model HX10 — £239.95 

FOR THE MOST SONY 
EXTENSIVE RANGE — MET BIT FREES 
OF MSX SOFTWARE Model HC-7GB — £275.00 ; eae 

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 

— TAVISTOCK HI-Fil — 
ae SOFTWARE LIST 

Pea cee rant an igs artecetgs tes es CREO Sy ENO Sy oe PR ry oaey i pr e or £11.99 

KUMA SOFTWARE NOREWOre SOFTWARE iat a ie pea ae es £11.99 
Eric and the Floaters......m-nnnnnnnnnnnrnnnnninn PE RI ARR RCA I i ee Se MMR Se eae A a aR et eter nein £11.09 
ee i 2 Panic JUnCHOM tn irvstrnntite rn nntinrtonnnning BE ep eee a ce ge kOe ee 
Spooks and Ladders - Premeez EA MOA aaah taht otic, chute ces Aes eee eon tate esvect path poeyssaccstote te Lo? 2 ea Ee meen eee Er at iraa Pm + 0 £11.99 

GridDabe.::... utes Rallatoss ek beet ee Ee. See eae eshte ¥ Zenji... Pert eee aon ash bat iehaie Tacteras Lada owned, sobauseetecsnes inwtag teas b he Sets Se 

SSE CHIESS Se case rere scces te asagereer nee ticne tte uangemnte aves fof e-Utecencsnassunt é Supertiod AF as Oe Lag ie eo Ge EE el ee ie ae tee SET a ae eee ie ORS." Sp TRB re ee® AUG be ty Shen Beth a Sa £11.99 

ESCA TENE EX DROSS ei fc as sna vore etek @enaee es eens anemanueN Coccepeeser eet ienss>sveest uc. aol See ets eer eat teen? ee ee eS ee ae 7 

TE OS REA a fac Dod 2S Sa eaten sarap thrige W Sil ple ee a ge oS kOe La anne A+F SOFTWARE ever 
Ce ROI oda, eae ecdd As E Sx cenkosinvvisto tons £ za pS RAE Sed ill ae OS ROY PEs SON CURE £14.95 Chuckie Egg... teers coesossessesseeseensneeneanenneeneey sosseseneensens : 

BYE lof: 1 12 We phe santero pn rece Racca fe SR a ieee Se ha, eee £19.95 OS Fil Sam ppd ee ee oe Ra UN Siig aly PE ea ht a Le; . FTW 

SPECIE OVEOSIS iets feuse-: aaterctt coped ce oct -ssuesuateenrtaec gear she tas cucnenaphtaere £69.50 ee EE Se ar RS em oo “oA, ee ‘eo QU ICK SILVA SO ARE £7.95 
ARES AT ETE EON AE £29.95 AMY eoeecsssscsssseeseeeeeennnensnnssnnnsssssssssesnnnnsssscnssstsessesccecceececececceeeeeneencanceeces : Sage sonora I ie NL LANE, tase ae Aegean sees ane eC Bie. 

PELALE SS se gg es ee RR RE ee aa, RE Ra ees SSE 2 £9. Spmnns hs Sopa ees Poatetcehee e a ies es Wee ss 

ng ah 9: Sa aa GG RE REE eae SOFTWARE PROJECTS Games Designer... Sp casei shnathae £9.95 
eRNee DAERAH eee int eins ch. Ws age eo Yo ae £39.95 JOESGt WillWiteos Seat tect re ae ea eg ie Me ene £7.95 EL Maier etre Et GN ey oe Roe ak Roy £7.95 

PH TOES Tei eat SRM ae RES Oe ror 22 rn £7.95 NISC MAN iar cre eee scac caved iE atoms eas ease ie ee A £6.95 pie sec mae Bae S Re neti A Benin ae £7.95 

SAREE ALCAN feces eased snes cdecauedsnnce>soocnstaeas oaesWe¥hecSapas yacoessecesco72-U- Penn saaaN £8.95 FTW 

Dog Fighter ...........-s.cccceeseseeseseesesseesssteseseesssessnensesensanensesencaneneeneaneneaneeney £6.95 COMPUTER MATES SOFTWARE Mr Wongs Loopy Laundiry .............-..::..cccccsessnseeseceseerseeestersenesetesnenenereees £6.95 
COED INTE CASO seco cctasretscccgitet cares encast ath ste cass thastovsnautncdanebrapPunctnpscate £6.95 Cards (ROM Cartridge) Filing System ......................-. ia eer £49.95 
ROMS reece scectactes ere o otc es cteang nets oust Mane GUM MeaPRNs2 et Get tatentayeeraapates £5.95 Mail Shot (ROM Cartridge) Wordprocessor & Cards. ................0::0+ £99.95 ANIROG SOFTWARE 
all 5 Vo fal ecere eens aaeee barrett rit her eat oye eres ene aes er Wordprocessor (ROM Cartridge)..............:::cccceccscssescseeteteeenereeeeneesenens pee lightpath STi etc pee ia: ohaee secs ecsdiasntire eee conte rage eer nara naa £7.95 

AR Y ER castehnv ay cers sesqcgibvesn se ceatennet csunqncsgeetoeh ce yeresbiseC eNO tgsie on oae 22s RsgtEt s oueh : CASH A COONS ess res cos vans hea as agtecee Seete never csp eawdseotae £128. 

RAGES COIS... et roe teattes ioc ke eats teracs Mac mpeMe boats oe peck passers amyncrde re £6.95 TOSHIBA SOFTWARE 

Zen Machine Code Programming System .............:::ccccccceeseeeteeeteetee £19.95 PSS-SO FTWARE BD GO... .csssccnecsnssnsesnesseseansenteenesnsoatbessesessensesassneccnnediaguesane e¥igte REE £6.95 

COMMUNICATIONS WIT) VIGWOAtE iio 5.5.....05-5.2200c0--ntvasbavesovcdeonsbsqvee-caeces £19.95 El ol Pesala e ne re a a ae I bat SiR Prin or ae ate A ee Omen £7.95 Pirball Game .............:esccccecseeeeseeseesessneseeneeneeneseesecssesensenennseaeaneseenensnstaes £6.95 

Forth Programming Language ..... CHAMP .......essccecseresseresreeneseeessensenccnsensaeenetesnssesnsnessenssecsecnenccnsnennsenensenes £12.95 Biattlostaies Clanton tls, cs oeovorsae sone ss octet ona a tate oatinn Fete eevee eeenden tries £6.95 

: TIMG Bandits sackler crc vet ssnke be auceue es ey ee oe mck £7.95 Palen Stare see oes nse lores ose Sa tanahsegenck dg esce ee te pa ane oa £6.95 

RAGIN. <tr tes cteseeasetne ere bac teas bar ive cade a eve heaps tacdu nears teecce enter Goings £7.95 Pyramid Walp ............c-sccecceceeseesresreeneenesceseeseesssnsnnensesecnscsenseescnccnaengencs £6.95 

Disc-Database ‘ ALLIGATA SOFTWARE Pack of all five for £30.00 

PRR ERS TSN SACS IGN co ao gst eka soto ng <a rune anadyetiv ease ses cgunsersapvecene reais culties BGR Oe BY Sch ak. ase £9.95 BUBBLE BUS SOFTWARE 

BOOKS LTR SR 4s” IE ee RIE ail Ag Ra Ee Oy Ou ee He £7.95 Site ns ads tee ee es ae nae SF apa CR oes £6.99 

Starting with MSX.............. rein: Race erie eet Gas ety Se £5.95 SIE oro (21 Gee cre eer eecavy cn ater eer ee errr rere ts ene Se Ta haces £7.95 Boantdello. t.ho os ot aawag Beh eact SER be Bac eee eee sce Mas ek dee ee £6.99 

SN epicte Cia 125 ce! "Rk ISR eee a ae ee an ee Ace atte een eee £8.95 
Starting idchiria GOS With MSN 2.65.:..c.nc-sccncas-aeseeedinatis Wenedeencnesesecseners £7.95 KONAMI SOFTWARE LONGMAN SOFTWARE 

: [BTot= 1 O70‘ 0): Opal Sais Hee, 6 SO ir Seen cee ee Pa FLL et OSES £16.95 COE IVNIIT IV scence ck eae Sete so ssenveste curse! eazedgiaw des allen calm pareatcs £5.95 
BRBHIIG HIG SCL OOES OGIO coc. ses scenes el eeeerae en catestnersasedocessiccencsasucthace £8.95 Comic Bakery £16.95 

INTERFACE CARDS Track and Field SR es et oe) ROT eile ene ee £16.95 PANASONIC SOFTWARE 

SOTBH SLO e RI OGNEL eere OA igo seccgy sas rob ccctutaudmanst pip cbee vtsengecienckyectaion £99.50 YPOr SPOMS 1... eee eeeeeee tere eeteeeeeeeeeneereeeesecetssensaeerereseesesseseeeenenes Pe ne Dae Rate lala teed ia Gas De aca CSC igo ae SoA ani a call aie er pie Li SaaS 

SET BA Oy ee ee ae ee £59.95 Antarctic Adventure se Chany Bill neglects agate sseryhoncebnnnrserrtepae gst aT airs 
SESE ease ee we tcc eae ee ce EY TE at ac oss sons Agskr ke ROEDER eI a ya ae ee ee ese feet Scere capes se VasA> in Sesame gee aaE daceseaedete dhs scaupesaas rose Sry 

SONY SOFTWARE Gircus Charlies esos oes Break OTT eS i Mi Beie cnc ceadost baste ¥aae tyne stew sr encsncdl coor et Guan ithe Sepa eat 

Baatllocrees (HE OUGC). ...-..:-.050-..2nchusesnssasnarees senses eee Tye PUD 6. iirc ’ : Marine Battle... eee eee eeseeeeeeteees 

Moused (HBFG 007C)...... i Track and Field 2 (Hyper Olympic 2)...............s:ccsessesseeseesessesseesneeneeees £16.95 Pim@ appli ...........cecscsecsseeccereseeesssessstecsnneecnesssescossentscesnenavensnnsnnenasentey 
Juno First (HBFG 002C)... Ati lets earn ecesee ete ocho std berate iecoseteectcs OES ee eok acy cones £16.95 Highway Star. .............cceceseeeseeeeseseeneeeesensenseceseseeneneneeneneneneneneeeinenes 

oe Ue: Lape ee ; Monkey Academiy.i.\...cci:.-<--5ec-ecss--esenernenes Lupe: Se eee. Abb Soi oa senetongsbeseusenepcetscerssecetacectenenevoeseseuqeanecezesnvesaedecessnetensess ee 

oroden VAG) os oe oo sere batts ou avg ramen epee eRe nn gant sntaateatavecisez= : Hyper Sports 2 ........... TASES? Patan Pee. S fe Se Se ae be A or 95 ISH EM... see peeceeeseseseseneneseeesene Sane See ee image 

Home Writer (HBFG 003C) .............:0sceee atic aetna £24.95 Safe LAT tall vrs: oe ee ae ea GeoRSS Ue Ne A aero eer £16.95 pact Simulator. 
ee OTR eet E Noo 10 By Be cee alee Pee Be Ry > eT RR EE ry rR re rer terT £16.95 ando Ninja .. 

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING Sky. rg BE ac ie RE Le Ree PRE en Oe ont: emer ae £16.95 Turmoil.......... 
Colossal om ES Ei ery Net Ub pe ae SB ee Oe £9.95 ae aie RS eds SRP ONE ie eis Sete + >, ite ne a £16.95 Golt2 3. .ae 

PEA VEN ETATIS IES ed ter ohn, das ota fous in seks rae te oobi teedera see oant tees to Eastetna ds omkes £9.95 Verals aii 0) el! 2 Mae est rhea nnn Meee Soa ne Seb ee Sos ea 

MESES ORAPUINO tent ieee, ret nctescnists eins n2a-o5p cPasae caettbne nen tnaieos son Sdoanotsnana eee ae’ £9.95 KNIGHTS SOFTWARE Illegus .......... Nitsahast<e RY Oe Peet inti Creer hei sti Tr Bremer 

REITER GUC USS eel cov dircass coed scozs-c=-05ncssselueasbcecaltanenectens<taestenefesnareetvene cnvvorcs £6.95 Oy fel RRO pe said SRE SNR n bey oii Se oA ne ne Em £5.95 Starship Simulator oo. is antisense i cctos ree ae ay 

STR WRAEU eet sg cea b ech gag Bec xetca caer ese nase okadaic costhasettserenceuectecacerd £9.95 Net AOUTIS ooaptecaen cnnn nee vee co capog saad cc Pbwe sRveonseses stenteabacsoedoe nse £5.95 ysl: eter Pr NOM eA Sg EMR me ea) SA AR eee ik Se es Pere’ 

PDE ISEORT FAVES Soars f ne schwag gests yacanantihcnvavapnsicsdhastvecs=-ncyexencaemus £9.95 Gave Advertine erect cir. ccocacres ce icahats Bese tay hte eetenees eeenns dadafene seers f SSA cscs a ee ER OR so. be oad Theo OPER Se ao nes een Sa eee 

PRESUIGE POH CONN rere den caca se senesced sant as sxcsseesevedsuvdesnapescovsaneteneneeeseaseaes sevscere £9.95 MAS: Grannhilenicn.: ccctectecctcesa-c-2acc it anes cnenaabnaee tesesca age tus eoSoe tp Cees vap renters F NAS atari EH seas is saci wnscegvecotdane levees on ketv@kasa¥an sees are cess aeee tenet 
JRITMOGI MALS, .2.tas tetova cs irk alee Anas tacos treet ack aan uw ee ees, H SACS WOUDIG oils dss oncactehevcostet tb pease Meee eee reese 

GST/ELECTRIC SOFTWARE Ora Y eel ea ale a aie ds eb ca ORM BME 2k ei kine en 
sat eg! seceeeenecsesseeaeeseesecseecssssenecsesecsersccaserenazeaeensssesenasneceseesnesees prey VICIOUS VibGtiees.0)ctecraeas.....2cahagcteeatey ae pe ae ae amet A ; Pil! BO eee ce ee ee tae Meee 

EXXON ....2-.-ereeterrssees vo Te Smash Outswen ea Aa ee eae : 
NOFS@MAM .........-ecscsececsseeeseeestenesnesnsnesntncensecensneersescnseccusensesnensnsasnnstsness £8.95 MX Damonetrator sa ee ES seen S : M.C LOTHLORIEN 
Pies ARPT eG ca a eae aan shui ac wa cus dt niie nant conpepes ces sncghine ost paat vewcesuass £9.95 Typin TOtorten ce eke es meth, Se : j Panzer Attack ............s.cececcecesecserescseceeseeeseeseneteessneneeneneneneenenenensenenenenyn £7.95 

Sane Hpdgers Se ir ee» eel On NE I = ae MSX Basic Tutorial Part 1 SOCAN OO CANONNS Seren ete eees es cocci cd Beak eI ARN acer Fag aEE eae: £7.95 

cE CES iris eco OO ACTIVISION SOFTWARE VIRGIN GAMES 
Pe ecko ooo irnn nano Ea SENS hoor ccen £9.95 Bisairit RIC eee ee te nec tt sistas es cs Pbcersoaseeaeeske ae £9.99 SOPCENY «0.20 .ssesencenentetacnsesecececeestssaserncesseneseeszeres A Meuse Me eee: & £8.95 

BUY FROM THE EXPERTS — WITH ORDER 

CONFIDENCE 

TOTAL £ eal 
| All prices include VAT and post and packing. All items include a full year | 
guarantee. Products are stocked and usually despatched within 10 days. 
Overseas customers add £4 post and packing. Cheques/Postal Order, etc.,| 
payable to TAVISTOCK HI-FI LTD. Telephone orders (0234) 56323 
Please debit my | 

Access/Barclaycard 

ei LTD | Card Number ee 

Signature | 

| 
| 

Name 

21 The Broadway, Bedford MK40 2TL | Address 

Telephone: Bedford (0234) 56323 | 
MSXC 6/85 
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WHO STOCKS THE SANYO MPC 100? . . . WEDO 
ANDYS 
ELECTRONICS 
150-152 FORTIS GREEN 
ROAD 
MUSWELL HILL 
LONDON N10 
TEL: 01-883 8969 

CRESCENT VIDEO 

1818 CRESCENT WAY 
FARNBOROUGH 
KENT 
TEL: 0689 61400 

SOUND VIDEO 
CENTRE 
132 BALHAM HIGH ROAD 
LONDON SW12 9AA 
TEL: 01-673 3398 

K. K. STATIONERS 

187 EDGWARE ROAD 
MARBLE ARCH 
LONDON W2 1ET 
TEL: 01-723 1436 

ROY POLLARD LTD 

379 WARWICK ROAD 
SOLIHULL 
W. MIDLANDS 
TEL: 021 705 8662 

ROY POLLARD LTD 

1756 COVENTRY ROAD 
BIRMINGHAM 26 
TEL: 021 742 3489 

THE LEISURE SHOP 

65 BLABY ROAD 
SOUTH WIGSTON 
LEICESTER 
TEL: 0533 786394 

A. N. AUDIO 

46 MARKET SQUARE 
ST. NEOTS 
CAMBS 
TEL: 0480 72071 

BORO ELECTRONICS 

UNIT 1, FORBES BUILDING 
LINTHORPE ROAD 
MIDDLESBROUGH 
TEL: 0642 217166 

BORO ELECTRONICS 

26-30 CLAYTON STREET 
WEST 
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE 
TEL: 0632 615796 

DEANS GENERAL 
SUPPLIERS 
29 MARKET SQUARE 
EDMONTON GREEN 
LONDON N9 
TEL: 01-807 5058 
For all MSX computers, accessories and 
programmes ~ 

HODGES & JOHNSON 
LTD 
96-98 HAMLET COURT 
ROAD. =, = 
WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX 
TEL: 0702 334488 

JATALA 
ELECTRONICS 
488-490 CHISWICK HIGH 
ROAD, LONDON W4 
TEL: 01-995 8535 
Range of MSX hardware and software 
available 

S.U.D.A. 

80-84 FLIXTON ROAD 
URMSTON 
MANCHESTER 
TEL: 061 748 1132 

SKELTONS (SOUND 
& VISION) LTD 
32 HIGH STREET 
LEOMINSTER 
HEREFORDSHIRE 
TEL: 0568 2638 

SOLON 
ELECTRONICS 
198 EAST FINCHLEY HIGH 
ROAD 
LONDON N2 
TEL: 01-883 7827 

RADIO & 
TELEVISION 
SERVICES 
FOR SIGHT & SOUND 

WARD & WILLIAMS 

34 STOCKPORT ROAD 
ROMILEY 
STOCKPORT 
CHESHIRE 
TEL: 061 430 2934 

KAC ELECTRONIC 
LTD 

BENNETT & BROWN 

181-183 WINDMILL STREET 
GRAVESEND 
KENT 
TEL: 0474 533060 

S. LAWS LTD 

93-57 CAMDEN ROAD 
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 
TEL: 0892 23242 

924/526 HOLLOWAY ROAD 
LONDON N7 6JD 
TEL: 01-272 3780 

JOPLINGS LTD 
COMPUTER CENTRE 
JOHN STREET 
SUNDERLAND 
TEL: 0783 657601 

STAR TELEVISIONS 

1 MARKET PLACE 
BIDEFORD 
NORTH DEVON 
TEL: 02372 4312 

THE SOUND OF 
MUSIC COMPUTER 
VISION 
147 CHISWICK HIGH ROAD 
LONDON W4 
TEL: 01-994 6563 

TOMORROWS 
WORLD TODAY 
27 OXFORD STREET 
LONDON W1 
TEL: 01-439 7799 

PHOTOSTEREO LTD 

109 QUEENSWAY 
LONDON W2 
TEL: 01-221 3227 

TELERENTS 
(NORTHERN) LTD 
31 NEWGATE ST. 
MORPETH 
TEL: 0670 573537 

W. ROURKE LTD 

290 KILN ROAD 
BENFLEET 
ESSEX SS7 1QT 
TEL: 0702 558525 

R. D. ELECTRONICS 

907 HALE END RD, 
LONDON E4 
TEL: 01-527 5736 

D. J. COMPUTERS 
40 FRETHERNE ROAD 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY 
TEL: 07073 28444 

11 TOWN SQUARE 
STEVENAGE 
TEL: 0438 65501 

G. A. COMPUTERS 
LTD 
22 HIGH STREET 
RUDDINGTON 
NOTTINGHAM 
TEL: 0602 211225 

TELEFRINGE 

2-3 KING STREET 
FROME 
SOMERSET 
TEL: 0373 62598 

10 CLEVELAND STREET 
DONCASTER 
TEL: 0302 20771/20364 



ast month we looked 
a: a simple program 

to print a message 
onto the screen. We also 
discussed the addressing 
modes used in the program, 
and left you with a mystery 
program to examine. 

Did you work out what this 
program does? It was a bit 
unfair, really, as we used a 
subroutine in the BASIC ROM 
called CHGET, which we 
haven't explained yet. 

The action of this subroutine 
should not be that difficult to 
figure out, though, as we 
already know what CHPUT 
does — it prints a character on 
the screen. So it seems likely 
that CHGET reads a key on 
the keyboard and returns its 
value to the program. And this 
is just what it does, but we 
have to be a bit more aware of 
exactly what it does before we 
can Safely use it. 
CHGET will read the next 

character typed in and return 
its internal code in the A 
register. The MSX computer 
keeps a ‘buffer’ in its memory 
called the ‘keyboard buffer’, 
and this allows us to type 
ahead of the computer 
reading. 

If we call CHGET when 
there are characters in this 
buffer, the first one entered is 
removed and returned as 
CHGET'’s result. If there are 
no characters there, CHGET 
will wait forever until a key is 
finally pressed, and returns 
this as its result. 

One thing CHGET doesn't 
do, though, is to echo the key 
pressed on the screen. 
Echoing means printing the 
key pressed on the screen as 
it is pressed. On the other 
hand, if you use the BASIC 
statement INPUT, you will see 
everything you type appear on 
the screen, because this 

command does echo its input. 
You will find that it’s often 

useful for input to machine 
code programs to be echoed 
on the screen, and this is what 
out little program does. We 
have printed the program 
again in Figure 1 for those 
who missed it last month. 

There are two important 
things to notice in the 
program; the HL register pair 
is loaded with the address of a 
block of memory called 
BUFFER and the C register is 
loaded with 30. 
Why are these things 

important? Let’s look at the 
rest of the code. After loading 
C with 30, we enter a loop 
starting at the LOOP1 label. 
The first thing we do inside 

Continuing Adam 
Denning’s guide to 

machine code 
programming 

Part 5 - printing out 
this loop is to call CHGET, 
which will return with a 
character in the A register. 

To echo this character, we 
immediately call CHPUT. This 
prints the character out onto 
the screen, but still leaves its 
code in the A register. 

Next we use register 
indirect addressing to put the 
character read into the buffer: 
LD (HL),A. 

To make HL point to the 
next location in the buffer we 
must add 1 to it, which is what 
INC HL does. We then 
subtract 1 from the C register 
with DEC C. If this makes the 
C register hold 0, the Z80’s 
zero flag will be set. If C is not 
0, the zero flag will be reset. 

This is important to the next 

instruction, which is a relative 
jump controlled by the zero 
flag. We are testing for the 
zero flag being reset here, JR 
NZ, so the loop will be 
executed continuously until C 
becomes zero. When this 
happens, we will have read 30 
characters into the buffer, and 
each one will have echoed 
onto the screen. 

The two instructions 

LD HL,BUFFER | 
LD C,30 

are important because the first 
determines where the 
characters read-in will go, and 
the second determines how 
many characters will be read. 

What we should really do, of 
course, is to use the C register 
as an indicator of the 
maximum number of 
characters we want to read, 
and use some character read 
in to terminate input. We could 
check for a line feed ora 
carriage return, for example, 
and finish reading input when 
we meet this character. 

While we're talking about 
Carriage returns and line 
feeds, we should take a closer 
look at their effects. Neither is 
a true ‘new line’ character, as 
the first simply sends the 
cursor back to the beginning 
of the current line, while the 
second moves the cursor 
down one line. 

To get a new line effect, 
then, we need to print a 
carriage return followed by a 
line feed. We'll tackle this a 
little later. 

Our program does not end 
with reading characters into 
the buffer, though — we’ve 
added a bit more to make it 
print out the message which 
we've typed in again. The 
action of this bit is fairly similar 

—— 
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to the program we examined 
last month, except that it uses 
the C register to count down 
the number of characters 
printed, rather than looking for 
a byte of zero. 

There is a new instruction 
here, too. It’s the assembler 
directive DEFS, which stands 
for ‘define storage’. This 
directive is followed by a 
number (30 in this case) and 
reserves that many bytes. 

Values are not put into the 
reserved area, SO we must not 
assume that it is filled with 
zeros or whatever. It simply 
reserves some memory space 
which we can use for buffers 
and other data storage areas. 

If you type this program into 
your assembler, assemble it 
and then call it from BASIC 
with USR, you'll find that it 
seems to be doing nothing. It’s 
waiting for you to type in some 
characters, of course, and it 
will continue to wait until you 

A 16-bit number can 

be between 0 and 

65535 if we are not 

using two's 
complement’ 

have typed in 30 of them. It will 
print what you have typed 
immediately afterwards. At the 
moment it doesn’t look very 
neat because we haven't 
printed any line feeds or 
Carriage returns. 

Printing and reading 
messages is not all we can do 
in machine code, so let’s start 

_ looking at some more useful 
programs. Suppose we 
wanted to read in a decimal 
number from the keyboard 
and convert it to hexadecimal 
(base 16), then print out the 
result to make sure that it’s 

_ been done properly. The 

38 

program to do all this is shown 
in Figure 2. 

This program has three 
main sections; the first reads 
in the number from the 
keyboard and doesn't differ all 
that much from what we’ve 
written before. Notice that as 
well as decrementing C, we 
check for a carriage return 
(CHR$(13)) being entered. 
This corresponds to the 
ENTER key. 
Why do we limit ourseives 

to amaximum of five 
characters? Remember that 
we are reading in a decimal 
‘number here. The easiest 

sized number to deal with 
would be 8 or 16 bits long, and 
we've chosen 16 bits here. 
Remember a 16-bit number 

can be between 0 and 65535 if 
we are not using the two’s 
complement convention. As 
65535 is the largest number 
we can deal with, and it has 
five digits, it follows that all the 
other numbers we can 
represent in this number size 
cannot have more than five 
digits. By limiting ourselves to 
five digits, then, we are 
making our job easier. 

Figure 2: Reads in a decimal number, converts it to hexadecimal and 

Although you will still be 
able to enter numbers 

between 65536 and 99999, 
the values calculated for these 
numbers will be taken as 

modulus 65536. The modulus 
is the remainder after a 

division, so 65536 modulus 
65536 is 0, 65537 modulus 
65536 is 1, and so on. 

Once our number is read in 
we need to convert from the 

sequence of characters typed, 
to the number it actually 
represents. This bit is possibly 
the most complicated stage of 
the program. 

Start here 

The code starts at the 
CONVERT label, and 
immediately uses an 
instruction which we have not 
met before. This is LD 
IX, BUFFER. This is 
analogous to loading HL with 
the address of the buffer, but 
we are using one of the index 
registers (IX and IY) instead. 

We're going to put the value 
of the number into the HL 
register pair, so the next thing 
we need to do is to clear HL by 

NOTLET: 

JP 
CLETNOT 

CALL CHpyt 
AF 

prints out the result 

loading it with 0. Then we 
enter a loop starting at 
CLOOP. 

This loop first checks 
whether we’ve looked at all 
the characters read in. When 
the program reaches 
CONVERT, we can work out 
exactly how many characters 
were read in by subtracting 
the value of the C register 
from 5. 

Rather than performing the 
subtraction, which would 
involve a few register 
exchanges, we load A with 5 
and compare this with C. If the 
result of the comparison sets 
the zero flag, we must have 
processed all the characters, 
SO we jump to CEND. If we 
haven't done so, we increment 
C and save it on the stack with 
the PUSH BC instruction. 

Now we get a character 
from the buffer, pointed to by 
IX. But look at the instruction: 
LD A, (IX+0). This is known 
as indexed indirect 
addressing. It works out where 
to find its operand by adding 
the offset specified in the 
instruction (which is 0 here) to 
the index register (IX here), 



and indirecting through that 
address to get the byte we 
want. This is the virtue of the 
two index registers; they are 
the only ones which can have 
a constant offset in the 
instruction like this. 
Now we subtract the 

internal value of ‘0’ from the 
character to give us the 
number it actually represents, 
and then multiply HL by 10. 

Although it looks 
complicated, the multiplication 
is actually quite 
straightforward. We load DE 

_ with the same value as HL by 
pushing HL onto the stack and 
popping DE off. This is a 
common trick and well worth 
remembering. 
Now that DE and HL hold 

the same value, the 
multiplication is easy. We first 
multiply HL by 4 by adding it to 
itself twice, and then we add in 
DE to make HL hold 5 times its 
old value. Finally we double 
this by adding HL to itself 
again. After this little 

We start a new 
line by printing a 

carriage return (CR) 
followed by a line 

feed (LF)’ 

operation, HL holds 10 times 
its original value. 
We must now add the 

contents of the A register into 
HL, but as HL is 16 bits long 
and A is only 8, we have to go 
through BC to do it. We clear 
B by loading it with 0, and then 
put the value of Ainto C. We 
can now add HL and BC to 
leave us with the total in HL. 
As you can see, HL is our 
accumulator which is 
gradually receiving the total 
value of the number we typed 
in. 

The last few stages of the 
loop increment IX to point to 
the next character in the buffer 
and retrieve the old value of C 
from the stack by popping BC. 
Then we jump back to the start 
of the loop again. 

Tidying up 

When this process is 
completely finished, HL holds 
the real value of the number 
which we typed in. Now we 
need to convert this to hex 
digits and print it out to the 
screen. We do this with the 
code starting at CEND. 

To keep things neat and 
tidy, we start a new line on the 
screen by printing a carriage 
return (CR) followed by a line 
feed (LF). We take the highest 
byte of our number, which is 
held in the H register, and call 
a routine called TOHEX to 
print out the two hex digits this 
represents. 
When this returns, we put 

the lower two digits, contained 
in the L register, into A and 
print these two out. Notice that 
this time round we don't call 
TOHEX, we simply enter it. In 
this way, the last instruction 
will cause us to return to 
BASIC straight away. It saves 
a couple of bytes on 
instructions, you see! 
TOHEX itself is a ‘standard’ 
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routine, which means that 
everyone writes it in the same 
way. 
We save the number on the 

stack by pushing AF, then 
isolate the top four bits (the 
‘high nybble’) by anding with 
#FO (240). As anybble 
represents one hex digit, we 
know that this leaves us with 
the value of the digit we want 
to print multiplied by 16. 

We divide by 16 with the 
four SRL A instructions. This 
stands for ‘shift right logical’, 
and simply shifts the 8 bits in 
the A register one place to the 
right. By doing it four times, 
the net effect is to divide A by 
16. This leaves us with a 
number between 0 and 15 in 
A, which we now need to 
convert to a printable digit. 
We do this by first adding 

the code for ‘0’ to the number. 
lf the number was greater than 
9, then we actually need to 
print a letter from ‘A’ to ‘F’ 
rather than a digit. We check 
this out by comparing the 
value of A with the code for the 
colon, *:’. 

This code immediately 
follows that of ‘9’ in the 
character set, so if the original 
number was between 0 and 9 
the compare instruction will 
set the carry flag. This is 
because the comparison is 
actually a subtraction, and 
subtracting a number from a 
smaller number results in a 
‘borrow’, which is represented 
on the Z80 by the carry flag. 

If the carry flag was not set 
by this instruction, we add 7 to 
the A register, which brings up 
the character value to the 
requisite ‘A’... ‘F’. Then we 
call CHPUT to print it out on 
the screen. 

To produce the other digit, 
we pop AF back off the stack 
and AND it with #F (15). This 
leaves us in the same state as 
we were after we had divided 

the higher digit by 16, as it 
should be. After all, it’s 
obvious that if we are working 
in base 16, each digit must be 
worth 16 times as much as the 
one to the right of it. In the 
jargon, we say that each digit 
is 16 times more significant 
than the previous. 

Notice how the last 
instruction of the program, and 
therefore of the TOHEX 
subroutine, is a JUMP to 
CHPUT rather than a CALL. 
This is just another space 
saver, as we could equally 
CALL CHPUT and then 
RETurn out of TOHEX. This 

‘Try and make a habit 
of being space 

conscious when you 
are writing programs 

would make the program a 
byte longer. 

If you think about it, you'll 
find that our method achieves 
exactly the same effect with its 
one JP instruction as the 
alternative 

CALL... 
RET 

instruction pair does. Try and 
make a habit of being space 
conscious when you are 
writing programs. 

The end result of this 
program is that all four hex 
digits of our number are 
printed out on the screen. We 
can enter any number 
between 0 and 65535, 
resulting in answers of 0000 to 
errr. 
We could make the program 

much more efficient by using 
more routines built into the 
MSX ROM, and by using 
anew and very powerful 
instruction — DJNZ. 
More next month. 
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* Write and playback your own melodies by inputting notes, 
chords and rhythm patterns 

* Save, load and print the music you have created 

* Superb educational tool 

Trade enquiries welcome 

PRICE: £20.95 (plus 60p for postage and packing) 

To: RITTOR MUSIC EUROPE LIMITED 
24 Broomgrove Gardens, Edgware, Middlesex 

Tel: 01-952 5302 

QUEN-DA 
Dot Matrix and 
Daisy Wheel Printers 
PRICES NOW INCLUDE 
DELIVERY AND VAT! 
DWP 1120 

£299.00 

DP 1100 
£263.00 

FULL RANGE OF PRINTER 
CABLES AVAILABLE 
_(PLEASE STATE MACHINE TYPE) 

ALSO RANGE OF COMPUTER 
STATIONERY IN STOCK INC 
BESPOKE LINES 

SOUTH COAST 

SHARON MUSIGm.c. 

Hi-TECH 
MUSIC CENTRES 

YAMAHA 
CX5M Music Computer 
The Ultimate Music Computer System 

— Software — Cartridges — 
— Peripherals — 

ALL IN STOCK 

Ne 

\ 
SS INSTANT CREDIT — MAIL ORDER 
eoe™ OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK 

am-9.30pm 

65 High Street, Maidstone, Kent ME14 1SR 
Tel: (0622) 61649/61407 

AAR GS ts rises nage mc Ophea Srnrectas DS i 
9 WIMBE RUDI Ss Sis ccte econ Se 2 aia ie ee ee ; i Access or ' S ONGIOSEE Jc ao cee marek ees EIPOUAVCASCLANG si. .i521ptiscawciduss oo; aia hiacieer ' , 

i] 

Y SPIRITS jose tostge toda EG ee aide Meet ican ee a teeg pa 
i] 

ic ARMOR AT geet Mactan mote eee ee ; 
i I 1 rysssentennsaezscensannateasarsceovssaanscsascesenennnagersscreesssvusseaatonnarasessonscnsssesceseqtenssnenteetn 

£1 POY IMTS TIRING: crak os) chs ciksiascidbteoiaco NAS we he ee. 
De ee a ee oe oe ee ee eae ee ae ne: ome ee ee tno gsc ese ts es ee = | 

* Print speed 20cps 
(Repeat), 18cps (at 

2 ~ shannon Text) 
ee i” *& Print Wheel: 96 character 

“a printwheels are compatible with 
the QUME 

* Maximum paper width 13 inches 
* Characters per line 120-180 

* Interface 8-bit parallel compatible with the 
Centronics (optional RS232C) 

Credit facilities available. Please allow 14 days delivery. 

revePHone numaen (0258) 56700 
CASH REGISTERS LTD. FREEPOST, BLANDFORD, DORSET 
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afew weeks ago, 
we managed to get 
ourhandsona 

pre-release version ofanew 
game which wecan only 
describeas different. itis 
called The Wreckandisthe 
brainchild of software house 
Electric Software. 

It's an adventure based on— 
yes, you guessedit—a sunken 
shipwreck. Butit’s an 
adventure with a difference. 

Forastartit’s three 
dimensional, and furthermore 
there’snotext— it’s purely 
graphics. ‘lsuppose you could 
describe The Wreckasa 
second generation graphics 
adventure’ says Electric 

_ Software’s Mike Hall. 
Eachcopy ofthe gamewillbe 

supplied with amanualanda 
speciallocation grid, both 
‘essential reading’ before you 
set off. 
Themanual provides a 

potted history of your recent 
meeting with adrunkinabar, 
which ends up with your 
collaborating and diving tothe 
wreck of the ‘Beaulieu Anne’ to 
search for gold bullion. 

The opening screen has you 
just outside a hole inthe side of 
the wreck, waiting toclimb 
through. Youhavenine full air 
tanks there, including the one 
strappedto your back. 

The view you see onthe 
screenis whatyou see through 
your face mask, with various 
bits of information around the 
edge of the screen suchas your 
score, the amountofair you 
have left, andthe floor you’reon 
andthe direction in which 
you refacing. 

Your goalistocollectthe gold 
which the captain of the ship 
hadhiddeninasafe onthe 
bottom deck ofthe shipjustasit 
was going down. 

And that, dear readers, is 
easier said thandone! The 
game’s designers, Andy Eltis 
and Jake Dowding have spent 
thelast year writing thegame, 
making it extremelycomplex. 
They have scattered clues all 

over the ship. You, ofcourse, 
have tofindthem all. Once 
you ve foundallthe clues onthe 
firstdeck, youhave the 
combination to the safe there, 
whichin turn willgive you the 
necessary information for 
tackling the nextdeck down. 

Eachdeck appears inthe 
formofamaze. Thefirstisa 
fairly straightforward, three- 

GOING 
FOR 
GOLD 
Adventure, maze and 
arcade adventure — 

that’s The Wreck 

dimensional maze which Mike 
reckons the average 
adventurer should be able to 
crackin aboutfourhours. 

Onthe othertwodecks 
things getjustailittle bit more 
involved. The mazes here are 
non-linear; thatis, ifyouleavea 
location going eastwards and 
turn round to go westwards, 
you won'tnecessarily end up 
where you started. This is why 
the location gridis essential 
and shouldbe keptto hand. 

Ifyou think that’s enough, 

then waittill youseethe 
graphics. They are pretty 
impressive, with realistically 
scrolling walls as youmove 
along the corridors, and fast 
moving friendly and hostile sea 
beasties. 

Needless to say, youare > 
living very closeto the edge 
down there, what with huge 
octopiiflingingyouaround, _ 
your oxygenrunning out and 
continually getting yourself 
lost. : 

Electricis launching The 

fl 
Wreckon cassette first 
followed shortly by acartridge 
version using the new Chip On 
Board (COB) technology the 
company has been developing 
forthe past 18 months. 
COB (as Electric 

affectionately calls it) involves 
taking the silicon wafer out of 
the chip and fusing itonto the 
pcb, ratherthan soldering the 
complete chip ontothe board. 

This whole process means 
thatthe circuitry is considerably 
condensed, making the end 
product neater, more compact 
and hopefully, cheaperto the 
enduser. 

‘What we've done, says 
Mike, ‘is to take the brain out of 
the body and throw the body 
away, inother words we've got 
rid of the unnecessary 
housing’. | 

Whatalll this means toyouis 
that Electric willbe turning out 
good quality games cartridges 
forthe same price asits 
cassettes (ie £14.95for The 
Wreck). 

Eventually, ie by the endof 
the year, Electric expects to 
drop the priceto around£12 

- whichwillbe even better value 
formoney. 

ButwhataboutThe | 
Wreck .. .?We'dlovetotell 
youmore but Electricis 
planning acompetition based 

- aroundthegamesothe pre- 
_ production copy we have has 
been ‘fixed’: several vitalclues _ 
have been deleted so that we 

-can’tgive the game away! 
Eachcopy has details of the 

competition contained within 
thegame. Electrichasn'tseta 
closing date but Mike 
anticipates thatit willbe some 

_ time around Christmas. 
Towinthe prize, whichisa 

~ solid goldingot, you have to 
solve the adventure which Mike 

believes will take you the best 

_ partofsix months! 
Andherewecangiveyoua 

tiny hint. Inside the safe with the 
bullionthere’s anegg 
containing analien. As you start 
toremove the bullionithatches. 
‘There’s only one personinthe 
company who knows whatthe 
alien looks like, is allMike 
wouldsay. © 

_ Thecatchisthatnotonly do 
youhavetosolve the 
adventure, but you also have to 
notch up ahighscoreandsend 

_ inanartisticimpression ofthe 
alien. Letus know how 
yougeton! 
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Cartridge Software 
'WONKEVS, 

O\> Acapew 
MOPIRANGER 
The galactic 
kidnappers, the cruel 97% > Ba» 2 ACADEMY 
Razons, have fal Z wee =~ BD \_—Howmany problems 
invaded Mopiland. 
Can Mopiranger, the 
Mopiland hero, 
rescue the kidnapped 
Moplits 

YIE AR KUNG-FU 
Kung-Fu master Lee 
versus the evil family 
of Chaohangs 

KONAMI’S 
TENNIS 
It's sensational, it’s 

exciting, it’s realistic, 
its Konami’s Tennis! 

* SkYJAGUAR 

can Monta, the 
arithmetic genius, 
solve within the time 
limit? 

CIRCUS CHARLIE | 
Experience the | 
excitement of the 
circus as Charlie 
tackles fire rings, 
tightrope, balancing 
acts, stunt riding and 
the trapeze 

. SKY JAGUAR 
It’s Year One of the 
galactic era. A 
mysterious fleet from 
Zeifart Nebula have 
invaded the earth. 
The Sky Jaguars are 
the earth’s last line in 

®) defence. Can you 
» Save the earth? 

KONAMI LTD. 01-429 2446 
Television House, 269 Field Road, Eastcote, Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 9LS | 
CHICAGO (USA) LONDON (UK) FRANKFURT (W GERMANY) OSAKA (JAPAN) . 
Tel: 312-364-6633 Tel: 01-429 2446 Tel: 069-507-6168 Tel: 06-345 2456 
Telex: 6871385 Telex: 883978 Telex: 4170450 Telex: 5233186 
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TAVISTOCK HI FI-LTD 
21 The Broadway 
Bedford MK40 2TL 
Tel: (0234) 56323 
(mail order service) 

ADAMS WORLD OF SOFTWARE 
77 High Road 
North Finchley London N12 
Tel: 01-446 7170 also at 
190C Station Road Edgware 

ALDRIDGE AUDIO 
54 Bucks Road 
Douglas 
Isle of Man 
Tel: 0624 23090 

AN AUDIO 
46 Market Square 
St Meots 
Cambridge 
Tel: Hunts 72071 

ALEC ROBERTS 
High Street 
Hythe 
Southampton SO4 6AH 
Tel: Hythe 842282 

BROOKS MUSIC 
CENTRE 
97 Duke Street 
Whitehaven 
Cumbria 
Tel: 0946 2116 

BRADFORD ELECTRICAL 
LTD 
98 High Street 
Edenbridge 
Kent TN8 5AR 
Tel: Edenbridge 863153 

FRANK B CRAIG 
13-15 Union Street 
Larkhall 
Lanarkshire 
Tel: 0698 882029 

D & D COMPUTER 
GAMES 
272 Kingshill Avenue 
Hayes 
Middlesex UB4 8BY 
Tel: 01-845 5333 

FULLER MICRO 
SYSTEMS 
Vansky House 
Seel Street 
Liverpool L1 4AU 
Tel: 051 709 4666 

FOLLY MICRO 
MICRO CENTRE 
24 High Street 
Petersfield 
Hampshire GU32 2TL 
Tel: 0730 66841 

JOHN FRASER VISION 
17 Welgate Street 
Larkhall 
Lanarkshire 
Tel: 881493 

JOHN FRASER VISION 
CENTRES 
65 Main Street 
Uddingston 
Tel: 0698 816586 

GAMESMANSHIP 
65 Cassiobury Avenue 
Bedfont 
Middlesex TW14 QJE 
Tel: 01-890 5636 

JOR GILBERT 
35a High Street 
Baldock 
Herts SG7 6BG 
Tel: 0462 892387 

HARRIS AND NASH LTD 
189 The Broadway 
Broadstone 
Dorset BH18 8DH 
Tel: 0202 698947 

A HEALEY OFFICE 
EQUIPMENT LTD 
Unit 7, Westfields 
Hordean 
Hampshire 
Tel: 0705 597555 

HOWE & SMITH 
(THE RECORD SHOP) 
17 Shropshire Street 
Market Drayton 
Shropshire TF9 3RA 
Tel: 0630 2018 

KONAMI SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FROM: 

SOFTWARE CITY 
382 Kings Road 
Chelsea, London 
Tel: 01-352 9220 also at 
14 Thames Street Kingston, Surrey 
Tel: 01-541 4911 

KNIGHTS TV & COMPUTER 
108 Rosemount Place 
Aberdeen Scotland 
Tel: 0224 630526 (mail order) 

HEARNSHAWS 
163 Lord Street 
Fleetwood 
Lancashire 
Tel: 039 17 4836 

IMPULSE COMPUTER 
WORLD 
60 Hartford Street 
Coventry 
Tel: 0203 22513 

JATALA ELECTRONICS 
488-490 High Road 
Chiswick 
London W4 5TT 
Tel: 01-995 8535 

WLLUMBLTD 
28 Halifax Road 
Todmorden 
Lancashire 
Tel: 070 681 3553 

LAWSON BROTHERS 
PO Box No.6 
St Ann’s Staith 
Whitby 
North Yorkshire 
Tel: Whitby 602113 

C FLAKE LTD 
37 Stock Road 
Slough 
Berks. 
Tel: Slough 38287/8 

OUNDLE SOUND SUITE 
Market Place 
Oundle 
Nr Peterborough PE8 4BA 
Tel: 0832 72127 

GB MICROLAND 
7 Queens Parade 
London Road 
Waterlooville 
Hampshire PO7 7EB 
Tel: 0705 259911 

H ROBERT SHAW & 
SONS LTD 
51 Southgate 
Elland 
West Yorkshire 
Tel: Elland 72539 

REDCLIFFE MICRO 
SYSTEMS LTD 
East Yar Road Industrial 
Estate 
Sandown 
Isle of Wight 
Tel: 0983 402856 

RK ELECTRONICS 
52 High Street 
Ilfracombe EX34 9QB 
Tel: 0271 63596 

BW RING 
51 Southbourne Grove 
Bournemouth BH6 3QT 
Tel: 420200 

AF SMITH & SONS LTD 
215-217 High Street 
Rochester 
Kent ME1 1HG 
Tel: 0634-43313 

PETER TYSON 
9 West Tower Street 
Carlisle 
Cumbria 
Tel: 0228 46756 

DAVID WEST MUSIC 
21-25 High Street 
Sheringham 
Norfolk 
Tel: 0263 823183 

WARD & WILLIAMS LTD 
34 Stockport Road 
Romiley 
Stockport 
Cheshire SK6 3AF 
Tel: 061 430 2934 



PRIM: 
Tear your eyes away 
from that screen and 
scan this month’s book 
reviews courtesy of 
Simon Craven. 

Computer Assisted 
Learnin 
by Martin Sibley 
Century Communications, £4.95 

This slim volume is part of a Century 
Communications series called the 
Library of Technical Information. 

Its main concern is the use of 
computers in schools, and inevitably, 

much of its emphasis falls on the BBC 
Micro and associated equipment. This 

CF: ||| is understandable given the heavy 
f  wreRActive VIDEO SYSTEMS — —eneean usage of the BBC machine in British 
mam a schools, but the government- 

me, .. sponsored MEP scheme is far from 
being the only influence on | 
educational computing, and parts of 
the book, like a 20-page attempt to 
summarise BBC BASIC, seem rather 
tangential to the main thrust of the 
book. 

The bulk of the rest of the book is 
taken up by a description of two other 
languages, PILOT and the turtle 

Interact j ve Y 
by Alex van Soe Sy Stems 
entury Communications, £4.95 

r : ; ’ : | as tutor def € ideo system ance Practical MSX Machine ~ 
‘ | el of | Code Programming 

sas j d by Steve Webb 
i : Virgin Books, £4.95 

| h Try as you might, there are some 
S ; things you just can’t do in MSX 

j : ) the h how it wj eri: BASIC, and sooner or later every 
Th be fray ications. / ; ife. programmer has to resort to machine 

ions. f l yst iS cri code to get around the restrictions of 
g ks inc ; . high level languages. However, it is 

dj h Subj + ; ; Li not an easy subject to grapple with, 
hni , Ve. Nor ie; especially as the easy readability of 

Te ioal y BASIC is lost, and many books on the 
Bat l th l@s title, y | subject seem aimed at readers with a 

| | isplay f ; high level of technical knowledge. 
ag i bodiieanace oe This book is definitely aimed atthe | 

| 5 ] h MSX user in the street, if there is such 
3 : ; a person, and restricts the scope of its 

coverage very tightly in order to cover 
a few areas in terms any BASIC 
programmer can understand. The 
machine code purists who see this 
book will scream, but it isn’t aimed at 
them. 
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Current volume to ¢ : Ww Peripheraj 
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This latest batch of | Country, er bullet 
releases includes two 
MSX titles and a few non- 
specific publications of 

general interest. 

graphics of LOGO, and a brief run- 
down on the MEP educational 
software appearing for the BBC Micro. 
.Commercial software is largely 
ignored, as is the existence of any 
computer other than the BBC Micro 
and Acorn Electron. 

As Sinclair Research, Commodore, 
Apple, ACT and a number of MSX 
manufacturers would point out, there 
are a lot of school computers not 
funded by the MEP scheme. 

The book might be useful as a 
guide for anyone who wants to know 
what sort of computing activities are 
going on in BBC Micro-equipped 
schools, but it fails to live up to its title. 
What would have been nice is a 
discussion of techniques used in the 
‘writing of educational software, and 
maybe some recognition of the many 
excellent commercial programs 
available for the many non-Acorn 
computers in schools. It’s not really for 
general readership. 

Webb takes the attitude that the 
easiest way to get the typical MSX in 
user to write a machine code program t surge of interest! ‘ 

is to offer machine code equivalents ce and other sha 
to BASIC statements. The ack snome micro: 
problem with this method is that the 
reader will start his machine code 
programming by thinking of a BASIC 
solution and then translating, cutting 
out the creative shortcuts which can 
bring the biggest improvements in 
execution time. 

Although the book teaches 
assembly language rather than actual 
machine code (including a number of 
handy subroutines and a complete 
Space Invaders program) no mention 
of assembler/editor programs is 
made. Instead, all the opcodes are 
presented with their hex equivalent, 
and a BASIC hex-loader is used to 
create the machine code programs. 

Worth a look, but we would 
recommend the study of a more 
detailed reference text as well. 
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here’s gratifying news of 
a some action on the MSX 

software front. We’ve 
heard that a distributor 
specialising in MSX software is 
being set up, and that should 
mean that more programs find 
their way on to more retailers’ 
shelves. : 

Meanwhile, and until things get 
sorted out, so that quality MSX 
software is available everywhere in 
Britain, MSXpress is here to help 
you out. 
We know that there are lots of 

good programs in existence but 
they just haven't been appearing in 
your local computer stores — to 
judge by the mail and telephone 
calls we receive. So, until the of the programs available. We’ve 
industry recognises that MSX is got mind-bending adventures other readers on how to solve 
here to stay, we’re making top MSX ____(they’ve bent ours), wrist-wrecking them. We reckon that adventures 
programs available through MSX arcade games, useful utilities and are really popular, judging by your 
Computing. We're giving you the good quality business and response so far, so get those letters 
opportunity to choose from 50 top educational programs. Allyouhave — rollingin! 
programs that we've reviewed and to do is choose. Study the reviews, A word about the way we’ve 
liked, or that have been bestsellers — read the advertisements then grab listed the titles on offer. The name 
on other computer systems. your cheque book and post an of the program is followed by the 

But if you've got a local dealer order off to us. Provided that the name of the publisher, the price, a 
who's got a good stock of games, Post Office doesn’t go on strike, quick description, and the date of 
we d always recommend you buy you Il be getting your games within the issue in which we reviewed it. 
your tapes or carts there. After all,a | 28 days (overseas applicants The price is all you need to pay — it 
magazine can't give you the should allow two months). includes postage and packing 
chance to give things a trial — and There’s something for most. (except for overseas readers) and 
buying direct’s a lot quicker than tastes in our selection, but if you VAT. The price is exactly the same 
mail order! think there are any glaring as it would be in your local retailer. 

Still, if you're stuck miles away omissions, then please write and Please read the terms and 
from signs of computer life, our tell us. We'd also like to know all canditions on the order form 
MSXpress will give you the chance your high scores, so we can publish — clearly, and PRINT your name and 
to keep up with the best software a league table. address clearly. If we can’t read it, 
around. We're also open to questions you can be sure the postman can’t 

On the next page, you’llsee alist | about adventures, and hints for either! 
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SOFTWARE 

AVAILABLE 

Adventure Quest (Leve/ 9) £9.95 
— classic text adventure (March 
85) 
Antarctic Adventure Konami) 
£17.40 — cartridge arcade action 
(Nov 84) 
Athletic Land (Konami) £17.40 — 
cartridge kids adventure (Dec '84) 
Backgammon (Electric) £9.95 — 
traditional game (Feb ’85) 

~ Blagger (Alligata) £7.95 — popular 
arcade game 

Colossal Adventure (Level 9) 
£9.95 — classic text adventure 
(March ’85) 
Comic Bakery (Konami) £17.40 — 
cartridge arcade action (Dec ’84) 
Contract Bridge (Alligata) £9.95 
— the classic game (April ’85) 
Crazy Golf (Mr Micro) £7.95 — 
family game (Feb ’85) 
Cribbage (Kuma) £5.95 — 
traditional card game (Nov ’84) 
Cubit (Mr Micro) £7.95 — cunning 
strategy game (Feb ’85) 
Disk Warrior (Alligata) £7.95 — 
arcade action (Feb ‘85) 
Dungeon Adventure (Level 9) 
£9.95 — classic text adventure 
Emerald Isle (Level 9) £6.95 — 
graphics adventure (May ’85 
Eric & The Floaters (Kuma) £5.95 
— fast action game (Nov 85 
Hyper Olympics 1 (Konami) 
£17.40 — cartridge sports (June '85) 
Hyper Olympics 2 (Konami) 
£17.40 — cartridge sports (Dec ’84) 
Hyper Sports 1 (Konami) £17.40 
— more cartridge sports (Dec '84) 
Hyper Sports 2 (Konami) £17.40 
— yet more sports (March '85) 
Hyperviper (Kuma) £7.95 — 
arcade game (Dec 84) 
Les Flics (PSS) £7.95 — arcade 
game (Feb 85) 
Lords of Time (Level 9) £9.95 — 
text adventure (April ’85) 
Ninja (Kuma) £6.95 — arcade 
action (March ’85) 
Panic Junction (Morwood) £6.95 
— arcade game (May ’85) 
Punchy (Mr Micro) £7.95 — family 
arcade game (Feb 85) 
737 Flight Simulator (Mirrosoft) 
£9.95 — accurate simulation (Dec 
84) 
Shark Hunter (Electric) £9.95 — 
arcade game (Nov '84) 
Snowball (Level 9) £9.95 — text 
adventure (March '85) 
Special Operations (Lothlorien) 
£7.95 — graphic adventure (March 
85) 
Spooks and Ladders (Kuma) 
£6.95 — arcade game (April 85) 
Star Avenger (Kuma) £8.95 — 
arcade game (April 85) 

Superchess (Kuma) £8.95 — 
traditional (Feb ’85) 
Supermind (Morwood) £6.95 — 
puzzle game (Dec ’84) 
Tennis (Konami) £17.40 — top 
cartridge sports (April 85) 
Zaxxon (Electric) £11.95 — arcade 
action (May 85) 

BUSINESS 

AND UTILITIES 

Home Budget (Kuma) £14.95 — 
simple accounts (Nov 84) 
Mailshot (Computermates) £99.00 
— business on a cartridge (March 
85) 
MST Calc (MST Consultants) 
£12.95 — spreadsheet (March ’85) 
WDPRO (Kuma) £29.95 — word 
processor (Dec ’84) 
Word Processing 
(Computermates) £49.00 — 
cartridge processor (Nov '84) 
Zen (Kuma) £19.95 — Z80 
assembler (Nov ’84) 

EDUCATIONAL 

Calculation 1 (Puddles) £9.95 — 
4-8 year olds 
Calculation 2 (Puddles) £9.95 — 
5-8 year olds 
Challenge My Bluff (Soft Cat) 
£9.95 — educational quiz (March 
85) 
Fun With Words (Soft Cat) £9.95 
— 4-6 years olds (March 85) 
Introduction to Numbers 
(Puddles) £9.95 — 4-7 year olds 
(Nov ’84) | 
Kriss Kross Kquiz (Soft Cat) 
£9.95 — family quiz game (May 
85) 
Let’s Go MSX (Soft Cat) £9.95 — 
educational (March ’85) 
Memory (Puddles) £9.95 — 5-8 
year olds 
Number Painter (ASK) £8.95 — 
learning maths (Feb ’85) 
Reasoning (Puddles) £9.95 — 5-8 
year olds 
Reflexes (Puddles) £9.95 — 5-8 
year olds 
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HOW TOAPPLY 
First, carefully select the title or titles 
you want, and then clearly print your 
selections in the space provided on 
the order form, together with the 
price, filling in the total price in the 
box below. Please write your name 
and address in the space provided, 
using block capitals, so that we can 
be sure we're sending the tapes to 
the right place. If we can’t read it, 
you won't get them! 

You can buy as many tapes as 
you want, so if you run out of space 
on the order form write your order on 
a separate sheet of paper, and 

lishing Ltd, for 
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The titles I'd like are: 

attach the order form with name and 
address and ‘total price’ box filled in. 
We regret that orders without an 
application form clipped from the 
magazine will not be accepted in any 
circumstances. 

Put the completed order, together 
with your cheque or postal order, 
made payable to Haymarket 
Publishing Ltd, in an envelope and 
post it off to us. We will do our best 
to get the tapes to you within 28 
days. Please help the Post Office 
(and us) by using our postcode — 
and yours! 

| enclose a cheque/postal order, 
made payable to Haymarket Pub- 

Send this application to: MSXpress, MSX 
Computing, Haymarket Publishing Ltd, 38-42 
Hampton Road, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 
OJE. Please allow 28 days for delivery. PRINT 
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS CLEARLY! 

E 
: 
i 
: 
di 

We regret that readers who live 

outside the UK and Eire (excludi 

BFPO addresses), will have tom 
a small contribution to the costs 

postage and packaging. The rat 

we quote are for airmail despatcn, 

soastokeeptransittimestoa 

minimum. 

EEC/Europe.....£1.50 per pr
ogram 

Middle East......£2.00 per program 

USA/Canada .... £2.50 per pro 
Aust/NZ.......--++ £3.00 per pro 

Please note that these rates apply 

every program you order, soa © 

| reader in Saudi Arabia who wishes 
to buy three programs should add 

£6.00 to the UK price. . : 

HOW TO PAY 

In order to simplify payment 

procedures, and speed the despatch 

of your programs, you should send 

the required amount as a Sterling 

banker's draft or international mone 
order. Cheques drawn against a 

sterling account are alsoOK. 
All cheques/orders should be 

made payable to Haymarket 

Publishing Ltd. We will d our bestto 

getthe tapes to youwithineight = =— 

weeks of our receiving yourorder 
(which should be sent airmail). 

READERS SHOULD NOTE THAT 
ALL PROGRAMS SUPPLIED WILL 
BE UK VERSIONS ONLY. — 



THE TOSHIBA HX-10 IS HERE! 
FORALL YOUR MSX 

REQUIREMENTS IN BRISTOL 

HOOPER & SONS 
26 SANDY PARK ROAD, 

BRISLINGTON, BRISTOL 

Tel: (0272) 775759 

D. P. LEAKE TV LTD 
Toshiba Stockists at: 

WALTHAM ABBEY 

Tel: (0992) 716384 

WOODFORD GREEN 
Tel: 01-504 3156; 01-505 6325 

~P. R. HARTLEY LTD 

Ruddington, Keyworth & 
Radcliffe-on-Trent 

Tel: Nottingham 211149 

COME AND TRY OUT THE HX-10 AT 

A. F. SMITH & SONS LTD 
2 STAR HILL 

ROCHESTER, KENT 

Tel: (0634) 45184 

SUNWIN HOUSE 
For Toshiba 

SUNBRIDGE ROAD 
BRADFORD 1 

Tel: (0274) 729500 

Your leading HX-10 stockists 

STEVENS 
TV & HI-FI 

229 Moston Lane, Blackley, 
Manchester M9 1HE 

Tel: 061-205 3483 

The HX-10 now on 

demonstration at: 

SP 
ELECTRONICS 

48 Linby Road 
Hucknall, Notts 
NG15 7TS 

Tel: (0602) 640377 

TAL 
ELECTRONICS 
488-490 CHISWICK HIGH 

ROAD, LONDON W4 
Tel: 01-995 8535 

Stockists of Toshiba, Mitsubishi and 
Panasonic MSX computers. Full range of 

Konami cartridges available 

R. E. QUINCE 
RADIO & TV 

2 Bull Street, Potton 
Nr. Sandy, Beds 

Tel: (0767) 260416 

FOR A DEMONSTRATION 
OF THE HX-10 CALL AT 
BARKER & 

WIGFALL LTD 

25 HALLGATE 

DONCASTER DN1 3NH 

Telephone: (0302) 62376 

J. & H. RUSSELL 

21-22 COVENTRY STREET, 
KIDDERMINSTER 

WORCS. 

Tel: 0562 2686 

FRENCH 

52 DORDON ROAD, 
DORDON, TAMWORTH 

Tel: (0827) 892252 

Stockists of: 

Toshiba HX-10; disc drives; 
printers; joysticks; cassette- 

recorders, and excellent range 
of software available. Plus 
Sony, JVC, Mitsubishi etc. 

No. 1 in Calderdale 

FRED MOORE 
LTD. 

15-17 Southgate, Halifax 
2-6 Commercial St, Halifax 

0422 67763 

1 Wellington Arcade, Brighouse 
719660 

CHARLES H. SHAW 
60A New St, Huddersfield 

32443 

S.U.D.A. 
80-84 FLIXTON ROAD 

URMSTON 
MANCHESTER 

Tel: 061 748 1132 

Come and try MSX at: 

HELETOP LTD 
75 KINGS STREET, 

STIRLING 
Tel: (0786) 73004 

4-6 ETTRIC SQUARE, 
CUMBERNAULD, GLASGOW 

Tel: (02367) 24991 

v 

HI-Fl CENTRE 

6 Abbey Street, 
Carlisle, 

Cumbria 

Tel: (0228) 46756 

COMPUTER DEPARTMENT 
OSSETT CO-OPERATIVE 

SOCIETY 
Full range of Toshiba MSX hardware and 
software. Come in for a demonstration. 

DALE STREET, 
OSSETT, YORKS 

BONEL & CURTIS 
AUDIO 

29 EMSCOTE ROAD, WARWICK 
Tel: (0926) 492827 

SWAN STREET, WARWICK 

Call in now for personal service and a full 
demonstration of the HX-10 

FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OF 
THE TOSHIBA HX-10 COME ALONG 

BRADFORD 
ELECTRICALS 

98 HIGH abe ea © RIDGE, 

Tel: (0732) 863153 or 862255 

Wilemans 
16 KINGSWAY, 

KIRBY-IN-ASHFIELD, 

NOTTINGHAM 

Tel: MANSFIELD 753015 

BROOK STHEET, 

SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD 

Tel: MANSFIELD 552551 

Full range of Toshiba MSX hardware 
and software. Come in fora 

demonstration 
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DATABASE HYPER OLYMPICS! 
Supplier: Kuma Computers 
(07357) 4335 
Type: Database 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £19.95 

One thing computers are 
meant to be very good at is 
keeping track of data. With a 
good data management 
program, they can — so the 
theory has it— make 
directories, indexes and files 
redundant. 

This modestly priced 
package from Kuma may not 
replace the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, but it may come in 
useful around the home. 

lts chief asset is that it is 
very simple to use. The tape 
actually contains three 
programs; a section to load 
and edit data, a section to 
design a screen for the 
inputting of data and a 
demonstration data 
framework. A 16-page manual 
explains how things work. 

Loading the edit program 

takes about three minutes. 
You are presented with two 
screens that explain the 
various commands. These 
can be called up any time, so if 
you misplace the manual you 
won't be lost. 
A file or file framework is 

then entered. New records 
can be added after existing 
records, records can be 
examined in sequence, or 
searched for particular words, 
records can be printed out and 
the list sorted into alphabetical 
order. 
Compared to high powered 

business databases, this one 
is limited by the memory of a 
64K MSX micro and the tape 
storage medium. Recording 

52 

and loading long files seems 
to take forever — a disk drive 
option would be really handy. 

As far as the number of files 
goes, you could store around 
200 comprehensive name, 
address and phone numbers 
before running out of RAM. At 
the top of the screen you can 
see the memory remaining 
and the program helpfully tells 
you how many blank records 
you Can use. 

On the plus side, the 
printing-out options are 
excellent, with facilities for 

both dot matrix and 
daisywheel printers. In the 
normal printing mode, all or 
just some files can be printed 
out, including only those that 
satisfy certain criteria. The 
print can be as it appears on 
the screen, or unformatted. 

Labels can be printed out 
too, with some useful options 
such as type size, multiple 
copies and so forth. This is the 
area in which Database is 
strongest. 

File searching is not very 
sophisticated. You can search 
for a string of characters ina 
nominated field, but only 
ahead of your current position, 
and you'll stop searching at 
the first match. You can’t 
search for ambiguous strings 
either. 

Moving from record to 
record in sequence is easy, as 
is editing records on screen. 
Moving rapidly through the file 
is more tedious and if you 
want to transfer data from one 
file format to another, you 
have to re-enter it all. 

Sorting entries is fast and 
overall Database is easy to 
use. As a program to store 
names and addresses, with 
label printout, it is excellent. If 
you want to sort and 
manipulate data, Database 
may not be sophisticated 
enough for you. For the non- 
professional user, it's user 
friendly and a practical 
program. 

Features: Good for the 

price 

Getting started: Very 

simple 

Documentation: 

Adequate for the 

program 

Conclusion: Good for 

names and addresses | 

Supplier: Konami 
(0256) 473232 
Type: Arcade 
Format: Cartridge 
Price: £13.99 

Does your micro cower in the 
corner when you enter the 
room? Does it flinch when you 
raise your finger? If so, the 
chances are that you have 
been playing too many Track 
and Field games lately. 

If you don't mind inflicting 
even more damage on your 
battered machine, then you 
could do worse than add 
Hyper Olympics I to your 
software collection. 

With this cartridge, Konami 
has added another quartet of 
Olympic events to tax the 

physiques of digits across the 
globe. 

The aim, as always, is to 
score points, and you do that 
by braking world records or 
simply by achieving the 
qualification time or distance 
for an event. The 100 metres 
starts the games. One signal 
and it’s on your marks, the 
second and you're off. 

Seconds of frantic key 
pounding follow as you race 
against the clock. Qualify, and 
the crowd cheers your 
success, fail and you are left 
miserably scratching your 
head, or sobbing, 
heartbroken. 

Get through this stage and 
you move to the long jump. 
This sport requires a good 
deal of judgement as well as a 
reasonable sprinting ability. 
You have three tries in all. 
Overstep the bar in your 
run-up and the attempt is 
disqualified. 

The computer doesn’t cheat 
either. The evidence of a black 
footprint will clearly prove your 
failure. 

The next sport is the 
hammer throw. This proved to 
be the most challenging of all 

the events. You have to whirl 
round like a dervish, and 
release the hammer at the 
critical moment. Judging the 
critical moment seems to be 
either a case of trial and error 
or split-second timing. 

The only way to get near the 
qualifying distance is by 
frequent practice. As there is 
no practice screen for this 
event, it will prove to be a 
major pitfall for the first few 
games. 

A running event completes 
the quartet. The 400m isa 
gruelling exercise, with up to 
14 seconds of frenzied key- 
bashing. After this event, you'll 
feel that you had actually run 
400m as you collapse ina 
pool of sweat. 

WORLBstt ae" 
Ci seek LES FSET Code 

. 

In subsequent rounds of the 
game, the sights are raised 

and you have to improve your 
performance considerably. 

This will appeal to players 
who like the track and field 
type of game. The running 
events in particular are rather 
banal, with very little skill 
required at all. 

Graphics are up to 
Konami's usual high standard, 
complete with beautifully 
animated athletes and simpler 
but still very effective 
backgrounds. 

In the long term, you are 
likely to get bored with these 
events, and will want to seek | 
out the rest of the Konami 
athletics series. In the 
meantime, this is likely to keep 
some people at home instead 
of rushing to the pub for their 
next crack at Olympic 
stardom. 

Graphics: Excellent 

Sound: Used sparingly 
but to good effect 

User Appeal: Mainly 

Track and Field buffs 

Conclusions: Faithful 

representation of an 

arcade favourite 



Supplier: Megacycal 
Software 051-652 3139 
Type: Educational 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £9.20 

Before the advent of 
computers, if you wanted to 
learn about something you 
went to evening class or 
borrowed a book from the 
library. 
Now you can get an 

educational program, load it 
into your MSX computer and 
learn all you ever wanted to 
Know about. . . 

Electricity. That’s the 
subject of this program from 
Megacycal. It is aimed at 
teenagers and adults, needs a 
64K machine and comes with 
a 16-page booklet. 

By the end of the program, 
you should be able to work out 
currents, resistances and 
voltages, work with Ohm’s 
Law and design a 
galvanometer. Various 
questions test your 
understanding. 

Loading takes six minutes, 
and gives a six option menu. 
Getting back to the menu is 
very simple. 

Each section of the program 
is complemented by a section 

in the manual. In fact, without 
the manual, the program is 
little more than an extended 
question and answer session. 

The first section introduces 
primary concepts with a 
mixture of text and diagrams. 
A certain amount of user 
interaction is involved, such as 
opening and closing a switch 
in a circuit diagram and 
changing the resistance of a 
rheostat. 

From then on it is questions 
and calculations based on the 
lessons in the manual. You'll 
need a calculator to work out 
some of the answers, though 
the computer will supply the 

[TEACH YOU RSELF 
ELECTRICITY 2446 

Type: Arcade 
Format: Cartridge 
Price: £14.95 

right answer if you can't. 
After each set of questions, 

you are given a score. 
Redoing the questions gives 
different values for the 
variables, so you can’t learn 
answers by heart. — 

Questions are accompanied 
by simple circuit diagrams and 
the menu is usually only two 
keystrokes away — the overall 
design is very user friendly. 

The problem lies in that the 
program doesn't deliver 
enough. Most of the tuition 
comes from the manual — the 
program is really little. more 
than a dressed-up series of 
questions. The dressing up is 
neat and embodies some 
good ideas, but there is no 
escaping the fact that you 
aren't being educated so 
much as tested. 

It boils down to the subject 
matter. Electricity is not easy 
to demonstrate and the 
programmer must decide 
whether to tackle a few 
subjects, using the resources 
of the computer, or cover a 
broader range with less tricks. 

Megacycal has opted for the 
former approach, and for that 
reason Teach Yourself 
Electricity looks good on the 
screen and is well presented. 

Text windows, a few 
animated circuit diagrams and 
testing questions are the best 
points. On the debit side, there 
are occasional word overflows 
in the first section, and key 
response can be alittle slow at 
times. 

At £9.20, this is an 
expensive program for what it 
will teach you. As with a great 
many educational programs, it 
must be said that a book on 
the subject will teach you a 
great deal more, even if it is 
not as hi-tech as a 
microcomputer. 

Teach Yourself Electricity is 
a good effort but it is limited in 
scope and a trifle costly. 

Japanese games often have a 
certain cuteness about them. 
In this maze-type arcade 
game, you have to rescue little 
Moplits, held by galactic 
kidnappers called Razons 
(who makes up these . 
names?) in their underwater 
castle. You are Mopyland’s 
superhero, Mopy Ranger. 

Each screen has a different 
pattern of obstacles, with the 
trapped Moplits clearly visible. 

They are freed by moving 
Mopy Ranger next to them. 
Free them all and you move 
onto the next level. 

The Razons are out to 
thwart you of course. They 
start from two bases and 
move round the screen in 
pre-determined patterns. 
Touch one and you lose a life. 

Your defence is a weapon 
called a stone beamer which 
turns a Razon into stone. 
These stones, and those 
already on the screen, can be 
moved down passages to 
block them off. 
A third factor is a system of 

tidal flows in the passages that 
slow down or speed up your 
movement. With the maze 
pattern, tidal flows, rocks and 

_ Graphics: Some clever 
ideas 

Concept: Dressed up 
question and answer 

| session 
| User: Looks good on 
| thescreen > | 
| Conclusion: Consider. a 

Supnier: Konami 01 429 | Razons, there is plenty to 
keep you busy. 

You start with three lives 
and gain another for each 
level cleared. Points are 
scored for freeing a Mopilit, . 
turning a Razon to stone, and 
completing a screen within a 
time limit. 

You get bonus points for 
clearing a screen without 
using the stone beam, and 
occasionally get bonus levels 
with no Razons to impede 
you. 

On screen is the current 
score, highest score, time 
bonus remaining, level and 
lives remaining. Pressing F1 

pauses the game — very 
useful for examining new 
levels or answering the phone. 
If you press F2 you suicide, 
and this may be necessary if 
you block yourself in with 
stones. 

On the higher levels you 
encounter an unstoppable Big 
Razon. It dissolves stones, 
and this can work for or 
against you. You also have 
stationary objects that kill 
Razons when they touch 
them. | 

Mopirangers sound effects 
are a varied mixture of pips, 
beeps, a short tune and so on 
— noise is constant but 
appropriate. The graphics are 
well up to Konami’s normal 
standard, colourful and cute. 

As arcade games go, this 
one is more strategic than 
many. If you like puzzles, it will 
become addictive, and itis 
sufficiently different to warrant 
warm recommendation. 

Graphics: Usual c cute te : 
characters © S 

Sound: Helps you 
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Supplier: Kuma Computers 
(07357) 4335 
Type: Adventure 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £7.95 

It’s way back in the bad old 
days of the Wild West and 
gold prospecting is one of the 
most popular pastimes. 
You've inherited the deeds of 
old Adam’s mine and it’s your 
task to dig up the contents. 

One of the first locations 
you can move into is the 
Saloon. Our first instinct was 
to look around for clues. When 
we typed in ‘look’, a standard 
adventure term for seeing 
what the room contains, no 
clues were forthcoming. In fact 
we were told, ‘Oh... my keys 

hurt,’ and then more aptly, 
‘You're backin’ a loser’. Nota 
good start. 

After some time you will 
realise that it is impossible to 
find out what is in a room. You 
have to guess what is likely to 
be there and then buy or 
borrow it. For instance in a 
saloon, you are likely to get 
... yes, a drink. 

Before rushing off into the 
surrounding mountains on a 
prospecting expedition, you 
have to first get the necessary 
equipment. Unfortunately all 
the shopkeepers are charging 
inflated prices for their goods 
so you'll need more than the 
$50 given to you at the start. 
Common sense and some 

knowledge of gold prospecting 
will be advantageous when 
collecting your equipment 
because you have to guess 
what you'll need. 

For example, in some 
locations you encounter a 
dangerous rattlesnake. How 
would you deal with a 
rattlesnake? Call it a nice 
snake and ask it to go away? 
No, you would shoot it dead 
and you can’t shoot anything 
unless you have a suitable 
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firing instrument. So by a 
logical deduction process you 
can surmise that some sort of 
gun is needed. 
Two different screens are 

used in the game. On the 
screen for moving between 
locations, certain vital details 
are displayed; how many 
dollars, loan, calories, oil, 
shells and dynamite sticks you — 
are carrying. These items will 
have to be bought or borrowed 
from shops. 

Colourful graphic displays 
illustrate the locations and 
they are quite good 
considering that the program 
has been written in BASIC. 
The other screen is for 
conducting dialogue — ‘buy 
drink’ for example. 

Once out of town you pass 
through locations such as 
Parsons Creek and Death 
Canyon before passing into a 
mine. In here, falling lethally 
down a mine shaft is a 
common occurrence, we 
found to our cost. 

Unfortunately neither the 
Save or inventory facilities 
were available on our 
preproduction sample of the 
game, so dying meant starting 
from the beginning again. A 
Kuma spokesman tells us that 
these facilities will definitely be 
included in the final production 
version. 

Adventures are invariably 
much better if they are written 
in machine code than in 
BASIC. Response times are 
faster, there are more 
locations and puzzles anda 
greater vocabulary can be 
incorporated. 

As we’ve said, Gold Rush 
isn’t too bad for a BASIC 
adventure and it can be solved 
fairly easily. But if you're used 
to adventures written by the 
specialist software houses 
you might be a little 
disappointed by it. 

Educational Services 010- 

35346 31268 
Type: Educational 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £7.95 

Simple Addition is aptly 
named as it focuses on 
extremely simple adding 
concepts for the three to 
seven year age range. 

Mentor Educational 
Services, the author of a wide 
range of educational software, 
has concentrated its efforts on 
programs dealing with the 
basic concepts in 
mathematics — Simple 
Subtraction and Trigonometry 
for example. 

Because they deal with only 
a few important principles, the 
programs don't get too 
complicated and the ideas that 
are introduced are thoroughly 
dealt with. Simple Addition is 
no exception. 

Crane is the first exercise 
on the program’s menu and 
shows a crane above a lorry 
and trailer loaded with blocks. 

The idea in this exercise is 
to move a specified number of 
blocks from the trailer to the 

lorry. Attached to one end of 
the crane is a rope and hook 
and by using either a joystick 
or keyboard, the student is 
able to transfer them. 

As the blocks are moved 
from the trailer, the number 
indicating how many blocks 
there were on the trailer goes 
down, and, similarly, as the 
block lands on the lorry the 
number showing the amount 
of blocks on the lorry goes up. 

Once six blocks, or however 
many the student was asked 
to move, have been 
transferred, a jolly tune or 
funereal dirge tells you 
whether the task was 
completed rightly or wrongly. 

In addition to helping a child 
to count, this exercise 
illustrates what happens to a 

number when an amount is 
subtracted or added to it. 

With the next exercise, 
Blocks, you are first given the 
opportunity to watch a few 
automatic sums on the box 
grid displayed on screen. If, 
for example the sum is 3 + 4 
=, it appears below the grid 
and seven boxes are filled in 
with blue and pink colours. 
The number seven, the sum’s 
answer, is then automatically 
filled in. 

_ After three demonstrations, 
the boxes are again filled in, 
but this time the student has to 
insert the answer. Depending 
on the answer's accuracy a 
huge tick or cross appears. As 
the student continues to 
answer the sums, the number 
he or she has accurately 
completed is indicated; for 
example, ‘The score is two out 
of three’. 

By counting the coloured 
squares in the row of boxes, 
the child reinforces counting 
skills and also sees what 
happens to numbers when 
they are added together. 

In the first two exercises, it 
wasn't absolutely necessary 
for students to add numbers 
together, but in Scales, the 
third exercise, it is essential. 

A balance fills the screen 
and on the left side asum 
such as 2 + 5 = ? is shown. 
To balance the scales, the 
correct answer has to be 
inserted on the other side. If 
the wrong answer is 
repeatedly given, the correct 
answer is shown. 

Younger children will need 
help when first attempting this 
program, but as it is menu 
driven and extremely simple to 
use, they won't need help for 
long. 

Both sound and graphics 
are rather crude and could be 
improved. The lorry, crane 
and trailer, in particular, 
looked rather amateurish. 

It’s possible that a child’s 
attention won't be held long 
enough for him or her to 
assimilate all the adding skills 
that they could be picking up 



Soholier:1 aval 9 
Computing (0494) 26871 
Type: Adventure 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £9.95 

At last, your chance to 
become richer than your 
wildest dreams. The Demon 
Lord is as dead as a dodo and 
while everyone is celebrating 
in Minas Tirith it’s your plan to 
race off to the demon’'s 
hideout and grab all his 
unguarded treasure. 

Of course life and Level 9 
adventures aren’t as simple as 
that. You start your quest 
complete with weapons, 
horses and magic, but on the 
way you are waylaid by 
robbers and thrown in a river. 
You find yourself lying on a 
sand bank, cold, wet and 
weaponless. Now the 
adventure starts for real. 

Once again Level 9 has 
created a wonderful 
adventure, sparking off your 
imagination and transporting 
you into a world where 
electricity bills and mortgages 

‘have no place. All you have to 
remember is that without wits, 
cunning and patience you 
won't survive. 

Over 200 locations have 
been incorporated into 
Dungeon Adventure and as 
the title suggests, most of the 
action does take place in the 
weird and wonderful depths of 
the Demon Lords’ mountain. 

Strange, fearsome 
creatures such as skeletons, 
globs of carnivorous jelly and 
grotesque bloated yellow birds 
with big ears abound, and you 
will need to retain a strong 
sense of humour as time and 
time again you find yourself 
thwarted by them. 

Dungeon Adventure is a 
text adventure so your 
imagination will be tested to 
the full as you stumble across 

will o'wisps floating around in 
muddy puddles, slivers of 
rancid potato and psychedelic 
mushrooms. 

All these things have 
important purposes and it’s up 
to you to find out what they are 
— without getting killed in the 
process. 

As there are more than 200 
locations, the best way to play 
the game is to draw a map as 
you pass through. So if by 
chance a ghoul jumps out at 
you or a hand grabs you by 
the throat and you end up 
back at the beginning; at least 
you'll know how to get back. 
Saving the game as you go 
along is also advisable. 
One of the best things about 

Level 9 games is that they 
understand such a wide 
vocabulary. You are not 
constantly told, ‘I don't 
understand,’ although you do 
sometimes have to say the 
same thing in several different 
ways before getting the 
required response. 

If you do get stuck, you 
have the opportunity to write 

to Level 9 for a clue sheet. The 
only trouble is that once 
you've got it, you can easily 
spoil the game’s challenge 
because its very hard to resist 
(speaking from experience!) 
the tempation of having a 
quick look at the clues when 
you meet a problem. 

This game will take weeks, 
even months to complete. For 
£9.95 there is no better 
entertainment than a 
complicated, puzzling, 
humourous adventure game 
and Dungeon Adventure 
definitely fits the bill. 

| Graphics: None 
| Sound: None 
| User appeal: Great 

Ce value _ 

Sudplion: Komal 01-429 
2446 
Type: Arcade 
Format: Cartridge 
Price: £17.40 

Fame, fortune and the secret 
of eternal life lie beneath the 
Valley of the Pharoahs just 
waiting for Vick (that’s you) to 
go and find them. 

Of course it’s no easy task; 
not only did the Pharoahs 
employ the cleverest tomb 
architects to design the stone 
burial crypts but dangerous 
mummies are wondering 
around the pyramids guarding 
the mysterious sparkling 
jewels. Gathering all these 
precious stones will reveal the 
secret of eternal life. 

Luckily Vick, an English 
adventurer, stumbles through 
the doorway of the first 
pyramid crypt and finds 
himself in a room filled with 
yellow brick platforms and 
stairways. 

Once in the first pyramid 
you have to act quickly 
because two mummies 
materialise from what 
resembles a puff of smoke 
and start to follow you. They 
are lethal and although you 
can jump over them it is best 
to either avoid them or fling 
one of the swords in their 
direction. 

You do have five lives, and 
get an extra one every 2,000 
points. 
What we liked best about 

this game is that it combines 
the thrills and spills of a zap 
‘em flat arcade game together 
with the careful planning of an 
adventure game. It is no good 
just guiding Vick aimlessly up 
and down platforms hoping for 
the best. Once you’re past the 
first pyramid level, strategy is 
required. 

This is where the pause 
facility comes in useful. By 
using it you can work out 
where to go and what to carry 
for optimum points. Many of 
the pyramid levels contain two 
screens which scroll across as 
you pass through one side. 

Besides getting through all 
the levels, you've got to win 
points. Knocking down 
mummies, collecting jewels 
and clearing stages all 

increase your score. 
Some of the jewels are 

hidden in brick boxes or in 
locations which can only be 
reached by digging through 
the surrounding wall. The pick 
axes for this task are scattered 
around the platforms. Once 
the pick axe has been used it 
disappears — so use them 
carefully. 

Occasionally you might find 
yourself at the bottom of a 
hole, unable to get back up. 
So, rather than go all the way 
back to the beginning of the 
game, you can press F2 and 
start at the beginning of that 
pyramid level. 

Four mummy types exist 
and move around the 
platforms in slightly different 
ways. The red ones tend to 
walk slowly along the 
platforms and then rush up 

and down the ladders at 
breakneck speed. White 
mummies move in a fairly 
predictable manner while the 
blue and yellow mummies 
leap up and down as they 
move along. 

Konami has incorporated a 
few infuriating details into the 
program. For example if 
you're holding either the 
sword or pick axe, you can't 
jump. Similarly, it is impossbile 
to get through the swing doors 
if you’re holding anything. 

Once all the jewels are 
collected from the pyramid, 
the exit as well as the entry 
door appears. If you 
accidentally go through the 
entry door, you'll find yourself 
travelling backwards on the 
Pyramid Map which shows 
your overall position between 
pyramid levels. 

Like most Konami games 
King’s Valley utilises clever, 
realistic, colourful. graphics. 

Graphics: Bright and 
colourful . _ 
Sound: Egyptian a ditt ties 
User Appeal: Amusir 

| addictive 

| Conclusion: One 
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Supplier: Kuma Computers 
(07357) 4335 
Type: Arcade 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £6.95 

World War 1 pilots were true 
gentlemen. Pilots would never 
kick a man when he was 
down, they would occasionally 
exchange polite aerial 
pleasantries and go home for 
tea and muffins. Of course, 
some poor blighters bought it, 
but they probably did 
something offensive like wear 
an Oxford tie when they really 
went to Cambridge. 

This romantic image of 
heroes of old is rudely 
shattered by Kuma’s 
Dogfighter. The cads in this 
game would never have got 
past the gates of Eton, let 
alone behind the controls of a 
biplane. 

The action takes place over 
the English Channel. As a 
noble flying ace, you have to 
put a stop to a squadron of 
dastardly enemy aircraft that 
is based on an aircraft carrier. 

Your main screen gives you 
information about your 
altitude, ammunition and fuel 

levels. Your altimeter is very 
important. Dive too low and 
you may find that you’ve 
ditched rather 
unceremoniously into the 
drink. The height of enemy 
aircraft is also displayed on 
the altimeter. 

It is impossible to tell which 
enemy aircraft is which. You 
may be surprised to find 
yourself in a mid-air collision 
with a plane which has 
swooped down on top of you. 

An enemy fighter appears 
full size on the screen when its 
altitude matches yours, and 
the dogfight can well and truly 
begin. Your aircraft is faster 
than the enemy which gives 
you the necessary edge to 
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DOGFIGHTER 
cope with four or five fighters 
at atime. 
A direct hit will send a plane 

blazing into the sea. Despatch 
one screenful of fighters and 
— you've guessed it — even 
more come up to duel with 
you. 

The aircraft carrier may also 
be destroyed. Shoot a plane 
down over it and hope that the 
stricken craft plumments down 
onto the ship. 

The best way to handle a 
dogfight when you have a 
number of fighters on the 
scene is to wait until one of 
them breaks from the pack. 
You can then move in, hope 
for a quick kill and exit as fast 
as possible leaving time to 
plan your next move. When 
you have five fighters at your 
altitude, it becomes very 
difficult to concentrate on one 
target without running the risk 
of being attacked from all 
directions. 

Often, you will find yourself 
playing cat and mouse with 
the enemy. As you climb to 
start a battle, the fighter will 
either climb still higher, or dive 

well below you. They have a 
self preservation instinct too. 
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This game offers a fair 
amount of enjoyment. 
Mastering the aircraft's 
controls is a feat in itself, let 
alone the prospect of locking 
yourself into aerial combat. 

As with any game, once the 
method has been mastered, 
destroying aircraft is an 
absolute doddle (old bean!) 
and you'll be on the lookout for 
new thrills. 
Graphics: Simple but 
recognisably biplane 
Sound: Basically 
realistic — 
User Appeal: Budding 
Red Barons 

Conclusion: An 
effective game — worth 

OTHELLO 
Supplier: Knights 
Computers 
(0222) 630526 
Type: Board Game 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £5.95 

Computer versions of board 
games have a number of 
advantages: no pieces to lose, 
no board to set up and a ready 
playing partner. The computer 
is (nearly) always a better 
player than you are, so there 
is much to learn by watching 
its playing strategy. 

Othello is a game played 
with counters like draughts, 
which are white on one side 
and black on the other. Each 
player seo a colour and 
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aims to gain sonilance of the 
8x8 board by having more 
counters of his own colour on 
the board. 

To this end, a player must 
capture an opponent's piece 
by sandwiching it between two 
of his own pieces. The counter 
is then turned over to display 
the new owner’s colour. 

A counter must be placed 
next to another of an opposing 
colour. All the possible legal 
moves may be displayed by 
typing H for help at any time 
during the proceedings. The 
moves are indicated with 
question marks. 

Othello from Knights is 
written in BASIC. Board 
games do not require great 
speed, so this is no great 
disadvantage. Writing sucha 
game in machine code is 
probably more trouble than it’s 
worth anyway. 

After loading the program 
from tape, you can take a look 
at the program using LIST. 
Unlike adventures, this is 
unlikely to help you beat the 
computer, but it may help you 
to understand how strategy 
board games may be written. 

You can opt for a number of 
playing options. The first of 
these is computer vs 

computer which will give the 
newcomer an idea of how the 
game is played. 

There is also a two-player 
option, but human against 
computer will probably be the 
most widely used. 
Counters are placed on the 

board using a joystick or 
cursor and pressing the trigger 
button. Any invalid moves are 
signalled by the computer. 

Once you have made your 
move, the computer will start 
‘thinking’ about its own 
gameplay for a while, before 
(usually) inflicting great 
damage on your plans. 

The computer is a red-hot 
player, and its strategy 
appears almost infallible. You 
can come quite close to 
beating it but not quite — you 
would need to be an 

H FOR HELP | 

experienced Othello player 
before you stood a ghost of a 
chance. 

Various skill levels are a 
must for a game of this nature. 
In this version, you enter the 
game at expert level straight 
away, giving the computer a 
rather unfair advantage. 

The mechanics of playing 
are a little dodgy too. The 
cursor movement is very 

uneven, and it often takes a 
while to put the counter 

_ exactly where you want to. 
It is a great pity that more 

time was not spent on the 
graphics. The game may play 
well, but it looks tatty. Even 
the game’s title screen looks 
unprofessional, which is 
hardly a good advertisement 
for the rest of it. 

As it is, it looks like a rush 
job. Its price is probably 
equivalent to that of the board 
game itself, so unless you are 
really stuck for a playing 
partner you could fare better. 

| Graphics: Poor : 
| Sound: Bare essentials | 
only : 

| User Appeal: Keen 

| single Othello players — 
| Conclusion: ‘Scruffy to oO 
look at but plays well 



SIMPLE 

Supplier: Mentor 
Educational Services 
0101-35346 31268 
Type: Educational 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £6.95 

It's probably true to say that 
children find subtraction 
harder to grasp than addition, 
so many parents could be 
relieved to find that Mentor’s 
Simple Subtraction is 
designed to overcome any 
difficulties here. 

The program is aimed at 
children between the ages of 
three and seven years who 
may be tackling arithmetic for 
the first time or need to brush 
up on what they have 
forgotten. 

The program gradually 
introduces the concept of 
taking away using objects like 
cranes, scales and building 
blocks. 

By moving the cursor 
control keys to control a crane 
the user takes away a 
specified number of boxes 
and places them on a lorry. If 
the right number of boxes are 
removed a ‘correct’ message 
flashes up on the screen and 
the child then goes on to the 
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next section. If he gets it 
wrong the computer takes 
over and the crane lifts off the 
required number of boxes. 

The correct answer is then 
displayed using colourful 
blocks showing that, for 
example, 7—4=3. 

Later on in the program this 
concept of taking away is 
reinforced by the use of a pair 
of scales. Brightly coloured 
and dominating the whole 
screen, the scales hold an 
unequal number of blocks in 
each scale pan. The idea is to 
move the blocks from one side 
of the scale to another until 

SUBTRACTION! 
they are equally balanced. 

If the scales end up 
unbalanced, the computer 
takes over and the blocks are 
moved around until they are 
corrected. 

Mentor seems to have 
acquired a knack in making 
educational programs fun to 
use. By using large diagrams 
and bright colours, (the sort 
that hold most children’s 
attention), Simple Subtraction 
is also attractively presented 
and more light hearted than 
traditional text books. 

This is one of 10 titles for 
the three to seven age range, 
designated level 1. Seven to 
ten year olds are catered for in 
level Il,and level Ill covers 
trigonometry aimed at pre- 
secondary school children. 

Mentor is also working on a 
fourth level which will cover 
topics up to ‘O’ level and CSE. 

The company eventually 
plans to offer a total of 40 titles 
that can be used both in the 
school and at home. 

As there are very few 
educational programs on the 
market we couldn’t really 
compare Simple Subtraction 
with a similar program. 
However, having worked 

through the problems we 
found the topic easy to grasp 
with each step carefully 
illustrated. 

At £6.95 the program is 
reasonably priced and its 
educational content is high — 
definitely a title to be 
considered. 
User appeal: Easy to 
use and fun 
Content: Attractively 
| presented 
Graphics: Well _ 
designed 

: Conclusion: Sh uld be. 
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Supplier: Kuma (07357) 
4335 
Type: Adventure 
Format: Cassette 
Price £6.95 

As far as adventures go this 
one from Kuma is totally 
different; bizzare isn’t the only 
word that springs to mind to 
describe it! 
Kuma reckons that Mean 

Streets is an adventure with a 
difference and they sure ain't 
kidding! 

The adventure is all about 
living in the eighties, and the 
task set before the 
unsuspecting player is to get 
to work. 

Sounds easy, and it is if 
you're as logical as Mr Spock 
and plan every move 
methodically. 

The blurb on the cassette 
cover warns you that you're up 
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against glue sniffers, social 
workers, politicians anda 
receptionist who ignores you. 
And it goes on to inform you 
that Mean Streets is a game 
with political awareness and 
street credibility . . . playing is 
believing! 

The opening scene has you 
in bed in your bedroom. The 
walls are covered in Laura 
Ashley paper and are hung 
with some pretty tacky prints, 
all good information full of 
clues. 

Getting out of bed and into 
the bathroom, washing, 
dressing and eating are your 
next objectives. Whatever you 

- do don’t treat this like other 

adventures. There are no red 
herrings and the best advice 
we Can give is to grab 
everything you clap eyes on. 

Although you won’t be able 
to carry all the items, you can 
create dropping stations so 
that you can go back and pick 
up objects as and when you 
need them. 
We found that everything 

except the toothpaste tube 

was essential, but we’re sure 
that has a purpose other than 
for cleaning teeth. 

Often we found ourselves 
going round in circles which 
weren't immediately obvious. 
As Kuma doesn't provide any 
clue sheets, drawing a map as 
you go further into the 
adventure is an absolute 
must. 

Getting to the office was 
finally cracked after a few long 
sessions of play. Anyone with 
an ounce of common sense 
should be able to find their 
way through in the end, just by 
taking everything at face value 
and applying logical and 
practical thinking. 

For instance, quite a way 
into the game you meet up 
with some boiler workers who 
are sweating profusely and 
you are asked if you can help. 

The obvious thing to do is to 
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give them your face flannel. 
Kuma has also injected 

some of its own humour into 
the program (or rather the 
programmer who wrote Mean 
Streets has) by inserting the 
odd paragraph like: ‘I Know I’m 
only a humble MSX computer 
but this is the most tasteless 
scenario I’ve had to work in, 
I'm glad that | don’t live here!’ 
Some might say that just 

about sums up the whole 
game, particularly as there are 
only nine commands, four of 
which are north, south, east 
and west. 

If you’re a true adventure 
freak then this isn’t going to do 
much for you. But if you’ve 
never played an adventure in 
your life, then this is a good 
introduction. Mean Streets is 
light hearted, tacky in places 
pi a ALL 
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Supplier: Anirog (0322) 
92513 
Type: Simulation 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £6.95 

Being near Heathrow, we are 
only too aware of aeroplanes, 
thundering overhead time and 
time again! Flight Path 737 
was our chance to pretend we 
were in the pilot’s seat, and a 
nerve-wracking experience it 
is too. 

Anirog’s program puts you 
in command of a Boeing 737. 
Your task is to take off, fly over 
a range of mountains and land 
safely. It sounds simple 
enough, but is in fact quite a 
task. 

Loading from cassette takes 
a few minutes and gives you 
time to peruse the multilingual 
manual. There are only five 
pages of instructions, so 
learning the controls doesn't 
take long. 

Learning to read the screen 
will take practice, as there are 
quite a few significant displays 
to absorb. 

At the start you select a 
level, ranging from first solo 

flight to test pilot. The aim of 
each flight is to clear 

quickly to avoid disaster. The 
program gives no quarter. 

After taking off, climb until 
the mountains are below you. 
You'll then get a new runway 
heading and will have to 
descend, lower flaps and 
wheels, land and stop within 
the length of the runway. 

Four function keys control 
speed. Pairs of keys work the 
flaps and undercarriage, and 
cursor control keys control 
climb and turning. The screen 
shows the view from your 
cabin (runway, mountains and 
sky) plus your airspeed, 
heading, rate of climb, flap 
and undercarriage status, 
distance to runway, fuel level, 
time elapsed and also gives 
sundry warnings. 

Sound is minimal, limited to 
an introductory ditty and the 
sound of engines. 

mountains and land on the 
other side. Higher levels mean 
higher mountains, shorter 
landing strips, possible 
emergency fires to deal with, 
crosswinds and more 
stringent marking. 

The flight procedure is 
nonetheless similar. The 
aircraft must be taxied, flaps 
lowered, speed increased and 
takeoff executed. Then itis a 
frantic juggling of controls to 
maintain airspeed, keep 
climbing, raise the flaps and 
undercarriage and stay in 
control. 

There may only be a few 
controls but you'll need to act 
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There is a real challenge to 
Flight Path 737 and it will take 
time to master. It is far from 
dull, as action happens quite 
rapidly. A game pause facility 
would help, as would a 
joystick option. Still, if you 
have a yen to fly, do try this 
program. 

Graphics: Plenty to 
keep you occupied 
Sound: Minimal 

User appeal: For 
budding Biggles _ 

vey 

value and é a challenge 

Supplier: Electric Software 
(0954) 81991 
Type: Arcade 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £9.95 

No motor race has quite the 
glamour of Le Mans — 24 
hours of hard, fast driving in 
high performance cars. 
Thanks to Electric Software, 
you can take the wheel of a 
racing Class C Porsche and 
try your skills on the track. . 

You'll need a 64K MSX to 
play. The program loads in 
five minutes and after the 
company logo, a title screen 
depicting your car anda 

right or left. The space bar/fire 
button gives braking 
accompanied by a squeal of 
tyres. 

On the screen you see the 
track snaking towards you, 
other cars and a grandstand at 
the start of each lap. There are 
also the car's controls. 
Gauges indicate engine 

temperature, oil pressure, 
RPM and turbo activity. Fuel 
left, current speed, points, 
position, lap and time elapsed 
are shown as figures. 

The really striking feature of 
Le Mans is that the graphics 
are designed so you feel that 
you are in the car yourself. 
The view of the track is what 
you see through the 

fanfare, the game goes into 
demonstration mode. 

This is about the only time 
you ll have to examine the 
graphics in detail, as while you 
are racing there’s just too 
much going on for you to take 
your eyes off the track. 

Electric has tried to be as 
realistic as possible. The car 
has true to life power and 
performance characteristics, 
and the track you race on is 
copied from the Le Mans 
track. The only difference is 
that you race for 24 minutes, 
not 24 hours. 
A race lasts until you run out . 

of fuel (you start with 250 
litres), run out of time or 
complete 10 laps. Your aim 
should be to complete the 10 
laps in as fast a time as 
possible. You score points for 
overtaking and lapping 
competitors, completing laps 
and finishing with time or fuel 
to spare. | 

Unlike many other racing 
simulators, you have rivals on 
the track — 19 of them. You 
start in sixth place. The lights 
turn green and the rest of the 
field roars past. Now it is up to 
you. 

Controls are 
straightforward. Using the 
cursor keys or a joystick you 
accelerate, decelerate, go 

windscreen. 
As you turn, your hands turn 

the wheel, and as you 
accelerate, your right hand 
reaches out to change gear. 
_The programming here is 
quite remarkable. 

In addition to all that, there 
is a pair of rear view mirrors, 
so you can actually see the 
Cars coming up behind you — 
and all too often overtaking 
you! 

Your ears are bombarded 
with the sound of a powerful 
engine, or a resounding crash 
if you make a mistake. Going 
off the track is not necessarily 
disastrous as you can recover 
if you're lucky, but you lose 
speed and time. Crashing 
loses you fuel, speed and 
time. 

As racing programs go, this 
one is excellent. Superb 
graphics, lots of action, and 
controls which test your skills 
to the limit make a most 
desirable program that’s well 
worth the asking price. 

Graphics: Who needs 
video disc interfaces! 
Sound: Ear muffs 
essential 

User appeal: More fun — 
than the M4 inrush hour 

Conclusion: | I 



Supplier: Kuma Computers 
(07357) 4335 
Type: Adventure 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £7.95 

You, an entrepid spy plane 
pilot, have crash landed onto 
the snowy wastes of Siberia 
and find yourself totally alone 
— except for wild beasts 
inhabiting the nearby forests. 

Your aim is to fight off rabid 
wolves, bears and the entire 
Russian army to escape from 
Siberia into the relative safety 
of China. 

Although the plane is a total 
wreck, you are advised to 
collect a few items from it— a 
gun, wire and matches. These 
will help you to survive the 
arduous trek to freedom. Of 
course you are are going to 
need a few other things before 
you finally cross the Soviet/ 
Chinese border. 
Shadow of the Bear has 

been written in BASIC so the 
responses are very slow. 
Once you’ve got used to the 
time lags and the occasional 
program crash (we pressed 
the letter W and the Return 
key together in the Snowfield 
location and found ourselves 

back at the MSX introductory 
screen!) it is quite addictive. 
Two different screen modes 

are used in the game for 
instruction input. Commands 
guiding yourself between 
locations are typed into the 
first screen and it is livened up 
with colourful graphics. Once 
you reach a location and 
decide to do something such 
as GET axe or SEARCH hut, 
you have to pass into the other 
mode. 

Certain restrictions govern 
your movements through the 
Siberian wilderness. At the 
start of the game a certain 
number of energy, heat and 

weight points are given to you. 
But moving in any direction 

loses both energy and heat 
points and these nave to be 
replenished. 

Also listed together with 
these restrictions are the 
number of matches still in your 
possession and the number of 
miles you have travelled so 
far. 

Frequent snow storms whip 
up very suddenly, completely 
obliterating all your 
surroundings. You have to 
blindly move around 
searching for shelter — 
usually a hut. 
Once inside, the storms 

disappear, but valuable 
energy points have been lost 
in the meantime.’No warning 
of their onslaught is given and 
like many aspects of this 
game their appearance is 
completely at random. 

Clues in the instructions and 
in the game itself make many 
of the simple puzzles 
extremely easy to solve. For 
instance, to regain heat 
points, it’s fairly obvious that 
you will either need warm 
clothing or a fire. 

Huts serve two purposes; 
they provide shelter and 
house useful objects. What is 
infuriating is that they are 
never where you think they 
are. 

For example you might pass 
into the Minski Woods and find 
a hut complete with lamp, but 
next time you move into that 
part of the woods, the huts are 
no longer there! 

This aspect of the game 
may annoy those adventurers 
used to games where items 
remain where they were 
found. 

Our advice is that if you’re 
not used to adventures, but 
would like to play a simple 
one, try this. Some of the 
bigger, more complicated 
adventures can sometimes be 
a little difficult. 
Shadow of the Bearhas a 

limited vocabulary, very 
obvious puzzles, a small 
number of locations and would 
suit the beginner. — 

Pe. colourful 
3 Sound: vey 

Supplier: Konami 01-429 
2446 
Type: Arcade 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £17.40 

When Space Invaders made 
its appearance on the video 
game scene it sparked off 
considerable interest. 
Normally sane people became 
Space Invaders addicts 
overnight, and Sky Jaguar 
could well inspire similar 
feelings. 

Sky Jaguar is your fighter. 
aircraft and according to the 
manual you are despatched 
by the United Earth’s Self 
Defence Forces to fight off a 
mysterious invading fleet from 
the Zeifart nebula. 

The enemy has already 
established gigantic floating 
battle fortresses on Earth’s 
oceans, and it’s your task to 
destroy these as well as the 
aliens. 

As with Space Invaders, the 
enemy drop from the top of the 
screen and you have to shoot 
missiles up towards them. 
Scrolling downwards, 
underneath all the action, are 
various earth scenes and 
these give the effect that you 
are flying long distances over 
varying terrain. 

Sky Jaguar starts the game 
just before what looks like a 
vast blue silicon chip and soon 
the Drinkas, the first wave of 
enemies, appear. There are 
nine different types of enemy 
forces altogether and each 
one has a unique set of 
fighting tactics. 

As the game progresses 
more and more enemies 
attack: ball-shaped black 
Balas; rotating Hammers; 
missile-shaped Twinbals; 
Hilakis which can only be 
destroyed when open; 
triangular Tranias; Cylods 
which fire bombs diagonally 
across the screen; Exbalias 
which fling bombs to and fro 
and the two-sided flapping 
Remaz. 

Adding to your difficulties 
are the indestructible white 
bombs that all the enemy 
ships keep firing at you. 

Gaining as many points as 
possible is the aim of the 
game and besides getting 
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peints for destroying the 
enemy, control towers, 
fortresses and enemy 
formations, bonus points can 
be gained for rescuing 
parachuting penguins (friendly 
aliens captured by the alien 
aggressors). 

Hitting one of the enemy 
crafts occasionally releases 
one of the power units — 
small POWs. Flying over 
these endows you with a 
double firing capability. Try 
and get your hands ona 
joystick with an auto-fire 
function as otherwise your 
fingers will get very cramped 
with continually pressing the 
fire button. 

Once you’ve negotiated the 
blue chip, Sky Jaguar passes 

over along red rift valley. 
Once past this scene, you’re 
through to the sea and the 
fortress. To get past this 
fortress, four red control 
towers have to be destroyed. 

After travelling over the 
same three screen scenarios 
a few times, a bright green 
forest landscape comes into 
view. Each time you’ve 
destroyed a fortress, you 
return to the beginning and the 
enemy attacks get worse. 
They increase in frequency, 
change their flying tactics and 
even start to fire backwards. 

Graphics are excellent. 
Each type of alien is unique 
and the Sky Jaguar responds 
quickly to your controls. 
Sounds in the game are varied 
and very appropriate (the 
sound of your ship exploding 
is very realistic) and they add 
that extra dimension of 
tension to the game. 

Sky Jaguar is brilliant, 
addictive and compulsive 
playing, and you can't say 
fairer than that. 

: Sees Colour ‘ uw 

Sound: Nice effects 
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‘CIRCLE | 
Supplier: Mentor 
Educational Services 010- 
35346 31268 
Type: Educational 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £6.95 

Circle | is the first of a series of 
10 educational packages 
aimed at 10 to 14 year olds. 

In simple terms the program 
defines the circle and covers 
the radius, diameter, chord, 
circumference and the arc. 

Once the user has got to 
grips with all the components 
the program goes on to 
introduce the concept of pi. 

Later on the formula for the 
calculation of a circle’s 
circumference is developed 
and clear, colourful examples 
are given. 

Throughout the program 
worked examples are 
provided and it’s best to 
master each section first 
before moving on to the next. 

None of the examples are 
particularly difficult and most 
11 year olds should be able to 
work their way through them 
without any problem. 

It is important to remember 
that the diameter of a circle is 
always equal to twice the 
radius and thatthe ratio 
between the circumference of 
a circle and its diameter is a 

Fi tha the CIRCUMFERENCE a4 

constant, ie pi. Once you have 
grasped these two vital facts 
life is made a whole lot easier. 

Once you’ve confidently 
worked your way through all 
the sections you can go on to 
test your knowledge by 
working your way through the 
four problems set at the end. 
But be warned — they're not 
easy and it helps to have a 
large piece of scrap paper and 
a pencil handy. 

Working through the 
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problems made me realise 
just how much basic maths I'd 
forgotten over the years — 50 
per cent was all | managed. 

If you get any of the 
problems wrong — and let’s 
face it, unless you're an 
absolute genius you're bound 
to get a couple wrong — the 
computer waves its magic 
pencil and writes out the 
answer for you, showing how 
it should have been 
calculated. 

Apart from teaching you the 
basics the program also 
teaches you to be methodical. 
For instance if you’re trying to 
work out a problem, say the 
circumference of a circle with 
a radius of 55cm, you need a 
logical approach. 

For astart you need to write 
down the circumference = 2 
x pi x r, then at a glance you 
can see that 2 x pi x r= 6.28 
and 6.28 x the radius (55cm) 
= 345.40cm. 

lf you approach all the 
problems by writing down the 
formula first it not only looks 

- clearer but is much easier to 

understand. 
For £6.95 Circle | offers 

good value for money. It’s 
ideal for swotting up for your 
eleven plus or end of year 
exams and is a lot more fun 
than burying your nose in 
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antiquated text books. 
As for graphics, the use of 

bright colours and different 
background shades all add to 
the program’s appeal. 

| Graphics: Bright and
 - 

interesting 
. 

Content: 
_ 

Comprehensi
ve 

Supplier: Kuma Computers 
(07357) 4335 
Type: Spreadsheet 
Format: Cassette/disk 
Price: £29.95/£39.95 

Spreadsheets are designed to 
take the hassle out of financial 
calculations. Data and 
formulae can be entered ina 
grid, then manipulated to give 
budget forecasts, financial 
analysis and so on. 

Kuma’s Spreadsheet is a 
medium-priced program 
which, although unable to do 
the job of professional 
spreadsheet packages 
costing hundreds of pounds, is 
still nevertheless useful and 
good value for money. 

Loading from tape takes 
three minutes. You'll need a 
64K micro to run the program, 

as it is written in machine code 
and needs 48K of RAM. The 
Opening display shows a four 
column by 16 row area, a 
status block and two lines of 
commands, white on a blue 
screen. 

A 15-page manual explains 
how the program works. There 
are just 36 commands to get 
to grips with, and most of them 
are shown on the screen at 
one time or another. If you are 
new to this type of program, 
you'll soon get the hang of it. 

As spreadsheets go, the 
commands are 
comprehensive enough to 
allow fairly complex 
calculations. You move the 
cursor either with the cursor 
keys or by specifying a 
reference on the 256 x 256 
grid. The status block shows if 
a cell is protected, the type of 
content, its format and so on 
— a useful guide that can be 
turned off if unwanted. 

Data, text or formulae is 
entered in each cell. You can 
insert a dividing line too. Either 
the top row or the leftmost 
column can be frozen, to give 
a constant display of column/ 
row headings. 

Format commands give 
integer or two place decimal 
display, with or without 
commas, to the left, right or 
centred in a columm. 
Exponential display is another 
possibility, and essential if you 
want to use more than two 
decimal places. A function key 
toggles between integer and 

decimal display for a cell. 
Formatting is either global 

or local. You can't format a 
column or row other than by 
formatting each cell in it. You'll 
have to widen columns if you 
want to make long text entries. 

Calculations are done 
quickly when a formula is 
entered, or when the return 
key is pressed, if an autocalc 
option is selected. 
Calculations are carried out 
column by column, so you 
may need to recalculate 
several times to get a correct 
display throughout. 

Useful features include the 
facility to print out a list of 
formulae, a verify facility so 
you can check a recording, a 
text search facility to finda 
heading and an audible 
warning when you reach the 
limits of the computer’s 
memory. 

The program does, 
however, have some 
shortcomings. For instance, 
when printing out you only get 
the cells displayed on screen, 
so a large spreadsheet will 
need several printouts pasted 
together. A replicate facility, to 
duplicate similar formulae or 
data is totally absent, and you 
can't perform comparative 
operations between cells. _ 

Still, considering the modest 
cost, Kuma has come up with 
an attractive package for 
someone wanting to try a 
spreadsheet. Unless you want 
very advanced features, this 
package will do a thoroughly 
competent job. 

Features: More than 
you might expect 

Getting started: On 
screen menus are a 
great - : | 
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Supplier: Sony (81) 61688 
Type: Arcade 
Format: Cartridge 
Price: £17.95 

Space shootout fans — pay 
attention! This is one more 
game you might consider 
adding to your software 
library. 

Battle Cross comes from 
Japan and is on cartridge 
format. Though a little old 
fashioned, it’s good fun anda 
reasonable challenge. 

Loading is instantaneous 
and gives you a little screen 
with a menu of games options 
— one or two players, with or 
without joysticks. Do nothing 
and the game goes into a 
demonstration mode. 

The aim of the game is to 
blast aliens and survive 
asteroid storms. There are five 
stages to negotiate and you 
have five lives to play with. 

Action takes place against a 
starry background above a 
planet somewhere in space. 
Tadpole-like aliens issue from 
a star cluster and grow in size 
as they bob up and down the 
screen. You can move up, 
down, forwards and 

RES T~O4 

backwards, firing as you go. 
Contact with an alien is fatal: 
destroying one nets you 100 
points. 

Death beams are being 
fired from the planet at the 
same time, so going too low 
could be a deadly mistake. It 
takes practice to get the hang 
of avoiding/shooting the aliens 
as they move in rather 
unpredictable directions. 

After a time with the aliens, 

a stream of meteors enters the 
action. You have to avoid 
these as well as get the aliens. 
At the end of this ordeal, there 
is a short tune and the 
asteroids clear away in 

preparation for stage two. 
Now there are faster aliens 

to shoot, and lightning bolts 
Zapping across the screen at 
irregular intervals. Midway 
through this stage, another 
asteroid shower arrives. 

Stage three is different in 
that you have to make contact 
with an object called a 
magneto cluster. And then in 
the succeeding two stages, 
you have to negotiate a 
cavern with aliens and 
asteroids. Very difficult! 

Get used to the movements 
of the aliens and the game 
becomes a variation on the 
Scramble theme. The idea is 
hardly new but Sony has 
managed to make Battle 
Cross sufficiently different to 
give it appeal. 

The screen shows the usual 
score, high score, lives left 
and stage data. There is no 
game pause facility, nor an 
abort function. 

Graphics are only fair, given 
the price of the program. 
Action is not that fast either. 
For 1985, graphics need to be 
smoother and faster. Sound is 
minimal too, with an 
anonymous tune and zaps as 
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you fire. 
The whole effect is a little 

old fashioned. Battle Cross 
therefore rates as a rather 
dated arcade game that will 
keep shoot-em-up fans happy 
but doesn’t really offer most of 
us enough for an £18 
cartridge. 

Graphics: Could be 
slicker  . 
Sound: Simple and 
repetitive 

_ User appeal: Might suit 
_ aging Space Invader 

TRIGONOMETRY 
Supplier: Mentor 
Educational Services 
0010-35346 31268 
Type: Educational 
Format: Cassette 
Price: £7.95 

In the not too distant past, 
eager mathematics students 
consulted books and teachers 
for their trigonometry tuition — 
but no longer. Mentor’s 
trigonometry program will 
teach 11 to 14 year olds the 
basic concepts of this subject. 

Trigonometry, to use the 
dictionary definition, is a 
branch of mathematics 

FAS CONTINUE © 

dealing with the relation of the 
sides and angles of a triangle. 
It’s not a subject of universal 
interest, but if you’re having 
difficulty understanding how 
the cosine or tangent of an 
angle is calculated or are 
completely in the dark about 
hypotenuses and adjacent 
sides of a triangle, look no 
further. - 

Before leaping into the more 
complicated concepts of 
trigonometry, the obvious first 
move is to find out what a 
right-angled triangle is. 

On screen you are told that 
a right-angled triangle has to 
contain an angle of 90 

- degrees. Reinforcing this 
definition are a number of 
triangular shapes bearing pink 
squares in the right angles. 

Once you’ve established 
what sort of triangle you're 
studying, it’s safe to go on. 

The program is menu based 
and if you're a trigonometry 
novice, you'll have to work 
your way through the 
definitions, starting with the 
number one and working 
down. Before working out 
what the cosines, sines and 
tangents of an angle are, you 
need to know what the 
triangles’ sides are called, as 
they are involved in the angle 
formulae. 

For instance the sine of an 
angle is worked out by dividing 

the angle’s opposite side by 
the hypotenuse. Both the 
opposite and hypotenuse are 
sides of the triangle. 

All the descriptions and 
definitions are demonstrated 
using flashing lines and 
colours. The opposite side of 
the triangle is coloured the 
same colour as the word in the 
formula and while the 
hypotenuse is being described 
it flashes on the 
demonstration triangle. In 
addition to visual 
reinforcement, simple sounds 
accompany the program. 

The program is impressive, 

not only because it makes 
everything sound so simple, 
but because it is so easy to 
move within the program by 
using the function keys. 

Five problems are included 
to test the user, but they are 
posed in a deceptively simple 
way. For instance, ‘What is the 
length of a hypotenuse”’. 
Surely questions in a maths 
test would be posed in a more 
cryptic style forcing the 
student to think what the 
question actually was before 
attempting to apply the 
necessary formula. 

Occasionally it seems that 
the average 11 to 14 year old 
would need more information 
than is actually provided. 

The program succeeds in 
doing what it sets out to do 
and that is to teach the user 
the basic concepts of 
trigonometry — no less and no 
more. You certainly won't 
emerge from your computing 
session a trigonometry 
genius. But for £7.95, you 
can't really expect to. 

Graphics: Nothing 
special _ : 
Sound: E 
special 
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MSX seems to have more than its fair share of cute 
penguins. Rex spent two months pounding the keyboard of 
his Spectravideo to produce this version of an arcade 
favourite. You move the penguin around a maze of ice blocks 
using a joystick or the cursor keys (selected at the beginning 
of the game). Moving up against an ice block and pressing 
the FIRE button or SPACE bar propels the block forwards, 
providing there’s no block on the other side. 

If all this sounds a little too leisurely, then perhaps you 
ought to know that the penguin isn’t alone in the maze. The 
poor thing is being chased by three nasty snow bees, each of 
which has a fatal sting. The only way to kill them is by sliding 
the ice blocks towards them. If you succeed in killing all three, 
you move on to a higher level. If, on the other hand, one of 
them stings you, Pengy goes into a spin — a kind of 

REM SSEEEEER EEE aE 
REM * Pee ee : 
REM * es 
REM * ReaLM Soft 85 * 

REM oh 22 RR AR EE I A 2 HE EE A A 

160 COLOR11, 1,1: SCREEN2, 3, 0: KEYOFF: OPE 
[N"GRP: "FOROUTPUTAS#1 : GOSUB9000 

tog HI=500:DIMO(4),P(4),F(3 
| Je SC=@0: LI#3: LE=1: TM=32: SCREEN2 12,0 

T90 RESTORE: GOSUB9000:STRIG(@)ON:
 ONSTR 

| TqGOSUB308: ONSTOPGOSUB8620: STOPON 
ve 

| ,5@):PRINT#1,"P ENG Y 198 PRESET(89,5®8) KEYB 
60,130):PRINT#1, "SPACE = 

ae RESET( 60,182); PRINT#1, "FIRE 

| goYSTICK" 

7 41@ FORN=66TO1L65STEP. 5 

120 PUTSPRITE®, (N,65),6,98 

125 IFSTRIG(1)=-1THEN35® 

(43@ NEXTN 
“4@ FORN=65TO25STEP-. 5 

_45@ PUTSPRITEO, (165.N).6,2 

(455 IFSTRIG(1)=-1THEN352 

160 NEXTN 

178 FORN=165TO66STEP-.5 

(480 PUTSPRITE®O, (N,25).6.1 

185 IFSTRIG(1)=-1THEN35@ 

-19@ NEXTN | 

280 FORN=25TO65STEP. 5 

51Q@ PUTSPRITE®, (66,N),6.3 

215 IFSTRIG(1)=-1THEN35® 

220 NEXTN 
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penguin-like impression of a dying swan. 
This is one of the longest listings we’ve ever printed, taking 

up around 10K of machine memory. To help you understand 
it, here’s a list of the main variables: 

Hi High score 
0(1-4) X axis for snow bees 
P(1-4) Y axis for snow bees 
F(1-3) Snow bee printing flags 
SC Score 
LI Lives 
LE Level 
™ Interval time 
N Loop parameter 
Q Stick (0/1) 
a Block X axis 
B Block Y axis 
DI Sprite number 
X% Pengy X axis 
Y% Pengy Y axis 
S Stick (Q) value 
M Loop parameter 

318 SCREEN2,2,9 
328 GOTO4ae 
358 PLAY"L32cr 

566 RESTORE: GOSUB9@8¢ 
57@ PRESET(16,184): PRI 

HIGH:" NT#1, "SCORE: 



PRESET (64,184): PRINT#1,SC 

IFQ=8THENSTRIG(@)ON 
IFQ=1THENSTRIG(@)OFF 

DI=3 

é X*=1443 YRX=64:0(1) 48: P( 8 - =) = e 1)=8:0 2 an 
16: P(2)=160:0(3)=224: P(3)=160:0(4) 
>P(4)=-1:F(1)=6:F(2)=6:F(3)=9 
on ONSTRIGGOSUB200¢ 

7@ ONINTERVAL=TMGOSUB100@ : IN 
708 IFXX<OTHENXX%=9@ Pees 
701 IFXX¥>2UO0THENXX%=249g 

702 IFYX<O8THENYX%=@ 
703 IFYX>168THENYX=169 
Note IFF(1)=1ANDF(2)=1ANDF(3)=1THEN83@ 

710 IFSTRIG(1)=-1ANDQ=1THENG = OSUB2@ 
~715 PUTSPRITE1, (X%, Y%),6,DI a 
bes Be eee CO TBPRATES, (0(1), PCa) 

a he LFF (2)-@THENPUTSPRITES, (0(2),P(2) 

| + 73® IFF(3)=@THENPUTSPRITEL | ter (003). PCS), 
748 S=STICK(Q) 
75®@ IFS=@THENGOTO7®@6 
‘768 IFS=1THENDI=2: GOTO8@@ 
77® IFS=3THENDI=8: GOTO85@ 
788 IFS=5THENDI=3:GOTO9@@ 
-79® IFS=7THENDI=1: GOTO95@ 
795 GOTO7GB 
ee ee? SPORFOINE( XBe1 
eo YA- =7ORPOINT ve = = ites ae (X%+8,Y%-3)=7THEN7@@ 

828 GOTO72Z2 
85@ IFPOINT(X%+2@8, Y%+6) = 
®,Y%+10)=7THEN7@O a eg a a 
862 X¥=X%+8 
878 GOTO7@@ 
909 IFPOINT(X%+6, Y%+20) =7ORPOINT(X%+1 

4) 

918 YR¥=Y%+8 | 

928 GOTO722 

958 IFPOINT(X%-6, Y%+6)=7ORPO . Y%+10)= r 4 INT (X%-6, 

978 GOTO72@ 
1280 M=1 

1018 IFF(M)=1THENM=M+1 
1920 IFX%<O(M)ANDPOINT(O(M)-8 -8,P(M)+4) 
=lLANDPOINT(O(M)-8, P(M)+12)= = asta )=1THENO(M) = 

teks IFX%>0(M) ANDPOINT(O(M)+22, P(M)+6 
=LANDPOINT(O(M)+22, P(M)+1@)= orn +18)=1THENO(M 

aoe IFY%>P(M) ANDPOINT(O(M)+6, P(M)+2@ 
=1LANDPOINT(O(M)+1@,P(M)+2@)= Eby aes +28) =1THENP(M 

O50 IFY%<P(M)ANDPOINT(O(M)+6, P(M)-6) 
=1LANDPOINT(O(M)+18, P(M)-6)=1 eee )=1THENP(M) 

IFO(M)=X%ANDP(M)=YXANDF(M) =@THEN 

IFSTRIG(1)=-1ANDQ=1THENGOSUB200@ 
IFM=3THENRETURNELSEM=M+1: GOTO1902 

STRIG(@)OFF: INTERVALOFF 
FDI=2THEN205@ 

0, Y%+20)=70ORPOINT(X%+8, Y%+19)=7THEN7@~ 

IFDI=@TH 
IFDI=3THEN2600 

IFDI=1THEN290@ 

IFPOINT(X%+8, Y%-7 )=7ANDPOINT (X%+ 

8, Y%-23) =7THEN217@ 

2060 IFPOINT(X%+8, Y%¥-7 ) =7ANDX#%/16=INT 

(X%/16 ) THEN2880 

2078 STRIG(®)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

2080 LINE(X%, Y%-16) —-(X%+16, Y%¥-1),1,BF 

2898 FORN=Y%-16TO@®STEP-2 

218908 PUTSPRITES5, (X%,N),.7,4 

2118 IFO(1)=X%ANDP(1)=N-14ANDF(1)=80 

0(2)=X%ANDP(2)=N-14ANDF (2) =@ORO(3) =X% 

ANDP(3)=N-1L4ANDF (3) =OTHEN2220 

2120 IFPOINT(X%+8,N-2)=7ORPOINT(X%,N 

2)=7THEN2148 

2130 NEXTN 

2148 SOUND1,15: SOUND8,1@:SOUND7, 254 

2158 PUTSPRITES, (X%,N),7,5: FORB=8TOS 

NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%,N).7,6: FORB=0T 

32: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES5, (X%,N),.7,7: SOUND 

A be be 

2162 STRIG(@®)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

2178 LINE(X%, Y%¥-16)-(X%+16, Y%-1),1,B 

2188 SOUND7,254 
(2198 PUTSPRITES, (X%, Y%-16),.7,5: FORB= 

-T03@: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES5, (X%, Y¥-16),7,6 

-FORB=9T03@: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%, Y%-16 

'),7.7:SOUND7, 255 
2200 STRIG(®)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

22@ SOUND8,1@:SOUND7, 254 

230 PUTSPRITES, (X%,N),7,.5: FORB=8TO30 

NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%,N).7,6: FORB=8TO 

@: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%,N).7+.7: SOUND7 

255 

o4@ IFO(1)=XXANDP(1)=N-14THENF(1)=1 

UTSPRITE2, (0(1),P(1)).1+7: GOSUB8588 

250 IFO(2)=X%ANDP(2)=N-14THENF(2)=1 

UTSPRITE3, (0(2),P(2)).1,7: GOSUB8588 

260 IFO(3)=X%ANDP(3)=N-14THENF(3)=1: 

PUTSPRITEU, (0(3),P(3)).1,.7: GOSUB8580 

278 STRIG(@)ON: INTERVALON: GOTO76®@ 

2380 LFPOINT(X%+23, Y%+8) =7ANDPOINT (X% 

+39, Y%+8) =7THEN2420 

2310 IFPOINT(X%+23, Y%+8) =7ANDYX/16=IN 

T(Y%/16 ) THEN2330 

STRIG(@)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

LINE(X%+16, Y%) —(X%+32, Y%+16),1,B 

FORN=X%+16TO239STEP2 

PUTSPRITES, (N,Y%),7.4 

2360 IFP(1)=YXANDO(1)=N+14ANDF(1)=980R 

P(2)=YXANDO( 2) =N+14ANDF(2)=@ORP(3)=Y% 

ANDO(3)=N+14ANDF(3)=OTHEN2Z468 

2370 IFPOINT(N+18, YX%+8) =7ORPOINT(N+18 

»Y%)=7THEN2390 

»(N ‘Teor 

: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES5, (N,Y%).7,6: FORB=8TO 

30: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (N, Y%). 7+» 7: SOUND7 

7255 
2410 STRIG(@)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

2420 LINE(X%+16, Y%)-(X%+32, Y%+16),1,B 

F 

2430 SOUND1, 15: SOUND8, 18: SOUND7, 254 

2uu@ PUTSPRITES, (X%+16,Y%),7,5: FORB= 
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1038: NEXT 

ORB= aT030: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%4+16, Y% 

27.7 SOUND7, 255 

2458 STRIG(®)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

460 SOUND1,15:SOUND8,10: peter l 254 

299 IFP(2)=Y%XANDO(2)=N+14THENF(2)=1: 

PUTSPRITE3, (0(3),P(2)).1,7: GOSUB8588 

2500 IFP(3)=YXANDO(3)= =N+14THENF(3)= 1: 

PUTSPRITEU, (O(4),P(3)),1, 7: GOSUB8588 

2519 STRIG(®)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

2600 IFPOINT(X%+8, Y%+23) =7ANDPOINT (X% 

+8, Y%+37)=7THEN2720 

2619 IFPOINT(X%+8, Y%¥+23) =7ANDX%/16=I1N 

T(X%/16) THEN2630 

STRIG(®@)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN | 

LINE(X%, Y%+16)—(X%+16, Y%+32),1,B 

FORN=Y%+16TO1L66STEP2 

PUTSPRITES5, (X%,N),7.4 

IFO(1)=X%ANDP(1)=N+14ANDF(1)=@0OR 

0(2)=X%ANDP(2)=N+14ANDF(2)=@0RO(3) =X 

ANDP(3)=N+14ANDF (3) =@THEN27 66 

2678 IFPOINT(X%+8,N+18)=7ORPOINT(X%, 

+18)=7THEN2690 

2688 NEXTN 

2692 SOUND1,15:SOUND8,10: SOUND7, 254 

2700 PUTSPRITES, (X%,N),7,5: FORB= @TO38 

» NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%,N),7,6: FORB=6TO 

30: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%,N),7,7: SOUND7 

e255 
2718 STRIG(®)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

2720 LINE(X%, Y%+16)—-(X%+16, Y¥+32),1,8B 

F 
2738 SOUND7, 254 

2740 PUTSPRITES, (X%, Y%+16),7,.5: FORB=0 

TO3@: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%, Y%+16),7, 6 

FORB=@T03@: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%, Y#%+16 

-).7,.73: SOUND7, 255 

2758 STRIG(@)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

2768 SOUND8,1@:SOUND7, 254 

(2770 PUTSPRITES, (X%,N),7,5: FORB=8TO30 

» NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%,N),7,6: FORB=0TO 

(30:NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%,N),7.7: SOUND7 

255 
2788 IFO(1)=X%ANDP(1)=N+14THENF(1)=1 

-PUTSPRITE2, (0(1),P(1)),1,7: GOSUB8588 

2790 IFO(2)=X#ANDP(2)= =N+14THENF(2)=1: 

 PUTSPRITE3, (0(2),P(2)).1,.7: GOSUB858@ 

12800 IFO(3)=XXANDP(3)=N+14THENF(3)=1: 

| PUTSPRITES, (0(3),P(3)).,1.7: GOSUB8520 | 

810 STRIG(®)ON: INTERVALON: GOTO7@@ 

12900 IFPOINT(Xx-8, Y%+7)=7ANDPOINT ( X%- 

]24, Y%+7)=7THEN3020 
}2910 IFPOINT(X%-8, Y%+7)= STANDYR/LG2 INE 

(Y%/16 ) THEN293@ 
STRIG(@)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 

LINE (X%-16, Y%)—(X%-1, Y¥+16),1, BF 

FORN=XX%-16TOOSTEP-2 

PUTSPRITES, (N,Y%).7.4 

2968 IFP(1)=YXANDO(1)=N- L4ANDF(1)=@OR 

P(2)=Y%ANDO(2)=N-14ANDF(2)= =@ORP(3)=Y% 

O( (3) =@THEN3@58 

2978 IFPOINT(N-2, Y%+8)=7ORPOINT(N-2, 
%)=7THEN299@ 
298@ NEXTN 
2998 SOUND1,15:SOUND8,1@:SOUND7,254 | 
3808 PUTSPRITES, (N, YX),7,5: FORB=8T0O30 ° 
: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (N,Y%),7,6: FORB=0TO. 
3®@: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES5, (N, Y%),7,7:SOUND7. 
»255 

3018 STRIG(@®)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 
3828 SOUND1,15:SOUND8, 18: SOUND7, 254 
3025 LINE(X%-16, Y%)-(X%-1, Y%+16),1,B 
3030 PUTSPRITES5, (X%-16,YX%),7,5: FORB= 
TO3@: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (X%-16,Y%),7,6 

FORB=8TO3@: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES5, (X%-16, Y% 

1 ee 7° 7:SOUND7, 255 

3048 STRIG(@)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 
3858 SOUND1,15: SOUND8, 18: SOUND7, 254 
38068 PUTSPRITES, (N,Y%).,7,5: FORB=8TO3@ 
: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES5, (N,.Y%),7,6: FORB=0TO 

38: NEXTB: PUTSPRITES, (N, YX%),7,7: SOUND7 
:eD5 
3070. IFP(1)=YXANDO(1)=N-14THENF(1)=1: 
PUTSPRITE2, (0(2),P(1)).,1,7: GOSUB8580 
3088 IFP(2)=YXANDO(2)=N-14THENF(2)=1: 
PUTSPRITE3, (0(3),P(2)),1,7: GOSUB8508@ 
3098 IFP(3)=YXANDO(3)=N-14THENF(3)=1: 
PUTSPRITEY, (0(4),P(3)),1,7: GOSUB850@ 

STRIG(@)ON: INTERVALON: RETURN 
STRIG(@)OFF: INTERVALOFF 

PUTSPRITE2, (64,8),3,8 
 PUTSPRITES, (16.160@),3,8 
PUTSPRITEU, (224,1680),3,8 
SOUND7, 254 

_FORN=1TO14O0STEP1@ 
SOUND8, 15-N/1@: SOUND1, RND(1)*255 
PUTSPRITE1, (X%,Y%),6,2 
FORM=@TON: NEXTM: SOUND1, RND(1)*25 

PUTSPRITE1, (X%,Y%),6,@ 

FORM=®0TON: NEXTM: SOUND1, RND(1)*25 

PUTSPRITE1, (X%, Y%),6,3 
FORM=@TON: NEXTM: SOUND1, RND(1)*25 

PUTSPRITE1, (X%,Y%),6,1 

FORM=@TON: NEXTM: SOUND1, RND(1)*25 

NEXTN 

SOUND7, 255 

LI=LI-1 

IFLI=-1THEN820@ 

PRESET (152,184): COLOR1: PRINT#1, L 

I+1: PRESET (152,184): COLOR11: PRINT#1,L 

STRIG(@)ON: GOTO63@ 

SCREEN3 

PRESET (65,35): PRINT#1, "GAME" 

PRESET (65,78): PRINT#1, "OVER" 

IFSC>HITHENPRESET(8,12@): PRINT#1 

» "NEW HIGH": HI=SC 

B28 FORN=98TO3000: NEXTN 

825@ SCREEN2,2,0:CLS 

8268 GOTO8&@ 



ee | mm @ 7 1 mw... oe oe a 

STRIG(@)OFF: INT 

TM=TM-3: LE=LE+1:SC=Sc+1999 
IFTM<22THENTM=22 
PRESET (55,55): PRINT#1, "LEVEL" 
PRESET (85,10): PRINT#1, LE 
PUTSPRITE1, (16,16),3,6 
FORN=8TO1000: NEXTN 
GOTO036@ 
PRESET(64,184):COLOR1: PRINT#1,8C 
SC=SC+10@ 
PRESET(64,184):COLOR11: PRINT#1,5 

RETURN 
SCREEN@,@,1:COLOR15, 4, 4: END 
END 
FORN=8TO8 
FORM=1T032 
READA$ 
S$=S$+CHR$(VAL("&BM+A$) 

) 
NEXTM 
SPRITE$(N)=S¢$: S$="": NEXTN: RETURN DATA®@000011, 22201100, 20010000, 9 ®0118860,80100000, 0109 

9896 DATA11000000, 00118000, 20001000, 9 0011000, 00000100, 00000100, 00100190, 01 010100,10101100, 01910100, 00101010, 199 10100,11101000,11100000,11190000, 111¢ A) 
9120 DATA®0O0011, 08001190, 20010000, 0010000, 001001108, 00110001, 00110000, a9: 111000, 00111000, 90111190, 00111190. 919 11110, 08101111, 99010111, 09900111, aoa 1111 

101111,81@ 1O111, 00101111, 68010111, 89000111, g90g gO 8 | 

132 DATA11100008, 00011000,10190100,1 
010100, 11200010, 02000010, 11000119. 11 (100110, 11101110,11110110, 11111019, 411 +2201, 11111010, 01110100, 01110000, 0111. 1200 

| 9148 (ot AO0OO8800, 00011111, 90111111, £110011, 01101111, 01101111, 01111111.9 t212201,01111141, 01111111, 01101111, 941 @1111, 01110011, 98111111, 00011111. gaa 
OBO 

15@ reas yeeros mete eee Se 

901110, 411140110,11110110, Titi, 

See ee ee eee ieaad Gone 

10118, 11001110,11111108,1111188 5 

OBO 

160 rpg ttre eksinbaiaie vata bs 

1110011, 00101011, 01101101, 00011111, 

111118, 601101190, 001180111, 01100108,011 

@G111, 01110011, 00111081, 000324001, 2000 

9178 DATAG®GO9GO8098,111180000,11011100,1 

TO eee te nC ge ae 

engunbngelpre tnartmeaphade ae CS 

18118, 818901188, 81111100, 11088000, 000 

sees DA ogee dg eae bee 

Te ee ets a int alee aie 

Fee ee eect. augue wade wear oe 

G@G101, 800110018, 81888888, 2B1898801, BBO 

9248 DATA16,16,16, 32,16, 48, 32,16,48,1 

6,48, 32,48,48,48, 64, 48, 88 : 

9258 DATA16,96,16,112, 32,112,16,128,3 
2,128,48,128, 88,128 
926@ DATA8®@, @, 80,16, 88, 32, 88, 48, 96,16 
,112,16,128,16 
9270 DATA8®@, 82, 88, 96,96, 96, 96,128,112 
p1Ss 96 40 Dy TA Aas LOR ee 
9288 DATA112, 48,128, 48,112, 64,128, ; 
144,48,1680,48,160, 64,168, 88,168,96,1 

4,96,128,96,176, 96 

929@ DATA176,112,144,112,144,128, 144, 
144,160,144,176,144,192,144, 208,144,2 
@8,168,192,168,176,168 
9300 DATASES, 125eBh, 122.2407 Gees 
144, 240,128, 240,112, 248, 96, 240, 88, 22 
, 80 | 
9319 DATA22U,0,240,0, 224,16, 246,16,19 
2,16,192, 32,192, 48, 208, 48, 224, 48, 160, 
@,168,16 | 

65 



by Sirving 

This is another example of how you can get an interesting 
game out of a fairly short listing. Any resemblance to Space 
Invader type games is purely coincidental. The point here is 

5 REM* ALPHA pS 

1@ B=5:N=3:SC=0 
20 KEY OFF 
30 COLOR1,15.15 

1 4u@ SCREEN oe 
18: ie LOCATE 5+ | ALPHA 1 “" 

i R 
—t its" THEN CLS:GOTO 5@ 

: Oo 45 "IM 

oo ee "M11 80V15725 507s eee 
aovi 

— CEFGFEC™: : 
of g@Vi5T25503S88 

|| 612550781 2CEFGFE
C", "M1100V1572 

| EFGFEC" ; 11 
Te oe ee 

caer 119,7,192,224,4 
’ 1 £435,215 

| 138,192,196. 238,238, 254.23 
| 238,224 

| | 6@ FOR Y= 
| 70 Ag="" 

A$=A$+CHR$ (D) seep 

J we NEXT X%: SPRITES (Y)=A$: NEXT ¥ 
oo : 

zy 

SF 14 DATA 1,3+1,.0,0,0,0,0.20. 

9, O, 128,192,128.8.9, ce i... 2,0 

| 420 DATA @,@,8,1. 
55, 27,1511,0,0.08 

ADDRESS BOOK 
by Douglas Leach 

"PRESS PRINT IF INKEYS | 

4 TOS 

240,128,0,.0 

a ae ae Bare eee Ne 

This program is for the fortunate owners of Sony disk drives. 
Although, at first sight, it seems just another very simple 
database program, there is actually something rather 
interesting about it. The fact is that it uses random access 
files, which are more economical in terms of disk space than 
sequential ones. This is mostly because they are stored in 
binary form, rather than the ASCII format used by standard 
sequential files. 

5 REM D C LEACH 

1@ KEY OFF: SCREEN@: COLOR 15,1,1:CLS 

OPEN"file”™ AS #1: 'FILE COULD BE A 

| NY NAME | 

LD#1,20 A 

oo. gees Ba ae AS E$,8 AS A$,8 AS P$ 

__| 50 CLS: 'SET UP MENU 
7 69 PRINT" XWWWWWWWWWWW 

WWWWWWWWY 
79 FORI=1TO20: PRINT"V 

66 

=| ike Y=100:X=175:R=8 
ss | @@eeeeeeeeeae” 

1150 
's! TO STA ——— sc 

_ 155 

5503S8C ——— 200 

9,119,127+ _ 

92,128,128 © 

8,142,206, — 

0,0,8,0. _. SOUND 9,16:souND 1 _ : a : ; ®,16:Sou ° 0.0,0,8,0,0,8,0.8 — ND 11,9:Sou_ 

; 3018 SCREEN @: COLOR : : 1: LOCATE 4,19: 

7.310117, 2551213. 299 oe NT"’THE ALIEN'S DESTROYED ALPHA aK eee - 
@,0,128,224,248,9 + T=8T0999:NEXT T : FOR © 

_ 3822 RUN 

J e? G DISK" — f 20 LOCATE 18,10: PRINT"ACCESSIN _  =98 LOCATE16, 2: PRINTYMENY" 
| | 2 

to defend your space station (does this sound familiar?) with 
judicious use of an Alpha 1 space cannon. This is, of course, 
the latest type of galactic weaponry, with automatic fire. But it 
does need aiming, and this is where your left and right cursor 
keys come in. Each time you manage to blow up an alien 
ship, it’s replaced by a faster one — this is not going to be an 
easy battle! 

Be careful when typing in the DATA statements, as 
mistakes are easily made here. The @ symbol in line 145 is 
what our printer produced instead of a graphics character. 
You can select a character to suit your own taste. 

: ON SPRITE GOSUB 2999. 

some cite, 0:24: PRINT" @@@@eeR@engeece | 
LOCATE 8,8:COLOR 4: PRINT’SCORE ". : 

T=STICK(@) 
168 IF T=7 THEN Y=Y-2.5 #178 *IF T=3 THEN Y=Y+2.5 188 GOSUB ig@9 
19® PUT SPRITE 1,(°Y,X),13,1 pi aes Es be 2,(B,R),8,3 =B+N: IF 

_ R>168 THEN peers dee. Pee eecek al” ~—~©248 GOTO 15¢ 
1908 PUT SPRITE acl ¥i2),45 2 

? THENZ= 1828 RETURN ae 

ND 12,16:SoOUND 13,0 

t 

Random access files deserve an entire article of their own, 

as they are rather more complex to use than sequential ones, 
but for now we'll content ourselves with looking at the main 
commands and structures. 

The OPEN “file” AS # 1 must first be used, and then, in 
this example, the random space buffer is allocated 
specifically to string variables using the FIELD statement. 
PUT # 1 and GET # 1, REC% is the means by which the 

desired record is written on to, and read from the disk buffer. 
INPUT/PRINT NMES:PRINT PCD$ are used to access and 
place the data inside the buffer. The LOC statement can be 
used to identify the current record. 

To keep the program as simple as possible, there are no 
number examples — only strings are used. You might like to 

_ 8S PRINT" Zwwwwww os = 

_ WwWWWWWW WWWWWWWWWWWWWW WWW 

19 
: 

@ LOCATE 10,10: PRINT"<1> ENTER NEW 
$,20@ AS B$,20 AS C ~~ 

ie : pt 

___ 12@ LocaTE 19 1h. SS es 
os a: « +14: PRINT"<3> END ACCESS 

Be 
ee oe 10 LOCATE 10,12: PRINT" <oy FIND RECOR | 

130 ANg= ee INKEY$:A = 

148 ON AN N=VAL(AN$) 
GOTO 178,490,539 



150 IF AN$="" THEN 13@ 
¢e 

168 LOCATE 1@,22: PRINT 

", 'RE-WRITE GET RECORD LINE 

170 CLS 

18@ LOCATE1®,9@ 

LOC(1): LOCATE 18,22 

TO END." 

19%@ LOCATE 1@,23: INPUT"Record code™";R 

ee IF REC%=® THEN CLS:GOTO 50: 'RETUR 

N TO MENU 

218 LOCATE 

22@ LOCATE 

LOCATE 

LOCATE 10,12: 

LOCATE 10,14: 

LOCATE 18,16: 

LOCATE 10,18: 

PRINT" <LAST REC.>"; 
- PRINT“ENTER 'O' 

"; NMES 
"3 A1$ 
"-A2$ 

"ASS 

"Ss ALS 
w. PC$ 

*. TELS: P 

: INPUT" NAME 
: INPUT"ADDR1 
INPUT" ADDR2 
INPUT'ADDR3 
INPUT"ADDR4 
INPUT" P/CDE 
INPUT" PHONE 

10,6 

18,8 
18,190: 

LSET N$=NME$ 
LSETB$=A1$ 
LSETC$=A2$ 
LSETD$=A3$ 
LSETES=AU4$ 
LSET A$=PC$ 
LSET P$=TEL$ 
PUT#1,REC% 

CHOPPER 
by Tom Bannister 

Here the idea is to take your helicopter up to its maximum 
ceiling, avoiding other air traffic on the way, and stay there 
until you have just enough fuel left to make a safe landing. 
Here’s how the program breaks down: 

5 ‘AVAGO by Tom Bannister 

2,2:COLOR 15,1.@ 1@ SCREEN 
«239 OPEN "GRP: "AS #1:S%=S% 

 -3@ «GOSUB oe 

_ SUB 812 
ie a SPRITE GOSUB 49¢ 

 6@ SPRITE ON 
70 U=215 
80 A$=CHR$(&H® 
HRS ( &HFF) +CHR 
+CHR$ ( &H7 

va B$=CHR$(&H2F) +CHR$ 

) +CHR$ ( SH )+CHR$ ( &HA) 

( aH6) +CHRE ( BHO) 
@@ C$=CHR$(& 

CHRS (AHFE) +CHR$ (HS 

H8@) +CHR$ (&HC3) 
11@ D$=CHR$(&HF 
@)+CHR$ ( &H@) +CHR$ 

( &H®) +CHR$ ( &HO) 
120 SPRITE$(1)=A$ 
130 X=80: Y=176: B=30: 

85:H=88: 1=130:J=110: 

Q:N=16@ :T=220: P=122 

4@ FOR I=ITOI 

(&8H1)+CHR$(
&H 

) +CHR$ ( &H@ 
(&H1) +CHR$ 

+ B$+C$+D$ 

= @ 

) +CHR$ (&H@)+C
 

) «CHR$ (HO) +CHR$(8HO)+ T-— 
) +CHR$(&H@)+CHRS(& | 

4. 26@ PUT SPRITE 
F)+CHR$ ( &HE®) +CHRS(&HC | 

(8H) +CHR$ (&HCO)+CHR | 

C=37:E=55: F=60:G= | 

K=150: L=147 :M=19 

: <L 

: PRINT" NAME ev, 
* PRINT"AppR1 >N$ 

. B$ 

"scs 

";D$ 
"SES 

"2 A$ 
*. 

CX¥=O@THEN CLS: 
9 

LAY = 1 * PRINT"GoopByEw ? O 2080; 
, -4,4:KEY on 928? NEXT DELay; 

80-120 Sprite data 
130 Position fixed 
140-250 Main sprite movement 
260-340 Puts sprites in position 
350-390 Limits main sprites movements 
410 Adds score 
430-460 Time subtractor 
490-760 Crash sequence 
810-870 Time line 
880-1090 First screen for instructions 
1100-1180 Instructions if you try to land 
1190-1260 Congratulations and score 

(1)ORSTICK (9) _ (@) THEN ZX=0:ZY=@: GOSUB4 36 (1) THEN 2X=8: ZY=-2: GOSUB 430 (2) THEN ZX=1+2: ZY=-2:Gosup Qe 

"170 IF p= 

(3) THEN 2X=2: ZY=8: GOSUB 430 (4) THEN Z2X=2: ZY=1+2:GOSUB 43 

e210 IF D=(5)THEN Z2x=0 *ZY=1+2:GOSUB 43 

____ 220 IF p= 
3 

«+230 IF D=(7)THE 
__ 248 IF D=(8)THE 

r) 
258 IF D=(3)TH 

(6) THEN ZX=-2: ZY=1+2: GOSUB 4 

N 2X=-2:ZY=@:Gos 
UB 4 

N ZX=-2; ZY= 26 -2:GOSUB 43 

EN ZX=2:ZY=6:4 
(1),(X,Y),11,1 SPRITE(3),(E,F),9,1 

SPRITE(4),(G,H),9,1 
SPRITE(5),(1I,3),7,4 
SPRITE(6),(K,L),2,1 
SPRITE(7),(M,N),13,1 
SPRITE(8),(T,P),15,4 
SPRITE(9),(K,F),14,1 
SPRITE(2), (B,C) 

OSUB 438 
278 PUT 

oY aaa. 



i gy tes Get j) [——~ 

= er ae preg 
a eee ae a 

ate 

%, 

X=X+ZX: Y=Y+ZY 
360 IF X<5 THENX=5 

370 IF X>2390 THEN X=230@ 

380 IF Y<1LOTHENY=108 

390 IF Y>189 THEN Y=180 

LO@ B=B-8: E=E-5:G=G-10: [=1-8: K=K-5:M= 

M-9: T=T-6: CD=+8 

41i@ IF Y<11 THEN S$%=S%+1 

420 NEXT I 

438 U=U-1 
U@ XU=24+INT(U/2)*2 

458 DRAW'C1BM=XU; ,9D2" 

460 IF U<=8 THEN 498 

70 IFY>178THEN 1100 

{488 RETURN 
1498 A$=a"V9QOLL32F+CF+CF+CF+CF+C™ 

1502 B$="V9OUL32F+CF+CF+CF+CF+C™ 

1510 C$="V9OBL32F+CF+CF+CF+CF+C"™ 

152@ PLAY A$, B$,C$ 
30 PLAY'L64S14M11108CO7BB-AA-GG-F

EE 

Pret Seer neg eet ee 

gue CIRCLE(5@ 
eves +50), RND(1)*29,RND(1)*15° 

be DRAW '"BM32, 100" 
968 : 

" 
PRINT#1,"SEE IF YOU CAN REACH THE 

ee Shiwteuce. BACK AGAIN * 
®,130": PRINT#1." : 

HE TOPFOR A GOOD feoiy eee ar T 

: AV 
TO LAND SAFELY. 

8@ CIRCLE(175,58),RND(1)*2¢ 1 

ae 

Pe ee ee : eet 
,RND(1)®q 

540 FOR I=1TO32 
be ee (50,50), RND(1)*20,RND(1) #15 

55@ PUT SPRITE 1,(X,Y),.15 1888 CIRCLE(175 

1545,4.85 58), RND(1)*29, RND(1)*— 
560 Reece eed vid) (RUD CEES AH 65% 

: RND(1) 
1018 DRAW "BM39 17a" 

‘ 
18 : _ 

; 2® PRINT#1,"J0Y sTic - 
215 ~ RE K OR CURSER KEY— 

1238 GG=30 - 

1840 PSET (G +160 

600 IF Y>172THEN 6220 1258 SHE MRer ae Luh: 

61@ NEXT 1968 G=G+45 =-"?COLOR RND(1)*15 

620 PUT SPRITE 1,(X,Y).15 1078 NEXT xx 

638 FORL=1TO4S 1882 CLs 

64@ CIRCLE(X+6,¥+8),RND(1)¥*6,6,,...5+R 
1298 RETURN 

‘ND(1) 
1100 IF S%= 

650 CIRCLE(X+6, Y+8),RND(1)¥*6,11,4+5-5* 1, "you MUST Go ND RAW"BM15, 30": PRINT#E 

RND(1) 
O SCORE P TO THE Top rT 

‘662 NEXT TRIGGER OR KEY p" PRESS 

680 DRAW "BM22, 20" Tae at Saat COTO sige 
128 DRAW"BM23, 18a"; 

‘690 PRINT#1," YOU HAVE CRASHED" % , > PRINT#1, "SCORE": 3s 

@® DRAW "BM15, 39" “1130 Bg=" — 
: ="V 

a 

19 PRINT#1,"TO PLAY AGAIN PRESS TRIG LEOSAOMEOSAD Rat oO NO MEOSAQUEOS AQ) 

ER OR KEY UR | 1149 cgen 
="V 

. 

5Q@ DRAW "BM23,18@": PRINT#1, "SCORE 2" O5A-OUE-OSA con OT ONE-O5A-OhE- e 

30 IF STRIG (1) THEN GOTO 7728 1158 PLAY B¢ ai cae aoe, 

ee ae THEN GOTO yehin@ee ts STRIG (1) GOTO7 
5 = TO 770 1170 F$=INKEY$: IF Fgen 7 

768 GOTO 730 1188 GOTO 1169 $="P"THEN GOTO77@ 

eo Beeae ds 119@ DRAW"BM15, 30": PRINT = 

® CLS 
YOU HAVE BEAT THE Ss 1,"WELL DONE 

79 LAY AGAIN PRESS ET TIME. TO Pp 

82@ RUN p" TRIGGER OR KEY 

81@ LINE(23,8)-(240,12),1,BF 
) 

82@ LINE(23,9)-(238,11),11, BF 

83@ COLOR 15 212 DRAW" B 

840 FF=175 M23,180": PRINT#1, "SCORE"; 

85@ DRAW"BM211,13"— 
220 IF s diag 

TR 
86 PRINT#1, "TIME" 

230 ach ea GOT0126@ 

87@ RETURN 240 IF F$="p" THEN 

880 SCREEN 2:COLOR 15,1,2 25@ GOTO 1229 GOTO 1269 

890 A$="V19L1603CDEFGFEDC": B¢="V10L16 262 RUN 

CDEFGFEDC" 
'92@ PLAY A$, BS 

12 DRAW "BM3@, 88" 
" HELICOPTER GAME " 

PBB i 

Bree NEY TES Se Sab at: tes a : te eae ie eae EAE aoe ae ee 



DYNAMINTE DENNIS 
by Robert Bonam 

In spite of his name, Dynamite Dennis isn’t too bright. In fact, 
he keeps falling down holes. What doesn’t help is that the 
ground keeps moving about on several different levels. 
Fortunately for Dennis he has you to help him get through the 
holes in the ground. But watch out — if you bang his head, he 
dies. And to complicate matters, there are bundles of 
dynamite flying about the place which, as you might expect, 
can also prove fatal. Each hole you get through gains you ten 
points, and completing a screen gives you a hundred. When 
selecting options, use upper case characters. 

REM ae RE a 
*K ie : DYNO-DENNIS” x* api 1985 BY *« 

* R.BONAM 
REM * 

; ‘70 REM 
: 

a FI III IO OK ko a ok 
ALL OPTIONS SHOULD BE TYPED 

92 COLOR ce CASE CHARACTERS x 
_ON , ‘ ONSTOPGOSUB1289: stop 

OPEN'"GRp: WA : S#1:Q=g: 110 HI=@:H¢='y Ss ne ae 120 SCRBEN2,2:L2=3:S8<0:scag:sp7 4) 138 RESTOR E148: Sg="", p : ORF=@TO31:RE : AD D:S$= $ “$*CHR$(D): 
NEXT: SPRITE$ (2) -s¢ 
°15,63,127, 239 
°108,109,61,31,15,3 

192,248,252, 254, - 

OSUB77@ 

17@ DATA2 : 27,247, 54,182,188, 248,249, 19, 
182 BX=108: BY=133 
19@ L1=48:L2- : 
- ~90:L3=40:Lu=90: x=299: ya1 

Poy COLOR1,15,15:cLg 
12 MERECS.30)-( 257 45).-6 np 

O°, BF 

:Sg= > FORF=@T : _ $ S$*+CHR$(D):NEXT: SPRITES (1)-ae 7 
(268 DATA 15,79,63,9,11 30 

298 DATA 2 i 761 204,252, 240,96, 96, 43054 > 

388 PSET(2¢ : (180), 7: PRINT#1, "LIVES: "1 

310 DRAW" BM2 
ee O,@"; 
_ 328 DRAW"BM7@, gt PRINT#1, "SCORE: " 
—2SC;3 

*PRINT#1, USING" #e 440, 

| B720 
| 368 IFS=7THENX=x-4 

388 IFS=1THENY- 
| 398 ENU=48: GOTO629 

— (330 PUTSPRITE1, (X,Y) 1 «340 ONSPRITEGOSU 
_. 358 S=STICK(Q 

B718:SPRITEON 

_PUTSPRITE1, ( 

): IFS=9THENGOSUBU89:Gosy 

ee 

- 468 GOTO35@ 
— 478 GOTOL7® 
— WBO Li=L1+2: I1FL1-40>25@THENL1=10 
| 49@ LINE(L1,3@)-(L1-30,48),15, BF 

—58@ LINE(L1-3@,38)-(L1-60,40),6, BF 

5108 L2=L2-2: IFL2+40<10THENL2=250 

(520 LINE(L2,7@)-(L2+30,80),15, BF 

—530 LINE(L2+30,78)-(L2+60,80),6, BF 

(5U@ L3=L3+2: IFL3-48>250THENL3=18 
(556 LINE(L3,110)-(L3-30,120),15, BF 

-560 LINE(L3-30,110)-(L3-60,120),6, BF 

— GOSUB488:GOSUB720 — 
| 41@ IFPOINT(X, Y+2@)<>6THENY=Y+40 

| 420 IFY>19@THEN710 
—43Q IFX<10THENX=250 
| GUO IFX>25@THENX=18 
450 LFY<5THENX=200: Y=133: SF=SF+1:SC= 

—C+100: LINE(70,@)-(128,10),8,BF: GOTO3 

(570 L&=LU-1: IFL4+40<10THENL4=258 

58@ LINE(L4,150)-(L4+38,160),15. BF 

-59@ LINE(L4+30,158)-(L4+60,160),6, BF 

688 GOSUB720 
618 RETURN 

“620 REM ...-eeeee UEP oe a 6 68 

(63@ Y=Y-2:U=U-2 
(640 IFPOINT(X, Y)=6THEN71®0 

~65@ IFPOINT(X+16, Y)=6THEN710 - 

66@ IFY<5THENSF=SF+1: X=200: Y=133:SC=S 

(C+100: LINE(70,8)-(120,10),@, BF: GOTO32 

| ,10) 

678 GOSUB48@ : 
680 ILFU=OTHENSC=SC+18: LINE(70,0)-(120 _ 

» 9, BF: GOTO3190 

(69@ PUTSPRITE1,(X,Y),1 
_. 708 GOTO632 
(71 SPRITEOFF: LI=LI-1:I1FLI<@THEN1@50E 

-LSECOLOR 1,15:GOTO130 

me 720 IFSF<1 THENRETURNELSEBX=BX-SF:1FSF___ 

| ->UTHENSF=4 
| 730 

748 
—75@ 

| 760 
——- 770 

(780 
—79@ 

— 888 

-—818 

—«B 28 

- 830 

B48 
. 

‘850 

(868 
THE SECOND" 

IFBX<18THENBY=BY-46: BX=2598 

IFBY<4@ANDBX<15THENBX=188: BY=133 

PUTSPRITE2, (BX, BY),3 

RETURN 

CLS: SCREEN@: WIDTH4® 

PRINT" DYNAMITE DENNIS" 

PRINT 

PRINT 
PRINT" | (Cc) R.Bonam 1985". 

PRINT: PRINT 8 

PRINT" JUMP THROUGH THE HOLES “"__ 

PRINT" TO THE TOP OF THE SCREEN 

PRINT —~ 

PRINT" AVOID THE DYNAMITE AFTER 

SCREEN. ": PRINT: PRINT — “—-87@ PRINT" 
880 PRINT" 1@ POINTS ARE AWARDED EV | 

ERY TIME YOU" 
"890 PRINT" JUMP THROUGH A HOLE." 

| 908 PRINT 
| 910 PRINT" YOU LOSE A LIFE IF YOU F _. 

"ALL TO" re 

920 PRINT" TO THE BOTTOM,HIT YOUR H 

EAD" 
93@ PRINT" OR BUMP INTO THE DYNAMIT 

|." _ 
| 940 KEYOFF 2 

69 

ee 



95@ A$=" 
DYNO DENNIS...-

R-BonaMm: 
« 

ice Be TO START.-++° 
‘9° TO SET JOYS 

PToK.." 

1140 PRINT BY: *H$ 

968 LOCATE2, 28 

115@ PRINT: PRINT 

98@  RINTTAB(2)M
ID$(A$» 1,32) 

” 
11790 AgeINKEY$: IFAS<>"S"TH

EN1172 

99®@ LOCATE2,. 2 
1182 GOTO120 

1198 CLS * NEW HIGH SCOR fF 

1980 FORK=1T0100
: NEXT 

| 

1010 LOR tego: LFKS=""THEN
NERT: GOTO? 1200 HI=SC: PRINT" 

@ 

1820 IFK$="S"THENRETURN 
{ NT: PRINT: PRINT 

You SCORED: "SC 

1030 LFKS$="I"THENQ
=1 

LEASE ENTER YOUR NAME 

ee 

1250 OCATES 101 INEUTHO: TELBRCHO)2 >?” 

HEN119@ 

7: IFSC>HITHE
N1190 

(1260 PRINT: PRINT 

1278 PRINT" YER DID GOOD "H$;GOTO1 

you HAVE SCORED: "SC 15®@ 

1280 SCREEN®O: CLS: COLOR 15,4,4 

I-SCORE Is: "HI 1290 PRINT" BYE..." 

1398 END 

230 SPRIT zi E$(2)= CHR$(8H18) CHR$ ( 8H7E)+CHR$(&HFF) . 

$ ( &H3C) +) 
=CH R$ (&H3C)+CHR$(&H7E) 

eo 

a bold attempt to defend truth, justice and the MSX way of 
life. This time you're i 
ge na spaceship (what again? 

job is to catch up with ano up ral acai Bae your oe re 
ther ship. Unfortu 

: )+CHR$(&H *CHR$ ( &H 

Sat nas a hyperspace tacitly and Keeps (eta: elvis ) f SEENE (BND ( iseeeey ae Shea 
*D=INT(RND (1)*19 

reappear in another part of th | e galaxy. Unus 
tiie saa fe nas sa but iust catch ay Sag 

% 
ore ants. ier than zapping — and that’s how you 

THEN B= 
ee 

=B-1:A= 
ed THEN A=A+1 A=A+1 

THEN B=B+1 B=B+1 
THEN B 

=B+1:A= 

THEN AuA-1 A=A-1 

Geunisot pararem 90°77" 

» COLOR 415,1.1 

48 AS=INKEY$S 
; 

5@ IF Agetti1" THEN 
AA=150: T=7: = 

D=8 THEN A- 

60 LF Age"2" THEN AA=130: T=8: L=2 
de ON SPRITE tora Bap 

70 IF Ag="3" THEN AAz110:T=9? 
L=3 

ea NEXT I 
430 

L=4 

T=T- . 1:IF T=8 THEN GOSUB 45 @ 

g="4" THEN AA=90: T=10: 

9@ IF Age""THEN 40 

190 SCREEN 2.3 

410 U=i:M=1 
128 J eINT(RND(1)*2

55). 
L6e 

130 KEINT (RND(1)*199) 
ion cee 15,1,1 

NT TAB(3) "you SCORED" :'s. 
#23; "ON LEV 

EL: LL: 0° v¢ 

Be aS : PRIN 

: NT? 

* PRINT AB(5) “ANOTHER GAME? 

ma A$=INKEY$ 
?(Y/N)" 

IF a 
30 A$="Y"OR Agettyn 

510 
vy" THEN CLS: GoTo 

IF A$="" 

: 

DBYE? TH 
A$="pt 

; ANKS 
THEN P 

528 GOTO ugg FOR Migr 
kas GOO 

140 PSET(J,K)+15
 

150 U=U+1:1F U<13 @ THEN 

STEP -1: 

: NEXT p:M=M+1:
1 
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BOMBER 
by Terry Rewcastle 

After pressing F5 to start the game, you’re confronted with a 
view of a city which — yes, you guessed — you have to bomb 
into oblivion. This anti-social act has a reason. You have to 
Clear the buildings out of the way so that you can land, as 
your aircraft gets lower on each pass. Good luck! 

490 REM move sprite 
500 X=X+X1:R=R+1: IFR=8 THEN R=#0:CSR=C 
SR+1 

510 IF X=>256 THEN X=0: Y=Y+Y1 
520 PUT SPRITE ay UK) et 
530 BA=VPEEK( BASE(5)+CSR+34 ) 
ae BA=1 OR BA=2 OR BA=3 THEN GOSU 

RETURN 
REM drop bomb 
G=0:STRIG(0)OFF 
ON INTERVAL=2 GOSUB 490 
INTER 

REM *** BOMBER eK, Le we , acageree 
REM *® BY TERRY REWCAST IF HT>768 THEN GOTO 700 
nce na aie om L=VPEEK(BASE(5)+HT) 
SCREEN 1,2: IF L=1 OR L=2 OR L=3 THEN G=G+1:8 
COLOR 9,5+1 C=SC+10 
HI=0 640 VPOKE (BASE(5)+HT),8  DEFINT A-Z 650 FOR W=1T010: NEXT 
BM=100 660 VPOKE (BASE(5)+HT),32 
chew anigeae pe IF G=6 THEN GOTO 700 

100 GOS O HT=HT+32 

110 GOSUB 320 690 GOTO 610 
‘i ‘ =8:R=0: R=0:HT=O: 

1420 X=0:X1=1:Y=0: Y1 8:R=0:CS 700 REM crash routine 
ae aa Ae cab! 2,1:SOUND 3,15:SOUND 9,15:F 

=1T017: NEXT 
=2 GOSUB 490 

pan st See te Geen 560 720 SOUND 9,0:STRIG(0)ON: RETURN 
150 ON oe ae. yee 730 STRIG(O)OFF: INTERVAL OFF 160 INTERVAL on | ia apap eo at O:COLOR 10,1,1:CLS 

OCATE 15,5 
180 ee 760 PRINT"CRASHED" 
190 GO 770 LOCATE 10,17 

: PRINT'SCORE"; SC+HI ‘ 200 LOCATE ores ane 626 780 PRINT"FINAL SCORE: ": SC+HI 
210 IF se 790 LOCATE 10,19 

oan a gprite definition | a a ya 'F5' TO PLAY AGAIN" 
: N: A$=A$+CHR$(N : ae ze I=1 TO 32: READ pee REM landed routine 

; NE 830 BEEP: INTERVAL OFF: STRIG( 4 . . 0) OFF Z50 meee Ct) “AS pane LOCATE 15,15 
260 R 850 PUT SPRITE 1,(0 ildings 7 (0,0),1,1 aro Pe ep & bu | pee PLAY" T250CDEFGABOSC"" 
2 x= 

Oo ve 

290 VPOKE(START+1),21 hac Se gee akeogl Pe ewan ow : =1 TO 3500:NEXT:CLS 
on ae a oe ee ee BM>500THEN B 

320 REM character definition 900 GOTO 120 
=1 TO 4 

eae Sr cceananped alias 0,200 : SOUND 1,10 : souND 

350 FOR I=0 TO 7 920 SOUND 7,2 PeB)+I),N »&B10100100:SOUND 11,200 “360 READ dtl goer eae : 930 SOUND 12,0:SOUND 8,16 
+ 370 eee atag 940 RETURN 
380 RET 950 DATA 0,0,131,192, 224 
: & \ > , s ; 2552 oP . 

410 FOR I=N+739 TO N+765 pe ame oe dices ee 
4 =RND(1)*BM+150 

8 . ® e ® »0,0 

ee eahias TO I-S STEP —~32 Be DATA €55+195,195,195,195,195, 255, 

:TS=TS+10 : 
440 VPOKE H,1 TS + | 1000 DATA 24,24,60,90, 219,219, 219, 255 - 2eE ND(1)*3<2 THEN VPOKE H-32, : 

ae pce ees ihe DATA 24,60,102, 231, 231,195,195,2 
H : NEXT : 

ea e706 | 1020 DATA 231,102,24,24,60,60, 60, 2 
sain fae — ahah 
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N 
by D M Wilson 

It had to happen. Every computer has its version of 
Hangman, now here’s one for MSX. It features impressive 
and colourful graphics. And there’s a particularly nasty 
ending for the man on the screen should you fail to guess the 
word correctly. The words you have to guess are built into the 
program, but should you want to change them, and put in 
words of your own, then simply change the contents of the 
DATA statement in lines 1090 to 1150. The program makes 
especially good use of sprites, and the facility to fill shapes 
with colour. , 

5 REM HANGMAN by D M Wilson 

1@ COLOR15,1,1 

SCREEN2, 3 
SX%¥=194: SY%=28 

X%=15 
WR=8: SC%=0 
Z=RND(-TIME) 
WO=INT(5@*RND(1)+1) 
pp¢=""" 

GOSUB3178@ 
DRAW" BM254, 30; s4C13A@H20L22D11L4U 

PAINT(253,28),13 
S$="''s FORX=1TO32: READA$ 

S$=S$+CHR$(VAL("&H"+A$) ) : NEXTX 

SPRITE$(3)=S$ 

DATA 3F,7F,E3,E3,E3,FF,FF,FC,FE,F 

F, FF, DF, EF, FO, 7F, 3F, FC, FE,C7,C7,C7, FF 

, FF, 3F, 7F, FF, FF, FB, F7, OF, FE, FC 

«318 TS$=""": FORK=1TO32: READA$ 
- - 330 T$=T$+CHR$(VAL("&H"+A$) ) : NEXT 
~ 350 SPRITE$(2)=T$ 
378 DATA®,@,1C,1C,1C,2@ 
@,8,0,0,8, 38, 38,38.98,9, 

a, 
392 Z$=""; FORX=1TO32: READA$ 
UL1i@ Z$=Z$+CHR$(VAL("&H"+A$) ) : NEXT 
430 SPRITE$(1)=Z$ 
458 DATA@1,@, 01,02, O4, O4, 68, 08, 08, 88, 

08, 04,03,0,0,8,8, 88, 880,48,20,20,10,10 

| ,18,10,18,28,C8,8,0,20 : 

| &7® LINE(15,35)-(145,45),6, BF 

— &9®@ LINE(15,45)-(145,85),15,B 

518 OPEN'GRP: "AS#1: COLOR15: PRESET(23, 

37):PRINT#1, "CHOOSE A LETTER" 

53@ LINE(15,125)-(145,135),12, BF 

55@ LINE(15,135)-(145,155),4,B 

578 PRESET(30,127):PRINT#1,"LETTERS U 

SED" 
59@ 

612 
630 
652 
67@ 

rNGS(1, 
698 H1%=5 
718 X1%=2: GOSUB2310 
730 X%=X%+8 

Q=1 
COLOR15: PRESET(X%, 145): PRINT#1, BS 

A=INSTR(Q, WD$, Q$) 

IFA=@ AND FLAG=@THEN WR=WR+1: GOTO 

»9@,09,0,08,9,8,0, 

@ @ ®2,0,0,8,0, 

RESTORE1099@ 

FORG=1TOWO: READA$: NEXTG 

WD$=A$ 

FORI=1TOLEN(WD$ ) 

") : NEXT 

72. 
e Sisk u , fal : Bugis ; 

ee fees EE Te RETO poet: Oy colk a ees ad Pe. Ly) Vee By BI Oa Tain die aed Oe yl Ete Se Qi Poe warty ae ae ed be es 

COLOR12: PRESET(40,75): PRINT#1,STR > 

832 IFA=@ THEN FLAG=@:GOTO71® 
858 PLAY"M2000V15T25507S8C": PRESET (38 
+A*8+2,73):COLOR15: PRINT#1, Q$ 

| 878 SC#%=SCK+1 
—« 898 IFSCKX=LEN(WD$)THEN GOSUB 2490:GOT 
DG case 

91 FLAG=1 

938 Q=A+1 
952 GOTO79@ 
97@ IF WR>@® AND WR<8& THEN PLAY"M50V15 
T25507S8F" 
990 IF WR=1 THEN GOSUB 1178 ELSE IF W 
R=2 THEN GOSUB1270 ELSE IF WR=3 THEN 
GOSUB137® ELSE IF WR=4 THEN GOSUB1579 
ELSE IF WR=5THEN GOSUB1778 ELSE IF WwW 

R=6THEN GOSUB1838 ELSE IF WR=7 THEN G 
OSUB189®@ 
1018 IF WR=8 THEN 

. 1838 GOTO712 
1950 FORZ=1TO580: NEXT: PRESET(10,160): 
PRINT#1,"THE WORD WAS ";WD$ :GOSUB 21 
1@ 
1078 END 
1898 DATATIGER, ANTELOPE, ELEPHANT, COBR 
A, SEAL, LEOPARD, HOUSE, FAMILY, BUNGALOW, 
VEGETABLE, POTATOE, PARSNIP, TELEVISION, 
RADIO, PARIS, LONDON, WASHINGTON, COMPUTE 
R, RECORDER, LITERATURE 
1118 DATAKEYBOARD, PROGRAM, CARTRIDGE,C 
ASSETTE, PORPOISE, DOLPHIN, FOX, RABBIT,T 
ERRIER, KITTEN 
1138 DATASTEREO, VIDEO, SPRITE, ZEBRA, GI 
RAFFE, FLAMINGO, EAGLE, MONKEY, BISON, FAL 
CON 
1158 DATAVARIABLE, ERROR, JOYSTICK, TAPE 

_ , CHEETAH, SALMON, FILE, SPECIFICATION, BA 
DGER, POLECAT 
117®@ PUT SPRITE3, (SX%,SY%),9,3 
119@ PUT SPRITE2, (SX%,SY%),4,2 

1218 DRAW"BM2@5,51;C9D9RIJUSLI" 
1230 PAINT(210,55),9 
1250 RETURN 
1278 DRAW'BM19@, 68; C6RUGDESLUBUS6G" 
1298 PAINT(218,908),6 
1318 DRAW'"BM19®@, 198; C1@D5R12D3R16U3R1 
| 2U5L12U3L16D3L12" 
1330 PAINT(200,102),10 
, 135@ RETURN 
137@ DRAW"BM19@, 78; C6U1@L10G7D4U5R18U3 

185@ 

PAINT(180@,90),6 
DRAW"BM174, 110; C11R8D7L8U7" 
PAINT(18@,112),11 
FORX=1TO4: PSET(174,116+X),9: NEXT 
FORX=1TO8: PSET(176,116+X),9: NEXT 
FORX=1T0O12: PSET(178,116+X),9: NEX 

FORX=1T0O8: PSET(18@,116+X),9: NEXT 

FORX=1TOU: PSET(182,116+X),9: NEXT 

RETURN 

DRAW"BM23@, 78; C6U1OR1IOF7D45L10U3 

PAINT(245, 8@),6 

DRAW'BM238, 112; C11 R8D7L8U7" 
PAINT(240,115),11 

FORX=1TO4: PSET(238,117+X),9:NEXT 

FORX=1T0O8: PSET(240,117+X),9:NEXT 

FORX=1T012: PSET(242,117+X),9: NEX 

- 

yen 



1838 DRAW"BM23¢ 128:C19 : ; D60L13U v 1858 PAINT(225,130),19 ae 1878 RETURN 
1898 DRAW"BM19¢ 188;CU4R Sd] b 1 Di 

1918 PAINT(195,185),4 Soe 
1938 DRAW" BM22u4 188; C4R13D ‘ : 190L 
195@ PAINT(228,185),4 

Baca 1978 IF WR<7 THEN RETURN 
tay IF WR=7 AND SC%=LEN (WD$ ) THEN 289 

2018 FORS=1T0O2 
2030 PRESET(15, 100): PRINT#1, "ONE MORE MISTAKE * PRESET(15,11@): PRINT#1, "ANI _ YOU HANG!!!" : 
2058 PLAY"T158V1204L16¢c | 

2 DD#EF DC#CD#DC#C": NEXT eee 
: PRESET (15,180) 

»"ONE MORE MISTAKE": PR *PRINT#1,"AND YOU HANG!!! 
- 2890 COLOR15: RETURN 
+2118 REM head 
—62130 PLAY" V15t800318cr6U18c148r6hcl6h r6 . bin p1Ot50184#116418d132018c02116b031 

215@ FOR SY%=28T0192 
2178 PUT SPRITE3, (SX*%,SYK),4,3 2198 PUTSPRITE2, (SXX%,SYX),6,2 
ore FORZ=1T010: NEXT: NEXT 

3® PRESET(1@,185):PRINT 
a : i 

O PLAY AGAIN" : ie 2250 X$=INKEY$: LFX$=""THEN225g 2278 IF ASC(X$)=13 THE = N RUN 
2298 RETURN ites i 2310 H1%=H1%+X1K:IF H : 1%<5OR 
EN X1%=-xX1% meena 23308 PUT SPRITEG, (Hix 8) , °8),13,1 2358 BS=INKEY$ 
2370 IFBS$=""THEN2Z319 
eee IFASC(B$) <65 OR ASC(B$)>98 THEN REP: FORX=1T015: COLOR15: PRESET(15, 1g ®@):PRINT#1,"ENTER CAPS LOCK! !!". pLayw M5®V12T25507S8F": R12? 7S8F":NEXTX: COLOR1:‘PRESET 5:108): PRINT#1,"ENTER CAPs LOCK! !1" Shag tet GOTO2310 

2416 Z=INSTR(1,DD$, B$) ; , >: IF Z<>@Q EEP: FORX=1T015: PRES is bi »"LETTER ALREADY US 
5507S8F":; 
PRINT# 

Q$=B$ 
DD$=DD$+B$ 

RETURN 

REM 

H2%= 188 

LINE(20@,@)-(255,50).1,BF 

LINE(15@,5@)-(255,191),1,. 
BF ee 

PLAY"M1100V15T25507S12CEFGFEC 
° 

2590 PLAY"M1100V15T25507S12CE
FGFEC", ™ 

oe 

M1100V15T25503S8CEFGFEC 

26198 GOSUB1178: GOSUB1276: GOSUB1779: GO 

SUB1830: GOSUB1898 

26390 DRAW''bn19@,77;¢c6115n7u5or
i16asOrd 

5" 

2658 PAINT(17@,78).6 

2678 DRAW''bm169, 28; ¢11r8da718u7" 

2698 PAINT(173,23).11 

2710 FORX=1TO4: PSET(169, 20-X).9: NEXT 

2730 FORX=1TO8: PSET(171, 20-X).9: NEXT 

2750 FORX=1TO12: PSET(173,20-X).9: NEXT 

277@ FORX=1TO8: PSET(175,28-X).9:NEXT 

2790 FORX=1TO4: PSET (177, 20-X) 9: NEXT 

2810 DRAW" BM23@, 773 C6r15e7u5@L1G9dhOL1 

5" 

2830 PAINT(24@,65),.6 
| 

. 2858 DRAW" BM243, 20; C11R8D7L8U7" 

2870 PAINT(246,24),11 
FORX=1TO4: PSET (243, 20-X).9: NEXT 

FORX<1TO8: PSET (245, 20-X). 9: NEXT 

FORX=1T012: PSET (247, 28-X), 9: NEXT 
a NEXT 

FORX=1TO8: PSET(249, 208 X),9:NE 

51, 20-X),9: NEXT 

TO PLAY AGAIN" 

PUT SPRITE®, (H2%,8),13,1 

H2%=H2%+X1% 

I FH2%<17 @ORH2X>22OTHENX1X=-X1% 

X$=INKEY$: IF X$="" THEN 3039 

IF ASC(X$)=13 THEN RUN ELSE END 

H2%=H2%+X1%: GOTO3830 

RETURN 
; 

3178 DRAW"BM7, 0; S8C4DiGR2U4R3ZD4R2UIOL 

>DUL3ULL2; BR14;S16C2R3D5LU2LD2LU5BFR
D 

LUBH; BR6BU1; C11 F3U3RD5H3D3LU5; BR8; SBC 

D1 O@R8U3RLULL4D1R1iD1IL4U6
R5U2L7; BR14;S 

BCBR2FZE2ZR2D10L2U8G2H2D8L2
U19; BR15; S51 

6C2R3D5U5D5LU2LD2LU5BFRDL
UBH; BR6U1; C1 

: D5H3D3LU5" 

ni og PALNT(9+1), 01 PAINT(37,2),2:PA20T 

(65, 3).11: PAINT(97,3).4: PAINT(127,.3). 

8: PAINT(157,3),2: PAINT(182,9),11 

IF IT RUNS, WE WANT TO SEE IT! 

This action packed section will appear in every issue of 
MSX Computing, crammed full of games and utility 
listings for MSX micros. Each program is listed straight 
onto a printer from a working version. 

If you have a problem, don’t hesitate to write to us. 
Unfortunately, we can’t answer telephone queries as 
we’re usually too busy putting together the next issue. In 
any case, the original programmer is rarely on hand to 
answer your questions. 

As you grow more familiar with your micro, and 
become confident that you can produce a game or 

program of interest to all our readers, why not send it in? 
We have to insist on tape or 3'inch disk copies, as we 

haven’t the time to type in programs ourselves. 
Your covering letter should include instructions on 

how to use or play the program, as well as a brief 
description of any interesting programming techniques. 

We will, of course, pay for any listings we print, exactly 
how much depending on the quality of the program, not 
the length! As a rough guide, you can expect between 
£10 and £50, with anything up to £100 for a really ace 
program. 
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GAMES MANSHIP 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 

FOR THE MSX 
ULE 2 eg RRP YOURS = TLE ARP YOURS 
Ghostbusters 11.99 10.50 The Hobbit 14.95 13.50 
Beam Rider 11.99 10.50 4H.E.R.0. 11.99 10.50 
Pencil (Graphics) 11.99 10.50 — Pitfall Il 11.99 10.50 
River Raid 11.99 10.50 Chuckie Egg 7.90 6.90 
Disk Warrior 7.95 6.95 — Flight Path 737 6.95 5.90 
Popeye 6.95 5.95 Buck Rogers 11.95 10.45 
Zaxxon : 11.95 10.45 Manic Miner 7.95 6.95 
Jet Set Willy 7.95 6.95 — Panzer Attack 7.95 6.95 
Special Operations 7.95 6.95  Blagger 7.95 6.95 
Spooks andLadders 6.95 5.95 Star Avenger 8.95 7.95- 
Ninja 6.95. 5.95 Hyper Vyper 7.95 6.95 
Super Chess 8.95 7.95 Stop the Express 6.95 5.95 
Dogfighter 6.95 5.95 Driller Tanks 8.95 7.95 
Eric and Floaters 5.95 4.95 Fire Rescue 7.95 6.95 
Hold Fast 5.95 4.95 Mean Streets 6.95 5.95 
Sorcery 8.95 7.75 Bugaboo the Flea 7.95 6.95 
Fred the Snowman 7.95 6.95 | MrWong’sLoopyLaundry 6.95 5.95 
Track and Field | 17.40 16.00 Track and Field II 17.40 16.00 
Antarctic Adventure 17.40 16.00 Athletic Land 17.40 16.00 
Circus Charlie 17.40 16.00 Kosmic Bakery 17.40 16.00 
Hyper Sports 1 17.40 16.00 Hyper Sports 2 17.40 16.00 
Monkey Academy 17.40 16.00 | SuperCobra 17.40 16.00 
Tennis 17.40 16.00. Time Pilot 17.40 16.00 
Mopi Ranger 17.40 16.00 YIE-AR Kung Fu 17.40 16.00 
Sky Jaguar 17.40 16.00 King’s Valley 17.40 16.00 
GUNSHOT 11 JOYSTICK — PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO BACK OF COMPUTER 

12.95 10.95 

Gamesmanship 
65 Cassiobury Avenue, Bedfont 

Middlesex TW14 9JE 

For friendly service, tel: 01-890 5636 
Tapes guaranteed originals 

Overseas orders welcome. Add 50p P&P per order 
Europe, elsewhere £1 

MST-CALCy 
£12.95 

The + £1 pp 

SPREADSHEET 
For Quotations : Job Costing : Trial Balances : Home 

Accounts : Mathematical Modelling : Cash Flow Forecasting 
Bank Statement Reconciliation etc 

POWERFUL WHAT-IF? PROJECTIONS 
10 BRACKET PAIRS FOR MATHS FORMULAE 
RAPID AUTOMATIC UPDATE OF MASSES OF NUMERICAL DATA 
REPLICATION SAVES TYPING IN TIME FOR EQUATIONS 
FORMATTING FACILITY ALLOWS 5 METHODS OF PRESENTATION 
cha deals HEADINGS CAN BE PLACED ANYWHERE ON THE 

USER DEFINABLE BACKGROUND AND FOREGROUND COLOURS 
MINIMUM MATRIX 20*21 CELLS — 12 CHARACTERS PER CELL 
SCREEN/PRINTER OPTION 
SAVE SPREADSHEETS ON STORAGE MEDIUM 
16-PAGE DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET 

NOW AVAILABLE AT 

ALL THIS AND MUCH MUCH MORE 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
CHEQUES ETC SHOULD BE MADE 
PAYABLE TO MST CONSULTANTS 

SAME DAY DESPATCH FOR ACCESS 
AND lect ay TELEPHONE 

S 
MST CONSULTANTS 

NEWTON ROAD, BOVEY TRACEY, DEVON 1013 9BB 
Tel: (0626) 832617 

+t tet + tH HH 
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General advice to readers 
concerning advertisements 

When replying to advertisements in this issue, you should note the following points: 

1. Always clarify the exact nature of any guarantee being offered. 
. Never send cash — always a cheque, Postal or Money Order. 
. Insist on a written receipt. 

. Clearly state the equipment you seek, and detail any acceptable alternatives. 

. Request an immediate statement of how and when the goods are to be delivered 
and whether the delivery will be split. 

. Check by telephone the latest prices and availability of goods you are ordering. 

. Cases of non-supply or wrong supply of goods should initially be taken up directly 
and as soon as possible with the supplier. 

. Because of fluctuations in prices and discounts, it is advisable to ensure that you 
reply only to advertisements published in current issues. 

Mail Order Protection Scheme 

(Limited Liability) 

If you order goods from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by post in 
advance of delivery, this publication ((MSX Computing’) will consider you for 
compensation if the advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, provided: 

1. You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and 

2. You write to the publisher of this publication ((MSX Computing’) explaining the 
position not earlier than 28 days from the day you sent your order and not later 
than 2 months from that day. 
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we will tell , 

you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is required. 
We guarantee to meet the claims from readers made in accordance with the above 

procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been declared bankrupt or 
insolvent up to a limit of £4,500 per annum for any one advertiser so affected and up 
to £13,500 p.a. in respect of all insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher 
amounts, or when the above procedure had not been complied with, at the decision 
of the publication (“MSX Computing’) but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the 
need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers’ 
difficulties. 

This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response to an 
advertisement in this magazine (not, for example, payments made in response to 
catalogues etc, received as a result of answering such advertisements). Classified 
advertisements are excluded. 

Note: The sums referred to are annual amounts available for compensation and 
they will be divided equally amongst all valid claims received. 

It’s easy to complain 
about an advertisement. 

Once you know how. 

One of the ways we keep a check on the 
advertising that appears in the press, on posters 
and in the cinema is by responding to consumers’ 
complaints. 

Any complaint sent to us is considered 
carefully and, if there’s a case to answer, a full 
investigation is made. 

If you think you’ve got good reason to 
complain about an advertisement, send off for a 
copy of our free leaflet. 

It will tell you all you need to know to help us 
process your complaint as quickly as possible. 

The Advertising Standards Authority. 

If an advertisement is wrong, we’re here to put it right. 

ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House, 
Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN 

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising. 



Vi SX! 
At Mirrorsoft, we believe in the future of MSX micros, and to prove it, we’re converting 

some of our bestselling programs for the new generation of micros. 

There’s fun and games for children in 

with the Nr: Men with the 7: Mon 
For children aged 4 and up, First Steps with the For children aged 5 and up, Here and There 

Mr Men introduces early takes the basic directional 
directional and object Skills developed in First 
and letter recognition Steps, expanding them 
Skills in four colourful into actual verbal 
games. No reading instructions and simple 
Skills are needed, and route planning. Again, 
a key guide and there are four 
illustrated instruction colourful games plus 
book/storybook Micro. —__stullly illustrated 
accompany the Zap: instruction book/ 
program aN E storybook. 

Y Cassette £8.95 AWARDS Cassette £7.95 
1985 

For armchair stargazers, there’s 

STAR SEEKER 
Published in association with the London Planetarium, Star Seeker and 
its companion program Solar System allow you to scan the night sky 
from the comfort of your living room. You can plot constellations, track 
Stars and planets, and follow Halley's Comet as it approaches the Earth 
later this year for its once-in-a-lifetime visit. Includes comprehensive 
illustrated manual. 

Cassette £9.95 

And don’t forget 

737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR 
Use your skills and the detailed instruction manual to land your Boeing 737 
jetliner in low cloud and driving rain, with only the instrument panel 
indicators to guide you. 

Cassette £9.95 

MIRRORSOFT programs are available from good software stockists 
everywhere or direct from 

SSS SE SSS 
Mirror Group Newspapers Ltd 

SSS SSS Holborn Circus London EC1P 1DQ Tel: 01-822 3580 



"T'M Q TOSHIBA HX10. 
1'UE GOT ALL THE 

OTHER HOME COMPUTER. 
AND MORE. | HAVE A 
64K MEMORY, LIKE THE 
COMMODORE 64. A 
CASSETTE INTERFACE, 
LIKE THE BEC. IWO 
JOYSIICK PORTS, LIKE 
THE COMMODORE 64. 
A BUILT IN POWER 
SUPELY, CIKE [HE 
BBC. 16 USABLE 
COLOURS, LIKE The 
ACORN ELECTRON. OVER 
70 FULL STROKE KEYS, 
LIKE THE BBE. A 
CARTRIDGE SLOT; LIKE 
THE COMMODORE 64. 
A PRINTER INIERPACE, 
ETKE THE ORIC AMOS. 
SOUND OUTPUT THROUGH 
THE 1.V_, LIKE [he 
COMMODORE 64. AN 
AUBDIO/VIDEO OUTPUT 
CONNECTION,—L IKE 
THE COMMODORE 64. 
RE BUILT IN LIKE 
THE BBC. AND: A 
SEPARATE 16K VIDEO 
MEMORY, UNLTKE MOST 
NON-MSX COMPUTERS. 
dé SPRITES, MORE 
THAN MOST NON-MSXxX 
COMPUTERS. AND | USE 
MICROSOFT EXTENDED 
BASIC, LIKE EVERY 
OTHER MSX COMPUTER. © 

You'd expect one of the best-selling ononelanguage:MSX.You can swap prog- 
home computers in Japan to have a_=s rams,games, cassettes, even peripherals 
specification list as big as its memory. _‘like disk drives, printers, and joysticks: 

But the Toshiba HX10 doesn't just they’re all compatible with every other 

BEST BITS FROM EVERY 

limit itself to that. MSX computer. 
It was developed along with other All of which makes MSX the system 

Japanese home computers to operate _ of the future. 

"WOW. WITH @ 
SPECIFICATION LIST 
LIKE TAL. 
NO WONDER YOU‘ VE 
GOT A 64K MEMORY. ‘ 

So if you want a computer that won't 
be obsolete in a few years, buy an MSX. 
If you want one of the best-selling MSX 
computers in Japan, buy a Toshiba HX10. 

TOSHIBA == NSX 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE TOSHIBA HX10 CONTACT TOSHIBA (UK) LTD., TOSHIBA HOUSE, FRIMLEY ROAD, FRIMLEY, SURREY GU16 5JJ. TEL: (0276) 681691. 


